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For your complete personal guide to all Sony consumer electronics, we're introducing
Sony Style magazine. To receive your copy for $4.95, plus $1.50 for shipping and
handling, call 1 -800 -848 -SONY. Visa and MC. Offer expires 11/93.

biggest step yet in personal music entertainment for people who never stop moving.

instantly accessible, virtually unshockable, portable MiniDisc from Sony. It's the

wherever you go and have your music flow uninterrupted. Meet the digital, recordable,

bility. That virtually eliminates skipping from shock and vibration, so you can go

you laid any song in a second.That comes in its own protective cartridge for dura=

wear or loss of sound quality That stores up to 74 minutes of digital sound and lets

Now this is news: A 2Y2 inch disc that you can record on over a million times with no

*Optima Cardmembers in good standing receive an Annual Percentage Rate for purchases that's currently 1425% (16.90% for cash advances). Casdinembers in good stancho over a 12 -month review period with at least one
(16.90% for cash advances). All other accounts receive a competitive APR that's currently 18.25% for purchases (18.90% for cash advances). All rates are adjusted semiannually based on the Prime Rate as listed in

You HAVE YOUR OWN VIEW OF WHAT'S IMPORTANT.

You see your priorities clearly. Both

personal and financial.
You carry the Optimal' Card. And count
on unparalleled American Express service
to be there for you.
You appreciate the individual way your
interest rate, currently a low 14.25% for
purchases;` reflects the responsible way
you manage your account.

And you like the way you can attain
an even lower rate, currently 12% for
purchases simply by charging $1,000
or more in a year and paying your bills
in a timely manner.

So, when you want the option to extend
payment with a real advantage, you
choose the Optima Card.

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING:"'

year of tenure on their American Express and Optima Card accounts who spent at least $1,000 cn the Optima Card during the review period qualify or an APR that's currently 12.00% for purchases
1993 American Express Centurion Bank.
The Wall Street Journal. The annual fee for the Optima Card is $15l$25 for non -American Expresso Cardmembersl. For more information or to apply call 1 -800 -OPTIMA -6.
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MUSIC WITHOUT BOUNDS.

THE NEW
MIRAGE 90 -SERIES.

In a perfect world your listening room seats 500

and the conductor begins on your cue.
In the real world you need loudspeakers with the

emotion and lifelike presentation to transport
you to that perfect world.
Introducing the new Mirage 90 -Series. Embodying

the celebrated spatial qualities of our revolutionary
M-1 BipolarTM loudspeaker. With graceful styling

and significant technical advancements. With the
singular power to express the boundless

magnificence of the world's finest music. And with
the finesse to relate each critical detail.

We invite you to audition the new
90 -Series at your nearest Mirage dealer.

And experience music without bounds.

MIRAGE LOUDSPEAKERS

See the music.
3641 MCNICOLL AVENUE SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, CANADA MIX 105

(416) 321-1800

©1991 Aural

FAX (416) 321-1500

PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL, CORP.
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FAST

he first Wednesday in June, I went
to the best hi-fi store there is, the
Summer Consumer Electronics
Show; spent five days there. It's no
secret that the number of Big
Electronics Firms exhibiting on the
main floor of McCormick East (nee Place)
is down. After Panasonic -Technics, the
biggest booth in terms of floor space was
Thomson -RCA, with Recoton not far
behind, if behind at all. Somewhere in the
middle, however, was the "Innovations
'93" display, which is a sort of sidebar
showcase of products (and computer
software) being introduced at the SCES.
Not filler, but not paid space either.
Where was everybody? Well, some of
them were in the ballrooms and suites of
big, fancy hotels just off Chicago's
Magnificent Mile. It used to be that the

T

big hi-fi firms did both-had a large
booth on the floor of the Show and a
hospitality suite where copious libations
flowed well into the night, washing shrimp
and caviar past pampered palates. (Can I
write like Bert Whyte or what?) But in this
tough economy, we are seeing more of the
big guys hold their own shows prior to the
SCES. Getting a captive audience seems to
be the idea, and I'm not certain that's a
wrong technique.
Chicago's Hilton Hotel was the scene of
most of the action interesting to audio
folk, and the large majority of my contacts
told me that this was a show where they
wrote good business. There seemed to be
moderately good traffic, both on the three
trade days and on the consumer day, but
one could get around through the halls.

FORE -WORD

Clearly, this last day is starting to be
popular with the ultimate buyer, though it
is curious to me why Joe Consumer would
come to a hi-fi show in early June. After
all, the traditional selling season is roughly
from Labor Day to, say, early January or
maybe Presidents' Birthdays in February.
As I recall, the best attended consumer
shows put on by the Institute of High
Fidelity or Teresa and Bob Rodgers were
during the fall.
There was, indeed, some talk about
doing away with the SCES entirely. I'm
told, however, that the Show sponsors are
committed to Chicago at least through
1994. I certainly like Chicago when the
weather is as fine as it was this year, but
Friday's rainstorm produced a 11/2 -hour
cab line at the Hilton. Yuck!
The Winter Show in great part is a car
stereo show, because of the differing
seasonality of sales of that part of the

electronics sport-the six months of the
year centered on July 4th. In addition,
auto audio gear continues to sell pretty
well. In contrast, the only in -home
electronics gear that's going well, I'm told,
is home theater equipment. Perhaps that's
true; witness the number of traditional
upper-class, hidebound, inbred audio
makers who have slipped into making one
or more pieces of this stuff "to pay the
rent and keep from laying off people." I've
asked a good deal about whether there is a
sales seasonality to this equipment, and
most of the answers indicate only a slight
one, timed a month or two ahead of the
car stereo season.
If so, this would make yet another
constituency wanting some say-so about
the timing of the Summer Show. What a
curious state of affairs for a Show.where
there are so few big display booths on the
main floor.
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Hyper-(hi'pdr) I I <G r hyper II prefix over, above, beyond, surpassing

Balance(d) (bal'ans) [I <LL bilanx]]
general harmony between the parts of anything,
springing from the observance of just proportion
1

a -id relationship; esp. in the Arts of Design
2 stability or steadiness due to the equilibriurn prevailing betWeen all the
forces of any syszem

Hyper -Balanced cables are also
available in foll,balanct.d
configuration (witk.
XLR i70nneetors).

an advanced interconnect cablc ,Cesign
featuring minimal energy storage within the
music signal path, allowing the music to
come through pure and clean, unaffected by
cable -induced distortions
2 quite simply, the finest audio interconnects
available

No other interconnects come close to cur Primus .4n4Artus Hyper Balanced cables. Experience a vastly increased sense oFtralistr_ from
your system. Visit one of our select audio dealers to perscnally'aulition
these superior interconnects in your own system, witlfour "r_o risk home
audition program".

Call Esoteric Audio USA today for the name of your nearest dealer',
and receive a free brochure detailing the technology behind the
;
remarkable Hyper -Balanced cables.
(404) 867-6300
ESOTERICAUDIQ USI1/4
RR3 Box 262 Winder Georgin11061.1()
Pninitis''', Anus"' and Hyper -Balanced'"' arc product trademarks of Esoteric Audio 'USA ' 1993 Esoteric Audio .../SA all rignOsreaerved.
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Proboscis -Friendly Pushbuttons?
Dear Editor:

audio magazine in a very long time. The

V.P./GROUP PUBLISHER

subject is often not well understood (it cer-

Thomas Ph. Witschi
(212) 767-6269

Here's a Lirpa-like response to Ivan tainly was not by me) but is very imporBerger's complaint about "boring black tant. I am glad that the authors were not
equipment for the home" ("Roadsigns," afraid to include mathematics and a few
April): Forget your eyes, use your nose.
Most designers complicate "boring" by using dark -gray lettering. No sweat, pick up a

flashlight. To parry this, many designers

formulae. I am keeping these articles for
the time when (hopefully) I will be able to
design my own sound room.
I also very much enjoy the articles that

V.P./ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER
Tony Catalano
(212) 767-6061

GENERAL MANAGER
Greg Roperti

BUSINESS MANAGER
Christine Maillet

have refined their work to display tiny are less equipment -oriented or of a histori-

PRODUCTION DIRECTOR

dark -gray lettering. Don't fret, add a magnifying glass. With both hands engaged, I
attempt to use my nose as operator. I will
buy more audio/video equipment as soon

PRODUCTION MANAGER

cal nature, such as the interview with Hen-

ry Z. Steinway in January. Keep up the
Andy Benton
Flemington, N.J.

AD COORDINATOR
Linda Neuweiler

I have acquired some old equipment
without any manuals: Fisher 50S -T receiv-

er, Dual 1019 turntable, Harman Kardon

loudspeakers. If anyone has manuals for
this equipment, please contact me.

I have been a subscriber for a great many

years, during which-I'm almost sure on
this-I have never seen a word in print on
the gratitude readers such as me owe to

Aline J. Pulley
Sylvia Correa

Manuals Wanted
Dear Editor:

HK 1000 cassette deck, and KLH Model Six

Plaudits
Dear Editor:

Dru Ann Love

OFFICE MANAGER

OPERATIONS MANAGER

will spend my money on user-friendly

Edward Claymore
San Francisco, Cal.

Kerry Tonning

RESEARCH MANAGER

good work!

as I can train my proboscis. Until then, I
things, which I don't define as, say, gold colored equipment adorned with gold -colored lettering.

Silvia Coppola

Herbert Palace
5 Helen Ct.
Spring Valley, N.Y. 10947

ADVERTISING
REGIONAL V.P./AD DIRECTOR,
EAST COAST
Charles L. P. Watson
(212) 767-6038
REGIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER
Christine B. Forhez
(212) 767-6025
REGIONAL V.P./AD DIRECTOR,
MIDWEST
R. Scott Constantine
(212) 767-6346
REGIONAL V.P./AD DIRECTOR,
WEST COAST
Bob Meth
(213) 954-4831
WESTERN MANAGER
Paula Mayeri
(213) 954-4830
NATIONAL RECORD LABEL SALES

Joseph Giovanelli, Herman Burstein, and
Edward Tatnall Canby. So here goes.
For the information, help, and entertainment in the words of wisdom from all of
you: Thank you very much indeed. It goes

Man Bites Digital
Dear Editor:
I have to refer to a highlighted passage in

without saying that my thanks are long

(February): "Linn has kept its commitment

achette

overdue, but they are sincere nevertheless.
Harry P. Wood

not to make a CD player until it could

es

Cudahy, Wisc.

Plaudits, The Sequel
Dear Editor:
I would like to congratulate you on your
recent articles on listening room character-

istics by F. Alton Everest ("The Uneasy
Truce Between Music & the Room," February, and "Coloration of Room Sound by

Reflections," March) and John Sehring
("Taking Up Resonance: Finding Room
Modes on Your Computer," April; also see

"Signals & Noise," June). These are the
most interesting articles I have read in an

your "Auricle" review of the Linn Karik
CD transport and Numerik D/A converter

MAG Inc.
Mitch Herskowitz
Steve Gross

(212) 490-1715
(212) 490-1895

7:711:7DE

li acchi

match analog quality." To achieve this, the
Linn system will cost $5,790.

PRESIDENT, CEO, AND COO

Admittedly, CDs provide greater dy-

EXEC. V.P. AND EDITORIAL

CHAIRMAN Daniel Filipacchi
David J. Pecker

DIRECTOR Jean-Louis Ginibre

namic range than LPs. They are also more
convenient to use, and they are more resil-

SR. V.P./DIR. CORP. MARKETING

ient to damage from handling, playing,

SR. V.P./DIR., CORP. SALES

dust, and scratches.
However, when are we all going to wake
up and smell the roses and realize that analog produces a warmth and soul to music
that continues to be lacking in the computerized digital format? Why is there not a resurgence of long-playing records that can
capture the tone of the music as well as the
emotions generated by the musicians re -

AUDIO/AUGUST 1993
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Paul DuCharme
Nicholas Matarazzo

V.P./DIR. OF STRATEGIC
PLANNING, ADV. & CIRC.
Patrice Listfield

V.P., CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
Paul De Benedictis

V.P., GENERAL COUNSEL
Catherine Flickinger

V.P., MFG. & DISTRIBUTION
Anthony Romano
V.P., CIRCULATION Leon Rosenfield
V.P., RESEARCH & MKTG.
SERVICES, Susan Smollens

Digital music sources

and home theater have
heated up the home entertainment scene. To meet
the challenge, the all-neN\
Infinity Reference Standard

Series speakers employ
exclusive technologies to
deliver hotter performance
without burning a hole in
your wallet.
At Infinity, we believe

H A Harman International Inc. Company. Call 1800) 765-5556 for the Infinity dealer nearest you. In Canada. call (4161294-48_33 H Roy Gray, Ltd.

Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card

it's not how much you spend,
it's how well you spend it.

Infinity
AS FAR AS YOU CAN HEAR.

cording them? If we are not careful, musicians will become obsolete as computers
fully take over the actual making of music,

thereby destroying the atmosphere that
makes music so special and memorable to
most of us.

I hope other people can understand this

cry from a music lover who still has the
hairs on his arms rise when a particular
memory is conjured by a passage of music
and who still has tears form during some

Let's please get back to basics and enjoy a

live performances. Apart from love and
fear, music is probably the most impact -

more natural sound. Think of all the mon-

producing thing we experience. In order to

ey we can save by not buying expensive
digital machines made to resemble analog
sounds. As I recall, the cost of LPs is also
substantially less than that of their CD

retain the emotion quotient, let us not do
away with the human element, for fear of
losing part of our souls.
Keith Mackenzie
Piedmont, Cal.

counterparts.

orman,

VA\DE RSTEE\ AUDIO

Styli for 78s
Dear Editor:
We have noticed an increased interest on

the part of many record collectors in obtaining the old standard 3.0 -mil stylus for
78 -rpm recordings. This is a special size
now and is considerably more expensive
than the present standard 2.7 -mil stylus for
this purpose.
Collectors should be aware that for most

78s, the 2.7 will produce better sound.
Because the 3.0 was the standard size during the 78 era (in metal, osmium, and sap-

phire), chances are your 78s are totally
worn out at the 3.0 -mil location in the
groove; retracing this location produces
distortion and noise. By using a 2.7 -mil sty-

lus, you have a good chance of tracing
fresh, unworn groove.

Often, even better sound can be found
deeper into the groove. Because going
deeper increases the risk of bottoming out,
With innovative design and
costly components normally
found only in very expensive
loudspeakers, Vandersteen
loudspeakers are absolutely
unparalleled in value
and performance.

styli smaller than 2.7 have a truncated

4

point. Truncation is part of the polishing
step, which flattens the tip and provides the
necessary clearance. Special stylus sizes are
available from 2.0 to 4.0 mils. The 4.0 size
is

ideal for the vertical -cut Edison Dia-

mond Disc.

I would be happy to discuss concerns
with individual collectors at any time.
Kevin A. Barrett

The Model 2Ce features:

Cast -basket drivers.

President, KAB Electro-Acoustics
P.O. Box 2922
Plainfield, N.J. 07062
(908) 754-1479

Multi -enclosure,
minimum -baffle
driver alignment.

Genuine transparency
and openness.

Powerful and extended bass.

Unrivaled quality control.

Coda: Bernard Kardon
Bernard Kardon, 79, the engineering
cofounder of Harman-Kardon, died on
April 14 at his home in New Rochelle,
N.Y. Kardon got his audio grounding in
the 1940s with the David Bogen Co.,
where he rose to the position of chief
engineer. He was head of Kardon Man-

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

ufacturing at the turn of the decade,

116 West Fourth St, Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324

when he teamed up with marketer Sidney Harman to form Harman-Kardon,

rirr\

H lniTN

for which he designed the first mid price, high-performance stereo amplifiers for the developing hi-fi mass market

For15 years, Vandersteen Audio has built affordable loudspeakers true to both science and music.

created by the introduction of stereo

If you're looking for speakers that accurately reproduce the entire frequency range of music and

records. Kardon is survived by his wife
and two children.
(Courtesy of TWICE, April 26.)

recreate the full dimensions of the original performance, we can direct you to your nearest
carefully selected Vandersteen Audio dealer.

Vandersteen loudspeakers are priced from under .S700 per pair.

AUDIO/AUGUST 1993
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HIGH 7EF NOON
OGOKL.AN.1.06 C 3NVE ITER

MODEL DAC2
ON

POWER

NORMAL

PPM

WEPT
OFF

Rejoice.
To come alive in the listening experience,
digital retrieval of recorded source material without significant flaw or error is not enough.
The music must be restored, in a manner that is
so involving that the listener forgets the
medium but remembers the music.
Enter the DAC2 digital converter from Audio
Research. First, the DAC2 is very likely the most
naturally musical D/A converter you've ever experienced. At any price. Whatever sonic criteria yo
consider important-midrange timbres, ambien
detail, bass extension and impact, dynamic
nuance-the DAC2 retrieves and restores it all,
in a stunningly natural musical envelope that
is true to the music, true to your ears.
Second. the DAC2 has all the connective

flexibility you reed in a digital -based music
sytem. So you Gan forge: about compatibility
worries. Selectable inpu:s offp ST -glass and
TOSLINK optical Eber capabiltind BW-coaxial
n
standa eStlindard outor AES--_-', BU connection
single
-ended and balanced XLR
puts indude bosh
connectors, plus a pass -tut for use
with digital tape recorders.
There's one mare thing the DAC2 will restore:
Confidence in your purchase decision. Because
this is tne company tha: still stocks components
ecuipment manufactured more
and supplies
than twenty years ago. And in the end, why
should .t be any different with digital?
Visit your nearest Audio Research retailer soon to
experience the DAC2. And rejoice.

audio researzh

HIGH DEFINITION1.6

5740 Green Cirde Drive / Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343-4424 /

Phone: 612-09-0600 FAX: 612-939-0604
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TAPE GUIDE

play okay. Can you give me some insight into

this problem?-Franklin S. Simon, North

HERMAN BURSTEIN

Brunswick, N.J.

A. I take it that your problem occurs
even when the car motor is off, so ignition
noise can be ruled out. Also, the fact that

Noise Reduction for Home and Car
Q. The cassette deck in my automobile
has DIV (Dynamic Noise Reduction). The

more sensitive than others to wow and flutter might require a better spec, 0.025% or

the noise occurs mostly at the beginning
and end of a tape would rule out ignition

less); (3) S/N ratio of at least 75 dB or so

deck I use at home has Dolby B and Dolby C

with Dolby C NR; (4) accurate speed, devi-

NR, with HX Pro headroom extension.

ating no more than, perhaps, 0.5% from
correct speed (such a deviation in pitch is
probably inaudible to most people), and
(5) distortion that's low. Let me hasten to

noise. Therefore, as you suggest, the problem may be due to improper tape tension.
Service shops have informed me that improper torque of the supply and/or take-up

Which noise -reduction system should I use at
home, if any, to achieve the optimum sound

quality for my car system?-Charles Andrade, Yuma, Ariz.
A. In theory, you should record without

noise reduction at home if the cassette is
exclusively for playback in your car. This
assumes that your car deck's DNR works
very well, reducing treble response only
when the program material has no treble
content. However, DNR may in fact produce some audible drop in treble response.
If that is the case, you should try recording
with Dolby B encoding, which will tend to
more or less offset any treble loss you may
have in playback.
This procedure may be desirable for oth-

er reasons. One is that you might want
some treble lift on your tape in order to
compensate for car noise. Another is that
you may want to play the same cassette

add that many audiophiles would place low
distortion higher in order of importance.
A frequency response specification of
± 6 dB is not impressive. However, if the
spec were ± 3 dB and applied to the range
of 30 Hz to 16 kHz, it would be acceptable;
still better would be a spec of ± 2 dB over
such a range. A range that extends out to
19 kHz instead of just to about 16 kHz will
not make an important difference to most

reels is

a frequent source of problems.

Torque may have been improperly adjusted at the factory, or it may have gradually
gone out of adjustment with time and use.
If this is true, you require a visit to a competent service shop, preferably an authorized
one. Ask your auto dealer whom he recom-

mends. Also ask others, including friends
and your local audio stores.
Although your cassettes play satisfactorily in your home deck, certain combinations
of tape and deck don't work well together,

listeners.

even though each may individually be of
high quality. I suggest that you try one or

DIN and Dolby Levels

two other brands and/or types of cassette to

Q. Recently you answered a reader's
question about Dolby level, stating that it is
200 nWb/m (nanowebers per meter) at 400
Hz and that this is approximately 2 dB lower
than DIN level, which is 250 nWb/m at 315
Hz. I believe that Dolby level is based on the

both at home and in your car. Use of Dolby
B NR in recording and in home playback ANSI Standard of measurement, whereas
would afford a compromise between home DIN level is not. This signifies that, using the
and car requirements. On the other hand, if DIN Standard, the Dolby level is about 1.1
your car's audio system has tone controls, dB below DIN (rather than 2 dB). Please
you could use the treble control to adjust correct me if I am wrong in this matter.-Bill
response more to your desires.
Klodt, Weaverville, N.C.
Experiment to find the best course.
A. You are correct. Quite a number of
years ago another reader also pointed out
Judging a Deck by Its Specs
that, in truth, the Dolby and DIN levels are
Q. I plan to buy my first cassette deck. more like 1 dB apart than 2 dB.
The deck I am considering has frequency response of 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 6 dB; signal-to- Bad Luck with Car Tape Players
noise ratio of 77 dB with Dolby C NR, and
Q. My car has a high -quality radio/cas-

discover whether this might solve your
problem.

Listening Without Preamps
Q. I recently bought a power amplifier.
The salesperson told me that I could just con-

nect my CD player's output to the power
amp without ever using a preamp. I tried
this, and it worked. But when I connected my

tape deck to the amplifier, this didn't work,
and it made a humming noise. What is the
reason?-Joseph Sum, Rancho Santa Margarita, Cal.

A. Your direct connection of the tape

deck to the power amp should have
worked, and I would have to see a diagram
of your hookup to figure out why it didn't.

From your statement that there was a
"humming noise," I suspect a poor or
incomplete ground connection. Have you

wow and flutter of 0.055%. In order of
importance, what are the most important
specifications?-Dennis Luchtefeld, Mt.

sette system, installed by the car manufacturer. The radio sound is quite good, but there is

trouble with the tape player. I get a high-

tution? Have you made certain there are

Sterling, Ky.

pitched noise that interferes with the music.
The noise seems most prevalent at the begin-

secure fits of plugs to jacks?

A. The most important specifications
for a cassette deck, more or less in order,
are: (1) Frequency response that's flat and
extended from, say, 30 Hz to 18 kHz; (2)

wow and flutter that is low, perhaps no
more than 0.05% peak (people who are

ning and end of a tape. Perhaps this is a
winding -tension problem. I have had the
same problem with at least two previous
automobile tape players. When I play the
noise -producing tapes on my home deck, they
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checked your cables, preferably by substiA

If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1633
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All letters are
answered. In the event that your letter is chosen by

Mr. Burstein to appear in Tape Guide, please
indicate if your name and/or address should be
withheld. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

Can you spot the Mitsubishi 35" Win this ad?
(Hint: it's the one sitting behind our new 407)

It's 31% bigger than a 357 119% bigger than a 27" and 1000% bigger than
we could show you in this ad. It's the new Mitsubishi 407 the largest tube television you
can buy. Once you've seen it, it's kind of hard to see anything else.

J. MITSUBISHI

TECHNICALLY. ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE'

© 1993 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. Curiosity is a good thing. Call 1-800-374-4402 if you'd like to hear more about the Mitsubishi 40"

Enter No. 17 on Reader Service Card

is unusable when I have my TV set on or am

AUDIO CLINIC

trying to videotape. In the car, the sound
quality is sometimes reasonable, but at other
times it is simply awful. What's wrong with

JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

my tuners?-Gino Catena, Buffalo, N.Y.

A. Let's take your home system first.
Connecting a Subwoofer
Q. I have apparently backed myself into a

corner in attempting to add a single sub woofer to both outputs of my 22 -watt stereo

system. I had hoped I could have accomplished this via some chokes, but I have the
impression that trying this would damage my
amplifier. I'd like to know what I can do to
solve this problem without buying a separate
amplifier for the subwoofer. I would appreciate your comments and suggestions.-Gerald
Little, Alexandria, Va.

A. The crossovers built into or supplied
with many subwoofers have inputs for both
stereo channels. The low -frequency infor-

mation from the two channels is then
summed to feed the subwoofer driver. If
you're building a subwoofer system from

scratch, look for a driver that has two
voice -coils, each of which can be connected
to one channel of your stereo system. Con-

sidering the modest 22 watts you have

signals on CD are often made at maximum

level (0 dB); few, if any, notes on a CD
would actually get that loud. And people
have a tendency to turn the volume control
up when listening to test CDs, especially at

frequencies where the system's response
drops off. If that's the case with you, be

careful-it's possible to damage your
speakers if you overdrive them. If you hear
distortion, turn the volume down.

Both TV sets and VCRs are notorious for
wrecking AM reception. Harmonics of the
horizontal oscillator beat against the desired AM station's carrier to produce noise
within the AM band. It would take much
work to shield your VCR and TV to prevent radiation of undesired signals. So your
best solution might be to place a short AM
antenna on your roof, as far from your TV
antenna as you can place it. Check your lo-

cal library for a good book on amateur
Cable FM Reception
Q. I am thinking of getting cable service
to get better FM reception from some of my
favorite stations. I am not interested in the
television portion of the cable service; I am

radio to get details on how such antennas
are constructed and how to protect them,

looking for a device that will make it possible
to receive cable on my hi-fi system. It would
be a box that would be connected between the

copy of The ARRL Antenna Book, for $23,

cable and my FM tuner, so I could use my
tuner in the usual way. Is there such a device?
Where can I get one?-R. Ross, Odessa, Tex.

when necessary, from lightning. Or contact

the American Radio Relay League (225
Main St., Newington, Conn. 06111) for a
including postage (plus 6% sales tax for
Connecticut residents, and 7% for Canadians). The antenna designs shown will be for
short-wave bands, but formulas in books

about ham radio can help you calculate

A. First, find out what FM services your
local cable TV system offers. Not all cable
TV systems carry FM stations, and not all
the systems that do require a converter box
between the cable and the FM receiver. You

correct lengths for the AM broadcast band
(530 to 1,600 kHz). In most locations, it
pays to add lightning arrestors to any out-

will, however, need a switcher to select

Industrial Communications Engineers

cable or over -the -air signals. Radio Shack
and most electronics stores carry these. So

(P.O. Box 18495, Indianapolis, Ind. 46218).
As to the variable AM reception in your

could evaluate my stereo system. I was mainly interested in checking frequency response.

that you get the proper switcher, note

car, try to note when and where it's good

whether the antenna you use for normal

My loudspeakers are only supposed to re-

reception is a 75 -ohm coaxial with a screw on F connector or a 300 -ohm flat twinlead

and when it's not. If it's fine when your engine is off but not with the engine running,
check your antenna, antenna lead, and the
grounding of your radio and of the anten-

available, you should probably look for a
subwoofer that has its own built-in amplifier; failing that, you should get a sub woofer of the highest possible sensitivity.
Frequency Response vs.
Frequency Limits

Q. I recently purchased a test CD so I

spond to frequencies from 50 Hz and above.
Why, then, when I played the test disc, could

I hear all frequencies down to almost 20
Hz?-Bret Allie, Sauk Rapids, Minn.
A. Your speaker's spec for frequency
response shows that it should be reasonably

requiring screw terminals. (Cable systems
almost invariably use F connections.)
You won't always get better FM reception from cable; some cable companies are
rather sloppy about FM. You may also find
that stations have been shifted to new fre-

flat (not deviating greatly in amplitude)
from 50 Hz to the upper end of its stated quencies on the cable or even that some
range. But response does not just die out stations you can normally receive aren't
beyond the stated limits. The further you carried by your cable system.

go beyond those limits, the softer the
sound gets, until it eventually becomes
inaudible. If your speaker were flat to 20

Poor AM, Both Home and Road
Q. My home and car stereo systems are

Hz, those low bass tones would sound
considerably louder than they do now.
Also, you may be feeding your speakers

considered to be of moderately high quality,
but I get poor AM reception in both-particularly in the car. Both tuners have problems
with hum and whining noises. At home, AM

more power than they normally get. Test
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door antenna; I'm told a good source for
those and for information about them is

na's base. I've also found that getting a
tune-up and replacing ignition wires has
reduced some engine noise. After that, try

interference suppressors, available from
Radio Shack and car stereo specialists.

If the problem occurs only in certain
places, then it's caused by local noise
sources, such as high-tension power lines,
which you can't do anything about.
A
If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. In the event that your letter is
chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audioclinic,
please indicate if your name and/or address should
be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Signet Speakers
The SL280B/U and
SL260B/U loudspeakers
(shown top and center,
respectively, with the
SL250B/U) use foam
around their tweeters to
enhance pinpoint imaging
by reducing delayed
reflections from the
cabinet. The SL280B/U's
8 -inch woofer incorporates
Dynamic Damping for
improved low -frequency
transient response and
extended dynamic range as
well as reduced distortion
at loud listening levels; the
system's tweeter is a 1 -inch

WHAT'S NEW
JVC

Cordless Headphones

Both the HA -W75 and
HA -W55 infrared
headphone systems are
capable of operating at a
distance of 33 feet within
a horizontal angle
of 90°. The
circumaural
HA-W75s

(shown) have polymer
diaphragms 40 mm in
diameter and incorporate
JVC's Super Bass Sound
System and an automatic
muting circuit. The openair HA-W55s
have 30 -mm

diaphragms.
Both models
include a
volume
control,
auto power
off (after
three
hours)
for the

Storadisc CD Rack
You needn't kneel to see
what CDs are on the lowest
shelves of Storadisc racks.
By mounting the bottom
shelves further to the front
of the rack, and angling all
shelves upward, Davidson Whitehall, the manufacturer,

headphones, and
auto power on/off for the
transmitter. Prices: HA -W75,
$249.95; HA -W55, $149.95.
For literature, circle No. 101

Cambridge
SoundWorks Crossover

aluminum dome. The
SL260B/U contains a 61/2 inch woofer and a 1/4 -inch

tweeter. Power -handling
capacities for the 280 and
the 260, respectively, are
200 and 150 watts. Prices:
SL280B/U, $700 per pair;
SL260B/U, $450 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 100

Designed for use in
home theater and music
systems incorporating the
company's Powered
Subwoofer, the Cambridge
SoundWorks EX0-1
electronic crossover
provides 18-dB/octave

high-pass filtering for left,
center, and right
loudspeakers,
complementing the lowpass filtering built into the
subwoofer. Crossover
frequencies can be set at
55, 80, 100, or 140 Hz.
Distortion is rated at
0.006%. Price: $299.
For literature, circle No. 102

has made it easier to read
the title of each disc. The
taller of the two Storadisc
Library racks holds 576
CDs, and the shorter one
holds 360; the Single Series
shelf in the middle holds 36
CDs, but a 50 -disc version
is available. All models are
available in red or white
oak, cherry, black walnut,
pickled ash, black lacquered
oak, or in less expensive
textured white, gray, or
black finishes. Prices vary
with finish, but the most
common prices for wood
finishes are: LS -576, $495;
LS -360, $375; SS -50, $52;
SS -36, $48.

For literature, circle No. 103
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R.E.M.: Automatic For
The People
(Warner Bros.) 00121

ZInman: Gorecki,
Symphony No. 3

Garth Brooks:

The Best Of The
Alan Parsons Project

(Liberty) 00141

(Arista) 00877

Red Hot Chili Peppers:

Madonna: Erotica

(EMI) 00144 I

Elton John: Greatest
Hits 1976-1986
(MCA) 00150

SWV: It's About Time
(RCA) 00151

George Duke: Snapshot

(Giant) 00180

AC/DC: Live
(Atlantic) 00201

Nell Young:
Harvest Moon
(Reprise) 00208

The Doors: L.A. Woman
(Elektra) 00215

The Private Music Of
Tangerine Dream
(Private Music) 00221

Neneh Cherry:
Homebrew

(A&M) 01334

(Polydor) 01342

P.M. Dawn:

Eric Clapton:
Unplugged
(Warner Bros.) 23690

The Bliss Album...?
(Island) 01353

Nana Mouskouri:
Falling In Love Again Great Songs From
The Movies

(Sire/Maverick) 00879 t

The Best Of The
Georgia Satellites :
Let It Rock

(Philips) 01354

Levert: For Real Tho'

(Elektra) 00880

(Atlantic) 01356

Elvis Costello with The
Brodsky Quartet:
The Juliet Letters

Monis Love:
in A Word Or 2
(Warner Bros.) 01357

(Warner Bros.) 00885

Gordon Lightfoot:
Waiting For You

(Warner Bros.) 00176

Beverly Hills
90210/Sdtrk.

Sting: Ten
Summoner's Tales

James Brown: 20 All Time Greatest Hits

Standard Time
(Mercury) 00873

What Mal?

(Keia/Elektra) 00353

Kathy Mattea: Lonesome

(Nonesuch) 00110

The Chase

Silk: Lose Control

10,000 Maniacs:
Our Time In Eden
(Elektra) 00126

Simple Minds:
Glittering Prize 81/92

(Reprise) 01359

(A&M) 00895

Dwight Yoakam:
This Time

Yellowjackets:
Like A River

(Reprise) 01360

(GRP) 00985

Frank Black

Don Henley:
The End Of The
Innocence
(Geffen) 01064

(Elektra) 01370

The Earl Kiugh Trio:
Volume Two- Sounds
And Visions

Davies:

(Warner Bros.) 01164

Billy Taylor: Dr. T

Nelson Rangel!:
Truest Heart

(GRP) 01415 "

Perlman: Encores
(EMI Classics) 01387

Glass, "Low" Symphony
(Point) 01398

Black 47:
Fire Of Freedom

CDs
FOR THE
PRICE
OF

Frank Sinatra: The Beat
Of The Capitol Years

Primus: Pork Soda

(SBK) 01418

(Interscope) 01187

Genesis:
We Can't Dance

Iron Maiden:
A Real Live One

(Atlantic) 00423

(Capitol) 01419

Natalie Cole:
Unforgettable

(GRP) 00251

Izzy StradIln And
The Ju Ju Hounds

Lou Rawls:
Portrait Of The Blues
(Manhattan) 01185

Portrait (Capitol) 01190
(Capitol) 01194

Chieftains:
The Celtic Harp

Tina Turner:
Simply The Best

Phil Collins:
Serious Hits...Live!

(Sire) 01421

Poison: Native Tongue

(Geffen) 00272

(RCA) 00323

Talking Heads:
Speaking In Tongues

The Letterman: Capitol
Collector's Series
(Capitol) 01423

(Capitol) 01195

Michael Franks:
Dragonfly Summer

Kentucky Headhunters:

(Reprise) 01427

Rave On??

Hubert Laws:
My Time Will Come

(Atlantic) 00324

(Mercury) 01202

Erasure: Popl
The First 20 Hits

Ugly Kid Joe:
America's Least Wanted

(Reprise) 00328

(Mercury) 01204

John Lennon & Yoko
Ono: Double Fantasy

Dr. Dre: The Chronic
(Interscope) 01241 I

(Capitol) 00333

The Rascals' Greatest
Hits: Time Peace
(Atlantic) 00357

Saigon Kick: The Lizard
(Third Stone/Atlantic)
00371

Steely Dan: Aja
(MCA) 00409

Reba McEntire:
ft's Your Call
(MCA) 00422

The Beach Boys:
Pet Sounds
(Capitol) 00513

R.E.M.: Eponymous

(MusicMasters) 01432

Blues Traveler:
Save His Soul
(A&M) 01433

Michael Petrucciani:
Promenade With Duke

The Best Of Blondie

(Blue Note) 01434

(Chrysalis) 01245

Kronos Quartet:
Short Stories

Roxy Music: Avalon
(Warner Bros.) 01248

James Taylor:
Sweet Baby James

The Who: Live At Leeds
(MCA) 01253

Michael Feinstein:
Forever

Bruce Hornsby:
Harbor Lights

EVER!

Nell Diamond:
12 Greatest Hits

(RCA) 01262

(MCA) 84050

Brooks & Dunn:
Hard Workin' Man

Simon & Garfunkel: The
Concert In Central Park

Evi Tt.

(Warner Bros.) 44006

(Arista) 00857

Pavarotti And Friends
(London) 01451

Green Jelly:
Cereal Killer/Sdtrk.
(Zoo) 01499

K.T.°WM: Greatest
Hits:Songs From An
Aging Sex Bomb

Stone Temple Pilots: Core
(Atlantic) 00981

Lee Ritenour: Wes Bound
(GRP) 01327

McBride & The Ride:
Hurry Sundown

Heart: Rock The House
"Liver!. (Capitol) 05603

Rod Stewart:
Downtown Train

Gown

(RCA) 31461

(MCA) 01508

The Platters: The Very
Best Of The Platters

Aaron Neville:
The Grand Tour

(Warner Bros.) 10708

Pet Shop Boys:
Discography The Complete
Singles Collection

James Galway:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2

(Mercury) 01475

(A&M) 01519

World Party: Bang?
(Ensign/Chrysalis) 01477

Creedence Clearwater
Revival: Chronicle:
20 Greatest Hits

Soundgarden:
Badmotorfinger

Who's The ManT/Sdtrk.

(Fantasy) 01520

(A&M) 05637

Bing Crosby's
Greatest Hits

Van Haien: For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge

Peter Gabriel:
Shaking The Tree -16
Golden Greats

(MCA) 04709

(Warner Bros.) 10016

(Geffen) 11089

Belly: Star

Indecent Proposal/Sdtrk.
(MCA) 01480

HI

(MCA) 01250

(Arista) 54317

TO

BUY

(Uptown/MCA) 01479 I

r

The Fixx:
One Thing Leeds To
Another -Greatest Hits

Kenny G: Breathless

(Elektra) 83452

(Nonesuch) 01444
(Reprise/Sire) 01449

(Warner Bros.) 01249

NOTHING
MORE

(GRP) 01166

David Benoit:
Letter To Evan

(Arista) 54213

WITH

(Virgin) 00239

(Capitol) 00242

Whitney Houston:
The Bodyguard
Soundtrack

(RCA) 10746

(EMI) 05805

Jackson Browne:
Running On Empty
(Elektra) 11056

X. G..

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

COMPACT

CLUBE

(Elektra) 01259

(I.R.S./MCA) 00701

The Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros. ) 00713

John Michael
Montgomery:
Life's A Dance
(Atlantic) 01265

Club MTV -Party To Go
(Tommy Boy) 00754

Snow: 12 Inches 01 Snow
(East West) 01266

Shal: If I Ever Fall In Love
(Gasoline Alley/MCA)
00757

Al DiMeola World
Sinfonia: Heart Of The
Immigrants

Fleetwood Mac:
Greatest Hits

(Mesa/Bluemoon) 01284

(Warner Bros.) 00798

Nell Young:
Lucky Thirteen
(Geffen) 00856

Cecilia Barton: if You

Love Me - Arle Antiche

(EMI Classics) 01321

Brand Nubian:
In God We Trust
(Elektra) 01323

Bon Joy?:

(Capitol) 01338

Macao Parker:
Life On Planet Groove
(Verve) 00869

INDIANAPOLIS, IN

Perlman: Brehm,
Violin Concerto

(London) 00882

(Mercury) 00868

PERMIT NO. 5071

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

Joe Cocker:
The Best Of Joe Cocker

Keep The Faith

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL

Moody Blues:
A Night At Red Rocks
With The Colorado
Symphony Orchestra
(Polydor) 01339

Richard Elliot:
Soul Embrace

Sammy Kershaw:
Haunted Heart

(Manhattan) 00871

(Mercury) 01340

BMG COMPACT DISC CLUB
P.O. Box 91412
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46209-9758
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Bobby Brown: Bobby

k.d. lang: Ingenue

Enya: Shepherd Moons

(MCA) 11121

(Warner Bros.; Sire)
44370

(Reprise) 53190

Guns N'Roses:
Use Your Illusion II

Guns N'Roses:
Use Your Illusion I
(Geffen) 35469 I

(Geffen) 25534 0

Garth Brooks:
Ropin' The Wind

Motley Criie:
Decade Of Decadence

(Liberty) 25535

the Mode:
Songs Of Faith And
Devotion

(Elektra) 40298

(Reprise/Sire) 01362

CDs
FOR THE
PRICE OF

WITH

The Eagles:
Hotel California
(Asylum) 30030

NOTHING

Mary J.Blige:
What's The 4117

MORE
TO

Madonna: The
Immaculate Collection
(Sire) 54164

Kenny G: Live
(Arista) 64505

Arrested Development:
Unplugged

(Warner Bros.) 11125

(Chrysalis) 01417

Prince & The a.
N.P.G.:
(Warner Bros.) 11136

Timepieces -

Daryl Hall & John Oates:
Rock 'N Soul, Part 1

Kathie Lee Gifford:
Sentimental

(RCA) 13313

Peter Gabriel: So

(Arista) 20611

Williams:
The Very Best Of
The Boston Pops

Foreigner: The Very
Best...And Beyond

Jeff Lorber:
Worth Waiting For

(Philips) 15319

(Geffen) 15600

Buddy Holly: From The
Original Master Tapes
(MCA) 20069

Paul Simon:
Negotiations And Love
Songs 1971-86
(Warner Bros.) 20461

(Atlantic) 50248

a/NM%

__CLUBM

(Warner Bros ) 21091

(A&M) 25182

(RCA) 72190

Barry Manilow:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 1
(Arista) 72863

Anita Baker: Rapture
(Elektra) 73404

Kathleen Battle:
The Bach Album
(DG) 73670

U2: The Joshua Tree

(Arista) 74074

(Elektra) 53702

(Mercury) 74582

Kitaro: Dream

Pat Metheny: Secret
Story (Geffen) 82267

(Geffen) 53948

Bryan Adams: Waking
Up The Neighbours
(A&M) 35175

Steely Dan: Gold
(MCA) 74339

Emerson, Lake & Palmer
Brain Salad Surgery
(Atlantic) 54608

George Strait Pure
Country (Soundtrack)

II Top: Greatest Hits

Squeeze:

(Island) 25435

Singles 45's & Under

En Vogue: Funky Divas

(A&M) 35208

(East West) 61717

(MCA ) 83064
(Warner Bros.) 83411

HERE'S HOW THE CLUB WORKS:

Start with 4 FREE Compact Discs now

(Island) 25174

Get 8 for the Price of 11 Start by choosing 4 FREE CDs
from this ad. Then buy just 1 selection within a year a

enjoy

8 cos for the price di

Shipping and handling charges are added to all ship7nents

Nothing more to buy...EVER!

1

(indicate by number):

Each issue highlights a Featured Selection from your
preferred music category. If you'd like the Featured

Selection, do nothing and it will be sent to you
automatically. If you prefer an alternate selection, or
on the card.

2 El COUNTRY
Reba McEntire
Brooks 8 Dunn

3 Ill HARD ROCK
Aerosmith

If you do not want the Featured Selection, and do not
have 10 days, you may return the Featured Selection at

4 [1 POP/SOFT ROCK
Madonna

our expense.

Sing

Bon Jovi

6 D JAll

Luciano Pavarotti
Itzhak Perlman

The BMG

About every three weeks (19 times a year), you'll receive
our exclusive Club catalog which contains hundreds of
selections from which to choose.

You have at least 10 days to return the Notification Card.

I am most ingirested lute music category checked here - but I am always free to choose from any (check gge onfy):
1 CI LIGHT SOUNDS
Dionne Warwick
Frank Sinatra

regular Club prices (currently $14.98 and up). As soon as
we receive your payment, you'll get a certificate good for
your choice of 3 more CDs FREE! Shipping and handling
charges are added to all shipments. The BMG Compact
Disc Club is unlike other clubs which make you buy 6 CDs
at full price to complete your commitment.
10 -Day Trial! Along with your 4 introductory selections,
you'll receive a "Welcome Package" with complete details
on how the Club works. Enjoy your introductory selections
for 10 days. If you are not completely satisfied, you may
return them without any further obligation.
CIM Music Mailings

none at all, simply return the Notification Card enclosed
with each issue of your magazine by the date specified

@ RUSH ME THESE 4 CDs NOW

5 lil CLASSICAL")

You earn INSTANT
50% -OFF BONUS
DISCOUNTS every
time you buy a CD at
regular Club price.
Just buy one, and
take another at half
off. With other clubs,
you must first buy 6
or more at full price
and become a
"Preferred Member"
before you can get
savings like this.

Elvis Presley: The
Number One Hits

The Cars: Greatest Hits

the terms of this offer. I need buy just one more CD at regular Club price during the next year. As soon as you get my
payment, I will receive a certificate good for my choice of 3 more CDs FREE! Shipping and handling charges are added to
all shipments. That's 8 for the price of 1, with nothing more to buy...ever!

Save with Instant Bonuses. From the moment you join.

7 D HEAVY METAL

Pat Metheny
Yellowiackets

you are entitled to a 50% -off Bonus with every CD you buy
at regular Club price. Just buy 1 and take another at 50%

Iron Maiden
Megadeth

off. And the longer you stay a member, the better your

0 Mr.
o Ms.

(Warner Bros.) 71151

(LaFace) 53395

(Island) 53521

Mail to: BMG Compact Disc Club / P.O.Box 91412 / Indianapolis, IN 46291-0021
0 Please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and send my 4 FREE CDs as I have -ndicated here under

1:1 Mrs

Miles Davis: Doo-Bop

Bernstein: The Final
Concert (DG) 35095

Then get 3 more CDs of your choice, FREE

Amy Grant:
Heart In Motion

Compact Disc
Club Difference!

(Geffen) 63678
Van Morrison: Moondance
(Warner Bros.) 64585

John Mellencamp:
Whenever We Wanted

Buy only 1 at regular Club price within a year

Randy Travis:
Greatest Hits Vol. I

BONUS DISCOUNTS

Aerosmith: Pump

Bob Marley: Legend

(Island) 25169

U2: Achtung Baby

50%0FF

Chicago:
Greatest Hits 1982-1989
(Reprise) 013a1

Kathleen Battle At
Carnegie Hall
(DC, 35091

Traffic: The Low Spark
Of High Heeled Boys

Vince Gill:
I Still Believe In You
(MCA) 21063

INSTANT

(Capitol) 63340

(Island) 53501

COMPLETE THIS CARD TODAY AND SAVE1

MM. AP

Megadeth: Countdown
To Extinction

(London) 35078

.1.h.411.1rea.en,ea

COMPACT

(Warner Bros.) 63299

Alan Jackson: A Lot
About Uvin' (And A
Little 'Bout Love)

Boomerang/Sdtrk.

Callen's, Domingo,
Pavarotti: 3 Tenors

Patty Smyth (MCA) 25090

Trisha Yearwood:
Hearts In Armor
(MCA) 21048

Nirvana: Nevermind

Yes: Classic Yes

Melissa Etheridge:
Never Enough

The Smiths: Elest...1
(Reprise) 24868

Peter Allen: At His Best
(A&M) 20730

(Capitol) 15567

House Of Pain
(Tommy Boy) 25916 t

Bob James And
Earl Klugh: Cool

(Atlantic) 24722

(Verve/Forecast) 20682

Bonnie Raltt:
Luck Of The Draw

(Geffen) 25334

Fleetwood Mac: Rumours
(Warner Bros.) 24025

(LaFace) 50167

1969-1979
(Polvdor) 35031

Olivia Newton -John:
Back to Basics The Essential
Collection 1971-1992

(Capitol) 23946

Eurythmics:
Greatest Hits

(Geffen) 14764

Allman Brothers Band:
A Decade Of Hits

The Eagles: Greatest

The Best Of The
Beach Boys

(Warner Bros.) 20598

TLC: O000000hhh...
On The TLC Tip

Sting: The Soul Cages

(A&M) 25246

The Very Best Of The
Righteous Bros.:
Unchained Melody

(Elektra/ Fiction) 50024

(MCA) 35022

(Polydor) 23385

(Rykodisc) 43693

The Cure: Staring At
The Sea/Standing On A
Beach: The Singles

Elton John: The One

Supertramp:
Breakfast In America

David Bowie:
Changesbowie

(Verve) 44658

Steve Winwood:
Chronicles

(A&M) 25192

Greatest Hits

Hits 1971-1975
(Asylum) 23481

(Reprise) 20483

(A&M) 43557

(Island) 34501

Joe Jackson:
Look Sharp I

(A&M) 25245

Eric Clapion:

Lindsey Buckingham:
Out Of The Cradle

(Reprise) 01428

Styx:
The Grand Illusion

(Atlantic) 01240

Randy Travis:
Greatest Hits Vol. 2

Extreme: Pornograffitti

(EMI Classics) 43419

The Police: Synchronicity
(A&M) 34070

(A&M) 25218

Lemonheads: It's A
Shame About Ray

(Elektra) 11104

Roy Orbison:
The Sun Years

(Capitol ) 33199

Chris !sack:
San Francisco Days

(Reprise) 01426

(Geffen) 01343

Kennedy: Vivaldi,
The Four Seasons

Air Supply: Greatest Hits
(Arista) 34424

Bryan Ferry: Taxi

David Sanbom:
Upfront

(Uptown/ MCA) 30845 t

The Steve Miller Band:
Greatest Hits 1974-1978

BUY

(RCA Victor) 61964

(Mercury) 41711

(Rh no) 30965

EVER!
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Billy Ray Cyrus:
Some Gave All

Guys And Dolls/
New Broadway Cast
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WHAT'S NEW
Fisher CD Changer
One of the first changers
to store and play back discs
by category without
computer assistance,
Fisher's Studio 24 has
a bidirectional radial
transport system that stores
24 discs vertically. You can

"name" each disc from
a choice of seven

programmed music typesClassical, Jazz, Country &
Western, Rock, Rhythm &
Blues, Easy Listening, and

Show Tunes-or use the
alphanumeric pushbuttons
for custom naming. Up to
31 categories and/or
subcategories can be stored
in memory. To replace an
entire category of CDs,
Studio 24 will eject all discs

under the specified name.
The unit also allows for
loading of a single CD for
immediate playback. Price:
$299.95.
For literature, circle No. 105

Bib Storage Tower

Requiring less than 14
square inches of floor space
and standing 4 feet tall,
Bib's MM -160 Multi -Media
Storage Tower has
adjustable shelves for
storing CDs, audio tapes,
videocassettes, or video
games, in any combination.
It is available in black or
simulated oak, and assembly
is required. Price: $59.95.
For literature, circle No. 104

Bose Speakers
The Series II version of
the Model 4.2 bookshelf
speaker uses an 8 -inch

crossover is designed for
a full octave of overlap at
midrange frequencies. Both
black and wood -grain

woofer in a slot -vented
cabinet and two angled
3 -inch tweeters. The

finishes are available. Price:
$369 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 106
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Onkyo RBDS Tuner

The T-45ORDS home

tuner fully implements the
Radio Broadcast Data
System (RBDS), enabling it
to display identifying information transmitted
from radio stations.
The AM/FM tuner
is capable of
showing a station's call
letters and its type of
programming, as well as
displaying the artist name,
song title, and album title
of the music being
broadcast. The tuner can
also switch automatically
to incoming traffic reports.
Additional features include
30 station presets that can
be scanned by program
type in any of six categories,
Onkyo's Automatic Precision
Reception system for
improved tuning, and
compatibility with Onkyo's
other Remote Interactive
components. Price: $349.95.
For literature, circle No. 107

tk

Panasonic introduces the MXE Series. New car audio
components that require you to fasten your seatbelt.
Form follows function follows fun. The new MXE Series from
Panasonic combines classic styling with a driving fervor for power.

And the ultimate result will blow you out of your cushy lumbar seat.

The CQ-DP48 it -dash CD player is a harmony of power and
clarity. And it's not bashful about showing off. The 120 watts* of
total power come from its built-in 4 -channel amplifier. Its MASH*"
1 -bit DAC technology

offers exceptional CD
reproduction.
The CQ-R75 cassette deck offers the
ability to control not just one but two CD changers for a greater musical
repertoire. And the built-in Digital Signal Processing (DSP) provides
three exciting listening environments for the car.
One of the smallest 6 -disc CD changers on the road today, the
CX-DP2000 is small enough to fit almost anywhere-even some glove
compartments. It also offers digital cutputs for direct interface with
digital signal processors.
A rhapsody in acoustical design, the E -Pro

Reverse component speakers feature an inverted neodymium magnet structure. This
technology greatly reduces the
The E -Pro's radical magnet design.

mounting depth of the woofer

without sacrificing the overall performance.
Drive into a Panasonic MXE dealership and discover the real
reason you bought your car. When it comes to car audio, the

choice is obvious.
.EIA output 12W x 4 (4 ohms), 20 to 30.000 kHz, at 1% THD. "Panasonic developed the world's first MASH -type DAC.
MASH technology was invented by NTT (LSI Labs). MASH is a trademark of NTT.

Panasonic

just slightly ahead of our time
No. 19 on Reader Service Card

PURE PERFECTION

N

The unique Celestion 300 Transmission Line

balanced high fidelity scund, makes this floor standing
loudspeaker a unique listening experience.

loudspeaker with its slim and beautifully finished cabinet,

The new Celestion 300 joins the award winning

transcends expectations.

Celestion 100 to create flue perfection in two exceptional

The newly designed Celestion Transmission Line
system-C.T.L.*- produces a deep extended and dynamic

loudspeakers.

bass response, which, combined with its perfectly

Unmistakably Celestion.

100 300
Patent applied for

CIELESTIOrl
89 Doug Brown Way

Holliston, Mass. 01746

Voice: (508) 429-6706

Fax: (508) 429-2426

Enter No 9 on Reader Service Card

THE BOOK SHELF

AUDIO

THE PENG.),

Such conductors as Ansermet, Barbirolli,

Beecham, Klemperer, Martinon, Munch,
Ormandy, Reiner, Stokowski, Szell, and
Walter made magnificent analog stereo recordings during the 1950s and '60s. Most
of their repertory has been rerecorded by a

COMPACT
DISCS AND
CASSETTES

THE EQUIPMENT AUTHORITY

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

later generation of conductors, and as these
new items have been released at full price,
the older titles have been reissued at a bar-

gain price. The majority of these reissues

Place

have been given the benefit of careful trans-

The Penguin Guide to Bargain
Compact Discs and Cassettes

Ivan March, Edward Greenfield,
and Robert Layton
PENGUIN BOOKS, softcover,
720 pp., $17.50

This is the third Penguin CD guide for

How extensive is the bargain catalog as a
source for building up a basic music collec-

tion? You'd be surprised. There are 80
predecessors surveyed the entire range of pages of Mozart in this book, and 44 of
classical music in seven years, but while its

CD offerings, this one is devoted to the vast
and ever-growing market of bargain -priced
titles, both on CD and cassette. As before,
the authors give short reviews of each title,

commenting about equally on recording
and musical matters. For quick reference,
each release is awarded an overall rating
ranging from one to three stars.
As the authors state in their preface,
"The enormous range of music available on

Compact Disc at considerably less than
premium price is breathtaking, and as our

current survey demonstrates again and
again, there is no longer any direct relation
between the cost of a CD and its quality or
desirability."
Ten years ago, all CDs carried a premium price, a result of their scarcity and the
fact that most of the earliest releases were

imports from Japan or Europe. It wasn't
until about five years ago that domestic
pressing capacity, and the consequent rapid
growth of the general catalog, reached the

point where the record industry could
make a clear economic distinction between

older analog recordings and new digital

ones. The older product could now be
reissued at reduced prices and still be profitable for the labels.

label
here

fer-often incorporating modern noise -reduction technology-to make them sound
better than ever.
Recordings by soloists such as Cliburn,
Grumiaux, Heifetz, Milstein, Piatigorsky,
Rubinstein, and Tortelier similarly fall into
this group, and most of their CDs are now
in the range of $9 to $11.

Beethoven. In many cases, the best choices
are here. Consider that most of conductor
Charles Dutoit's early 1980s recordings of

Ravel with the Montreal Symphony Orchestra are now available in a four -CD

MOVING? Please give us 8
weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check box
below and attach label with corrections marked, if any.

bargain set-recordings that are still

SUBSCRIBING? Check

benchmarks technically and more than

box and fill in coupon. For gift subscriptions attach a separate sheet.

hold their own musically.
The authors point out something I have
been painfully aware of. In many cases, record companies will reissue a bargain set on
a one-time basis. A retailer will order the

product only once, and that is it. If the
reissue is from overseas, you might not
even know about it until everything has

Send Audio for 1 year at $24.00

New subscription Renewal
Payment enclosed

Bill me
Canadian orders add $8 per year.
Foreign orders add $8 per year.

been sold! The rationale here is simply that
there may be a very limited market for an

NAME

older set of recordings; the company can

ADDI8ESS

easily recoup its reissue costs with no more
than a few thousand copies, and the whole
thing is seen as a service to collectors.
While many of you may continue to be-

CITY

STATE

moan the high cost of CDs of contemporary artists, take comfort in the fact that the
bargain side of the business will continue to
flourish. Also take some small comfort in
the knowledge that CD prices are probably
lower in the U.S. than anywhere else in the
John Eargle
world.
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ZIP

1(303) 447-9330
AUDIO
P.O. Box 52548
BOULDER, CO 80322

THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

STEREO'S LIFE
DURING WARTIME

Mullin of 3M brought one of these
recorders to the U.S. and demonstrated it in San Francisco in 1945.)
To gild the lily, AEG fitted a two -

channel recording head to one of
these machines for the RRG, thus
permitting stereo recording. (These

heads were originally intended to
reduce distortion in monophonic
taping by recording two channels in
push-pull.) Kruger had access to this
unit and decided to experiment with
stereophonic sound. Ironically, his
stereo tapes were actually bootlegs!
During regular monophonic recordings with the orchestras, he ran sepa-

rate signal cables from his microphones and directed them to
a small input console
with four potentiometers
and

With the Berlin Wall just

1942 the RRG technicians were us-

an ugly memory, the

ing the AEG/Magnetophon R22

post -Soviet political cli-

magnetic tape recorder for record-

mate encouraged the ing and broadcasting. (An interestAudio Engineering Society to hold its spring European Convention in Berlin for the
very first time. Thus, the 94th AES
Convention took place in the ultra-

modern multimedia facility of the
International Congress Center. As
with all AES conventions, the exhi-

bition halls were full of glittering
new products, and a great many
technical papers were presented,
with heavy emphasis on digital.

thence to the AEG stereo recorder, t,
set up in an isolated room in Broad- E
cast House.
Believe it or not, Kruger was using r

t

ing aside: During World War II, the
Allies thought the Nazis had developed a very high-speed aircraft, because live broadcasts of Hitler speaking in Berlin were followed a short
time later by similar broadcasts from

a spaced -array mike pickup-one
mike to the left of the conductor,
another to the right, and a third in
the center-which Kruger fed to the

Hamburg or Munich. The Allies

of the orchestra and 1 meter above

were not aware that they were hearing magnetic tape recordings of Hitler, ones then indistinguishable from
live broadcasts!)

the conductor's head. This setup,
with slight variations, was used by

Now the scene shifts to early 1943.

left and right channels of the recorder. The mikes were 2 meters in front

Bob Fine in his Mercury recordings.

I used it in my Everest recordings,
and Jack Renner frequently uses it
today in his Telarc recordings.

The ICC complex is across the

The Allies had begun to bomb Ber-

street from Das Berliner Funkhaus,

lin, but the RRG continued to

By the end of the war, Kruger had

the radio station building of the
RRG (Reichs-Rundfunk-Gesell-

broadcast concerts from the Great

made between 200 and 300 stereo
tape recordings, which were stored

schaft)-and therein lies a tale.

RRG technicians, Helmut Kruger,
regularly made magnetic tape re-

in a bunker in Broadcast House and

cordings of these concerts. AEG had
developed a 30-ips (77 cm/S) mag-

when the Russians occupied Broadcast House, the tapes there were lost
or destroyed. Of all the stereo tapes

The Haus des Rundfunks (Broadcast House), inaugurated in January
1931, was the first building in Eu-

rope specifically designed for recording and radio broadcasting. Part

of the structure was devoted to the

Hall in Broadcast House. One of the

netic tape recorder in which high frequency pre -magnetization (a.c.
bias) was used, affording far better

in several other locations. Sadly,

recorded by Kruger, only five are
known to have survived. However,

Grosser Sendesaal, a large hall from
which symphony orchestra concerts
frequently were transmitted live. Af-

performance-specifically, a fre-

those five were the stimulus for

quency range of 50 Hz to 10 kHz, a
dynamic range of 60 dB, and distor-

ter some years of development, by

tion of 1.5%! (My old friend Jack

some extraordinary activities in connection with the 94th AES Convention in Berlin.
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YOU COVE YOUR MUSIC

You took great care, within your range of
audio investment, selecting your CD player

and complimentary components.
With the Wadia 12, you gain superior

performance from your existing CD player

while extending your system capabilities well

12

into the next century... at a more modest level

of investment than you thought possible.
The future is yours with the Wadia 12...from

the comprehensive array of inputs, ready

today, even for digital program sources
yet to be developed...through updateable
Gate Array Chips and upgradeable DACs...to
single -ended and balanced analog outputs.

Shed a new light on the subtleties pent-up in
your audio system at a Wadia Dealer today.

Wdia DIGITAL
The Leader in Signal Conversion

624 TROY STREET RIVER FALLS, WI 54022

PHONE 715-426-5900 FAX 715-426-5665

No Other Loudspeaker
Company Can Runrrhis Ad.
Cambridge SoundVVorks is a new kind of audio company,
with factory -direct savings, and much, much more...
i,

duced in cooperation with Harmonia
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Mundi Acoustica. Only 1,000 copies were
pressed for distribution to convention at-
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tendees. (Negotiations are underway to
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Audio Hall of Fame member Henry Klass.

1* eliminated the expensive middle -men.

Cambridge SoundWorits products are designed by our
co-founder, Henry Klass, who created the dominant
speakers of the '50s (AR), '60s (KLI-I) and '70s (Advent).

By selling factory -direct to the public, we eliminate huge

Five year limited parts and labor speaker warranty.

NEW: Center Channel Plus center channel speaker The

All of our speakers are backed by a five year parts and labor
warranty. In some cases, we'll even send you a replacement
speaker before we've received your defective unit.

wide, low profile (25"x4" x6.5") of our magnetically shielded
Center Channel Plus makes it ideal for placement directly on
top of or, with optional support unit, beneath a 1V. $219.

1111111

II

distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable
prices. Our products are my well designed and made.

Wel

High performance dipole radiating surround speakers.

NEW: Model Eleven A transportable component system.

The Surround ($399 pr) & The Surround 11 ($249 pr) use
dipole radiator technology for surround sound the my it was
meant to be heard. Hundreds less than competing speakers.

The same high performance of the original, in a smaller
package. Carrying case doubles as system subwoofer. Works
on 110, 220 & 12 volts. Introductory price $699.
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It so happens that one of the tapes contains the Brahms Serenade for Orchestra,
No. 1, in D Major, with the Greater Berlin
Radio Broadcast Orchestra conducted by
Walter Lutze on April 26, 1943. Thus, this
year marks its golden anniversary, and in
celebration the AES made arrangements to
issue a CD with transfers of this recording
and of two other recordings from the five
surviving tapes. This historic CD was pro-

I

,

make copies for other AES members.)
Kruger, who became chief recording engineer for the RRG, is still alive in his 88th
year. The AES has made him an Honorary
Member, and during the Berlin convention
he conducted a seminar on his experiences,
pointing out that his stereo recordings were
indeed made almost on the exact spot from
which he was speaking.
But we have only scratched the surface of
this fascinating story.
The first track on the AES CD is Beetho-

ven's Piano Concerto No. 5, "Emperor,"
with pianist Walter Gieseking and Artur
Rother conducting the Greater Berlin Radio Broadcast Orchestra. Gieseking was
then a famous world -class pianist, and
when this recording was made in 1944, he
was just 49 and at the peak of his powers.
Rother was relatively obscure, a talented
journeyman. (It turns out that this recording has been issued on Music & Arts CD 637, distributed by Koch International.)

The last track on the AES CD is the
Finale of Bruckner's Symphony No. 8, with
Herbert von Karajan conducting the Berlin
State Opera Orchestra. The recording date

of September 29, 1944 is significant. By

1111

Ambiance ultra -compact speaker system.

Ambiance In -Wall high performance speaker system.

V* think Ambiance is the best "mini" speaker available,
regardless of price. Bass and him -frequency dispersion are
unmatched in its category. $175-$200 each.

Int don't know of any other in -wall speakers that match its
performance, value and ease of installation. Includes acoustic
suspension cabinet, gold plated speaker terminals. $329 pc

then the apocalyptic bombing of Berlin was
increasing, carried out by the American Air
Corps by day and with Britain's Royal Air
Force joining in the systematic destruction

of the city at night. Miraculously, Broadcast House survived.

Call 1-800-FOR-HIFI for a free 64 -page catalog with components and systems
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Pioneer, Philips, Sony, Denon and others.
14t Know How 76 Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
154 California St.. Suite 104AU Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
C 1992 Cambiidg SoundlAbrts.

Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

I must say, one has to wonder at and
perhaps even admire all of the participants'

resolve in completing this Bruckner recording. Amidst the Sturm and Drang of
the bombing, the Allied armies advancing
from the west, and the Russian juggernaut
inexorably closing in on Berlin, it was clear
from the vantage point of history that the

war was lost. Yet here was von Karajan,
giving an intense, heaven -storming performance of Bruckner's music that revealed its
beauty, its profundities, and the majesty of

the stirring Finale-all the while facing a
bleak and most uncertain future.

analog stereo tapes, to say nothing of digital tapes, but they are far better than I ex-

pected. One speculates that had Kruger's
300 stereo recordings survived the war,
they ultimately would have appeared on
the consumer market by the mid -1950s.

Includes
6 Page Guide
To Surround
Sound.

The five surviving RRG stereo tapes surfaced after taking rather tortuous journeys.
Up until 1945, there was a military hospital

My first knowledge of Hans von Braunmuhl came when Leopold Stokowski wrote

complex in the Polish town of Kosten.
Oddly enough, it also housed the RRG

about my stereo recording activities at
Magnecord and that he had worked with

laboratories, whose director was Hans von
Braunmuhl, co -holder with Walter Weber
of the patent on high -frequency a.c. bias
for magnetic recordings. Von Braunmuhl
had a playback -only AEG stereo tape machine in his laboratory, and he often organized concert evenings for the doctors in
the hospital, playing the latest stereo tapes
from Broadcast House. After the German

von Braunmuhl in Berlin. He never mentioned when they had made their stereo
recordings, but it must have been in the
late '40s. I made my first stereo recording
in 1951, with Stokowski conducting the

surrender, the Beethoven and Bruckner

premiere of an exotic work, "The Taking of

tapes were taken back to Berlin, and subse-

Tung Kwan" by Jacob Avshalamov-Chinese themes and lots of percussion! Then,

Our 64 -page catalog is loaded with components
and music systems from Cambridge SoundiAbrks,

in 1952 Bob Fine and I made stereo recordings with Rafael Kubelik and the Chicago

Because you buy factory -direct, with no expen-

quently returned to Kruger. The other
three stereo tapes were in a group of 1,500
mono tapes "liberated" by a Russian officer
and taken to Moscow in 1948. They were
closely guarded there in several archives,

and in March 1991 they were returned
intact to SFB (Sender Freies Berlin, or Free

Radio Berlin). One of these three tapes
contains Wagner's Prelude to Tristan and
Isolde, which was recorded at too low a
level for transfer to the AES CD; each of the
other two tapes is an original master of the

me in 1950. Stokowski said he had heard

Monteverdi Vespers of 1610 at the Univer-

sity of Illinois. Later that year, I made
stereo recordings with Stokowski and the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra in the world

Symphony, Paul Paray with the Detroit
Symphony, Antal Dorati leading the Minneapolis Symphony, and Howard Hanson
and Frederick Fennell with the Eastman Rochester Orchestra and Band. In 1952 I
also made stereo recordings of Virgil Fox
on the organ in Chicago's Orchestra Hall
and of the Don Cossack Choir.

Recently, Gramophone magazine has

Brahms Serenade, one of which was used
for the CD. (The Beethoven and Bruckner
tapes are first -generation copies and were
transferred to CD without any processing.)

been publishing correspondence about early stereo tape recording. One writer noted
that in October 1948, EMI made a record-

How do these pioneering stereo tape

Concerto in their Abbey Road Studio One,

recordings sound on this unique CD? In a

using the AEG/Magnetophon recorder.

word, amazing! I was impressed by the fine
clarity, relatively unobtrusive tape hiss, low

Then in 1949, EMI made a recording of the
Dohnanyi Suite in F, using a BTR-1 stereo
tape machine. Another writer cited Decca's
experimental stereo recording of the Mantovani Orchestra in 1953, as well as a series
of recordings in 1954 with Ernest Ansermet
conducting the Orchestre de la Suisse Ro-

distortion, wide frequency response, and
surprisingly wide dynamic range, especially

apparent in the contrasts of the Bruckner
Finale.

I would judge the Great Hall of

Broadcast House to have a reverberation
period of a little more than 2 seconds. Kru-

ger had placed the orchestra and set his
three mikes to afford a nice, warm ambience and good orchestral detail. There is a
wide and deep soundstage to the CD, with
obvious directionality and localization of
instruments attesting to the authenticity of
the stereophonic sound. Of course, these
recordings aren't the equal of later vintage

ing of the Mendelssohn G Minor Piano

mande. Another letter pointed out RCA's
entry into stereo recording in 1954, which
launched the Living Stereo series now being reissued on CD. (Editor's Note: See
"Currents" in this issue.)
Stereo recordings were made in various
places in the mid-1950s-but Helmut Kruger deserves the credit for pioneering stereo
tape recording 50 years ago!
A

FREE
Audio Catalog
Pioneer Philips, Denon, Sony and others.
sive middle -men, you can save hundreds of
dollars. For example, a Dolby Surround system
with Ensemble II speakers, rear speakers, Philips
Dolby Surround receiver CD player and system
remote is less than $1,000. Call today and find out
why Audio magazine said we "may have the best
value in the world."

Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.

Saw hundreds on components and systems
from Cambridge Sounftbrks, Pioneer,
Philips, Denon, Sony and more.
Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy. 8AM-midnight,
365 days a year-even holidays.
30 Day lbtal satisfaction Guarantee on all
Cambridge SoundWorks products.

The critically acclaimed
Ensemble II
speaker
system
by
Henry
Kloss.

$399

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How lb Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
154 California St., Suite 104AU , Newton, MA 02158

1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada:: -800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
C 1992 Cambridgp ScunAtrks.
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AfterATest Drive, It's Difficult To %ill Into Park.

Once engaged, the Lexus SC 400 offers the full exhilaration of an electronically controlled automatic transmission,
dual shift programs and a 250 -hp V8, which can escort you from 0 to 60 mph in a mere 6.9 seconds! However, should
you be coerced into parking, the Coupe offers the consolation of soft leather seats upon which to reflect on your journey.
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series, the RCA engineers went back

CURRENTS
JOHN EARGLE

NEW LIFE
FOR LIVING STEREO

to the earliest source tapes and reconstituted the original tube electronics for making the transfers to
digital.
I

recently chatted with John

Pfeiffer, the producer for this ambitious reissue program. Pfeiffer's distinguished career with RCA Records
dates back to the 1940s, and his roles

with the company have included
both technological development and

artist and repertoire liaison with
such luminaries as Horowitz, Heifetz, and Piatigorsky. (See Audio's
November 1992 interview for more
on Pfeiffer.) He was kind enough to
fill me in on the overall project.
By the time the Living Stereo series is complete, it will include the

very first RCA stereo recordings
made in 1954 and will extend to recordings made in 1962. The original
master recordings are carefully reviewed, and all edits are redone. In
some cases, edits have been re -executed digitally to make better level
matches between adjoining sections,
but in no case has any digital meth-

The LP originals
of RCA's Living

Stereo series
lived up to their
name in ways that
weren't originally

apparent.

od of noise reduction been used.
Any damage due to faulty winding
or storage conditions is carefully as-

sessed so that proper restorative
he contribution made to recording technology by the
major American record la-

These engineering groups also

measures can be made. As you listen

tackled problems in recording elec-

to these recordings, you will be

bels during the 1950s is easily

tronics and developed low -noise
preamplifiers for their own propri-

amazed at how quiet most of them
actually are; this is purely the result

overlooked today. Compa-

etary consoles and transfer systems.

nies such as RCA Victor, Co-

RCA, in particular, was active in
low -noise recording systems, and
early in the stereo era developed a

of superb early technology.
Original cover art has been used,
and all CDs have been fleshed out so
that playing times are well in excess
of those of the original LP releases.
Many of the works in the Living Stereo series have been previously re-

lumbia, and Capitol all had active
record engineering groups (quite

proprietary 30-ips record/playback
equalization system that was truly

THE CDs' PLAYING TIMES
EXCEED THOSE OF

outstanding.

Ironically, many of these im-

provements were not obvious to the
THE ORIGINAL
end listener at the time. The vagaries
LP RELEASES.
of disc playback often hid them, and
we have had to wait nearly 40 years
for the CD to show us just how outseparate from the engineers who ac-standing the original recordings
tually did the work in the studios); were.
much of their activity focused on
RCA Victor issued its first group
processes in the plant and develop- of CDs from the Living Stereo series
ing better materials for plating and early this year. As Mercury's engipressing LP discs.
neers did for their Living Presence
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leased on CD, but every effort

is

made to avoid duplicating the couplings of previous CD releases. Here
are some capsule reviews:
Richard Strauss in High Fidelity
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
Fritz Reiner
RCA VICTOR 09026-61494-2

"Also Sprach Zarathustra" and
"Ein Heldenleben" were among the

SONY
very first reel-to-reel stereo tapes issued by

Widor that shows the unique skills of Fox

RCA in about 1955. There was a Reiner
"Zarathustra" in the early '60s, but RCA

as master of the "orchestral organ." The

made direct to two -track stereo on quarter -

sound is a bit dry, but that is the acoustical
signature of Riverside Church. The range
of the Aeolian -Skinner instrument is immense and is beautifully captured on this

inch tape with "minimal" miking, and the

disc.

has wisely used Reiner's far better 1954 ver-

sion. Both recordings on this disc were

glorious ambience is that of the old Orches-

tra Hall before it was redone in the '60s.

Hi-Fi Fiedler
The Boston Pops Orchestra,
Arthur Fiedler
RCA VICTOR 09026-61497-2

A Hi-Fi Spectacular!
The Boston Symphony Orchestra,
Charles Munch
RCA VICTOR 09026-61500-2

Here are popular works of Rimsky-Korsakov, Rossini, Tchaikovsky, Chabrier, and

The Saint -Satins "Organ" Symphony Liszt-all played with the special flair of
(Symphony No. 3) was always one of Fiedler and beautifully recorded. Recording
RCA's best high-fidelity demonstration dates were 1956, 1958, and 1960.
discs, and this transfer shows it in all of its
technical excellence. Listen for the "purr"
of the 32 -foot pedal Violone in softer sec-

RCA Victor is not as free with background data as Mercury has been, listing
only recording producers, engineers, and

tions of the final movement. This, along
with the other works here, Debussy's La
Mer and Ibert's "Escales," were recorded

dates in the CD booklets. It would be nice
to have information on recording venues

and any technical data that might be

between 1956 and 1959.

DO

YOU HAVE

SONY

STYLE?
Introducing Sony Style
magazine, your personal guide

to Sony consumer electronics.
Discover over 300 pages of the

fun and excitement Sony brings

unique to a particular session.
As I write this, the second volley of
releases in Victor's Living Stereo series has

to life. At $4.95, Sony Style helps

been announced. From all reports, this

when buying Sony. To reserve

This album of marches contains music

series should be as successful as Mercury's
Living Presence releases, since both appeal

your copy call:

mostly of Sousa, Goldman, and Gould. The

essentially to the same devoted group of

1 -800 -848 -SONY

Brass & Percussion

Morton Gould and His Symphonic Band
RCA VICTOR 09026-61255-2

marches are fresh, never stodgy, and as

collectors.

cleanly recorded as much of what is done
today. The recording dates were from 1956
to 1959.

EFFORTS HAVE BEEN

MADE TO AVOID
DUPLICATING PROGRAMS

Dvoi-ak & Walton Cello Concertos
Gregor Piatigorsky, cello;
The Boston Symphony Orchestra,
Charles Munch
RCA VICTOR 09026-61498-2

you make the best decision

Ext.101
Visa and MC accepted or send check
payable to Hann & DePalmer for $4.95
plus $1.50 shipping and handling
per issue to: Sony Style Magazine,
P.O. Box 9500, Cranbury, NJ
08512-9929

OF PREVIOUS CDs.

Piatigorsky was the dedicatee of the
beautiful Walton work, and for those of
you who do not know it, this is as good an
introduction as any. Recording dates were

1960 for the Dvorak and 1957 for the
Walton.

There is a lesson here for other major labels. Capitol has some superb early material in their Full Dimensional Stereo series,
MCA has the Command and Westminster
catalogs to draw from, and Sony now has
the Columbia catalog. The Everest catalog

seems to be in limbo, which is a shame.
And then there is the superb London-

Virgil Fox Encores
Virgil Fox, the organ of Riverside
Church in New York
RCA VICTOR 09026-61251-2

This is a collection of short compositions

by Bach, Handel, Schumann, Mulet, and

Decca catalog of the late '50s.
It is one thing to have landmark performances available on CD and something altogether different to have them packaged as
facsimiles of the originals, transferred with
the best that technology allows.
A
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Sony Style is S4 95 per issue NJ residents add 6%
sales tax. Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery. Offer
expires 11)93 1993 Sony Corporation of America.
Sony and Sony Style are trademasks of Sony.

Hologram "snaps" of tweeter showing no modal
resonance, moderate amounts, and excessive
amounts, each reflecting the use of different materials.
The far left is Polk's Trilaminate tweeter.

DYNAMIC BALANCE.
SEE IT IN PICTURES BEFORE
YOU HERR IT IN PERSON.
Befcre we could design and build speakers as sophisticated as the new LS Series,
we had to design and build a whole new way to "look" at speakers.
At Johns Hopkins' Center for Non -Destructive Evaluation, c joint Polk/Hopkiis team
reated a new Full -Field, Quasi -heterodyne, Laser lnterferometry test. Much more useful than
onounceable, it allowed us for the first time to take a full -fie d hologram "snap shot of
-croscopic forms of distortion Generated by speaker materials themselves.
In the LS Series, the manifestat on of Dynamic Balance^ is lorllantly execute: with
tion of aramid fibers to the cone, insuring that music, not unwanted resonance, literps off the cone.
Thrcugh a new patented process known as vapor deposition, we formed a t-ilamiter dome of aluminum, stainless steel, and polyamide. This turned out to be quite
the musical combo, providing al the listening ease of soft domes with the superb live iness

of metal dories.
Stylitg in the LS Series is not only breathtaking, it is highly functional. The slim,
icperec cabinet design belies its technological ccntribution. -he angled sides break up standrg waves inside the cabinet, so detrimental to m drange performance. At the same time, this
design featu-e also enhances the stereo presentaion dramatically.
All IS Series speakers are available in a striking, glcss rosewood laminate. The LS50
nd L70 are also offered in oak laminate with the LS90 avai able n natural Oak.
Anc each one of them is Dynamically Bclanced.
Our pigures prove it. And so -Hill your ears at your Polk Dealer.

THE NEW LS SERIES FROM THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS OF

EL No. 21 on Rephder Service
5601M
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ROAD SIGNS

cades on "heads -up" display systems

that superimpose data on the driver's view through the windshield,

IVAN BERGER

DANCER
AND DISPLAY

but as far as I know only military jets
currently use that technology.
A company called CouponRadio,
in New York City, takes an opposite
approach, giving users of RDS radios

a simple way to record broadcast
data for later use instead of staring at

the display until the information's
memorized. The company would
have radio manufacturers add slots
to hold a memory module the size of

a credit card. Any information
transmitted via RDS could be stored

on the card for playback on the
radio's display or for printing at an
appropriately equipped store.
David Alwadish, CouponRadio's

president, estimates the system
would add about $5 in manufactur-

ing cost to a radio (maybe $20 at
retail). What this added cost would
good car stereo display will
give you whatever informa-

tion you need at a glance.
But as displays give us more
and more info, we're tempted to glance more and more

at them and less at the road.
Some displays now tell you the
current function of adjacent, multifunction buttons or controls. Others
tell you the call letters or program
formats of memorized stations; depending on the radio's technology,
you might enter that data yourself,
retrieve it from an ID Logic data
base, or pick it up on a radio with an
RDS tuner (which will probably also

include ID Logic). Traffic and
With

weather information will pop up on
RDS displays, along with ads. The

CouponRadio,

name of the current song and the
title and catalog number of the album will be shown by RDS radios

stations using

RDS will be able

to back up their
commercials with
discount coupons.

and by MD and DCC players; some
stereos that control trunk -mounted
changers let you enter titles already.
When big alphanumeric displays
become common in car stereo, new
applications will be found for them
through tie-ins with such other sys-

FOR
c,5s

your stereo's display could show the
number you've called on your cellu-

card to a store to have a coupon

lar phone or, with caller ID, the
number that's calling you. And
though the shape of current car stereos doesn't leave enough room for
decent map displays, they could give

51-°4
OttIA-9-

-0.319.

0

chance to charge advertisers for an

pons would show the station's

just because it would have required
making holes in the dash. Car com-

panies have been working for de32

CO

them, the appeal would be the

County 33"), augmented by warning
tones before each turn or fork.
Nifty. But how do we use all this
info and still keep our eyes safely on
the road? Some years ago, one company tried a radio with a secondary
display that could perch on the dash,
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not go for the idea, but radio stations would be very likely to. For

extra service-and (since the cou-

less to show on them, or possibly

oYi

printed out.
Radio manufacturers may or may

you driving directions ("Left onto

were pricier back then and there was
0

out hunting for a pencil. It would
also bring the chance for discounts
on advertised items or recordings
played on the air. All you'd have to
do to get the discount is to bring the

just in front of the driver. I don't

n

mation instantly and safely while
driving and, while listening to your
home RDS receiver, to store it with-

tems as your cellular phone or a
navigation system. For instance,

think it ever reached production. It
may have failed because displays
612.193

bring you is the ability to store infor-

name) the chance to prove that buyers actually were influenced by the
stations' broadcasts.
Advertisers have long used cou-

pon returns to tell them which
newspapers or magazines brought in

results. But though TV ad people
have joked about using coupons,
clipping the coupon off the screen
has posed certain difficulties. Who'd
have dreamed that radio might actually beat TV to the punch? And that

it might promote both RDS and
driving safety in the process?

A

Adcom announces
the cure for the
common receiver.
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rT" oday, there is no reason to compromise your
1 favorite music by listening to a common
receiver. Because the Adcom GTP-400 tuner/
preamplifier with GFA-535 (60 watts per channel)*
amplifier gives you all the benefits of Adcom's
legendary clear, dynamic sound for a price close
to that of an ordinary receiver.

Why Separates?
The limited space in receivers prevents the use
of heavy duty, high -current, high -voltage power
supplies found in the best separate components.
Consequently, the performance of receivers is
compromised for their questionable advantage of
all -in -one convenience.
By dividing the tuner/preamplifier from the
power amplifier, Adcom isolates low -current,
low -voltage circuits from high -current,
high -voltage elements ensuring sonic purity and
demonstrably superior performance.

diet 0191101111.1

Mance

.4.

More Sound-Less Money
Many of Adcom's components have been
favorably compared to other components costing
two and three times more. The GTP-400 with
GFA-535 is a combination that promises to keep
faith with this tradition of offering superb
performance at a reasonable cost.
The price of these Adcom separates is close to
that of an ordinary receiver. But no receiver will
deliver the wide dynamic range and musical
satisfaction of an Adcom system.
Ask your Adcom dealer for a demonstration of
these affordable separates. You'll never listen to a
common receiver again.
*Power output, watts/channel, continuous both channels driven
into 8 ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz <0.09% THD.
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Ekeiried
I sat down to listen for the first time
since I'd moved. After several weeks of
unpacking boxes, moving furniture, putting things away, and setting up equipment, I was eager to listen to my old friend.

All was ready. I cleaned the connectors,
plugged in the jacks, and put a record on
the turntable. Good. No hum. The phono
input is the severest test for noise, having
the most gain. The system passed.
trusty turntable and sat back to listen to the
I

heard, instead, two cab drivers discussing
their fares in Spanish. When they stopped,
the system sounded fine, but not for long.
If it wasn't some cabby or trucker on the
radio to his dispatcher, it was the garbled
but speech -like gabblety-gabble of a CB rig.
(Solve of these guys were surely exceeding

the 5 -watt power limit mandated by the
FCC, but nobody seems to enforce such
regulations anymore.) Sadly, I realized I
had but two choices: Take up a new hobby,

say short-wave radio listening, or try to
shield my system from the effects of its new

home in the radio -frequency soup of a
crowded urban environment.

sometimes even CD and tape inputs are
affected. I had to test them. With the volume control at 12 o'clock, radio -frequency
interference, or r.f.i., was faintly audible.
This was enough to destroy the pleasure of
any audiophile, even a relatively casual one

such as me. I checked the technical references. The ARRL Handbook for Radio Ama-

Next, I pressed the play button of my
opening measures of a favorite piece.

Usually the phono inputs are the most
severely affected, followed by the tuner. But

teurs, published by the American Radio
Relay League, has a section dealing with
r.f.i. The ARRL has even published a book
exclusively devoted to this subject, Radio
Frequency Interference: How To Find It and
Fix It (available from ARRL, 225 Main St.,
Newington, Conn. 06111; $15 plus $3 for
fourth-class shipping or $4 via UPS; order
number 3754). It has an entire chapter on
audio equipment, and I highly recommend
this book for anyone whose problems are

too severe or esoteric to be solved by the
methods outlined below.
There are several broad categories of
radio -frequency interference encountered
in audio equipment. Radio signals make
their presence known in several ways. AM
transmission is heard as voice or music. It

Richard J. Kaufman

The solutions for
electrical noise are

as

varied as the sources,

so you'll need to
experiment.

Snap -together ferrite
chokes on power and

signa' cables can cut

r.f.

A do-it-yourself toroid on a
commercial ferrite core; the

more wire turns, the better.

be very loud or slightly distorted.

signals are designed to carry radio frequen-

Single-sideband (SSB) sources, including
some CB transmissions, have the rhythm of

cies and usually are properly shielded.

speech, but their sound is garbled and

this modest way, will eliminate a noise

indecipherable. Other forms of radio trans-

problem. Yet even properly shielded cables
can carry noise into an amplifier. It travels
on the outside of the cable but still manages

mission-such as FM, TV, Morse code, or
digital data-are characterized by buzzing,
clicking, or "tweedling," which can be like
constant or intermittent static. Electrical
devices around the home can also introduce noise. Motors produce constant static
that can vary in intensity with motor speed;

switches, thermostats, and other devices
Another filter type:
A power or signal lead
wrapped around the ferrite
core from an old
AM antenna.

Some witchcraft is
involved in eliminating
noise; what works in
one place may not

work in another.

To avoid ground loops, run all

can cause single or intermittent clicks. Atmospheric disturbance produces uneven,
crashing sounds. All of these can be treated
by the same simple methods.
These electrical noises can get into your
system in two ways. The first, direct radiation, is not common with modern, well shielded equipment. In the unlikely event

Sometimes upgrading your cables, even in

to get inside the amp via the input jacks.
Shielded speaker cables and power lines are
not generally available, anyway. You must
use a filter.
Filters for the a.c. line are available from
hardware stores, electronic supply houses,

and Radio Shack (catalog No. 15-1111).

Plug your equipment into one of these
filters, and most noise from electrical appliances is eliminated. Radio Shack also sells
various filters to keep noise_ from getting in
via your FM antenna.
If the interference isn't coming from the

wall outlet but is radiating into the cords

that direct radiation is your problem,
mounting your equipment in a properly

and cables, another kind of filter is needed:
A ferrite choke. Ferrite chokes are easy to

shielded case is the solution. The second

make. They can be used on power cords,
interconnects, or speaker cable. Ferrites

way noise gets in is by conduction, through
one of the wires that enters the equipment.
Power cords, speaker wires, and interconnect cables are all possible culprits. Inexpensive interconnect cables, such as those

supplied with most tape decks and other
equipment, are often only partially shielded, with wires that are spiral -wound about
the cable's inner dielectric.
Better quality cable uses a braided shield
that completely covers the dielectric. It isn't
necessary to buy very expensive cable to
eliminate r.f.i. The cables for a VCR's video

component grounds to a single point,

come in several forms: Straight bars, rings
or toroids, and tubes. You can wrap a cord
or cable for five to 20 turns around a ferrite

bar. The old way was to get a ferrite bar
from the antenna of an unused AM radio.
A square toroid can be obtained from the
flyback transformer of an old TV set. Leav-

ing the high -voltage winding in place
causes no harm, except to physically limit
the number of turns of wire you can wrap

about the core. While these homemade
remedies often work, ferrites designed for
the task of r.f.i. filtering are more likely to
be effective.

then try grounding that to the wall.

Radio Shack sells two useful devices: A
snap -together choke ferrite (No. 273-105)

and a toroid choke (No. 273-104). The
choke ferrite fastens together around an in-

terconnect or a.c. line cord. (AudioQuest
and TDK make similar devices.) The toroid
choke is formed by wrapping the line cord,

to

speaker leads, or interconnects about the
toroid form-as many turns as will fit. The
more turns, the greater the power of the
choke to stop interference. More than one
core can be used for tough cases.
Put the ferrites as close to the input of
the amplifying device as possible. In my

two -prong cords or when you have older as you attach its ground to your preamp or
wiring with two -hole receptacles. Again, receiver. If hum and noise improve, fine. If
(i.e., within an inch) and added a second test that the screw is, in fact, a ground. they get worse (a sign that the components
set of toroids on the cable between the Water lines and radiator heat pipes are not affected are already grounded to the
preamp and the amp, as close to the ampli- always reliable grounds. If your amp or preamp through their audio interconnects,
fier's inputs as I could. This did the trick. preamp is grounded through the power and your added ground just set up a
No more cab drivers talking on my system! cord, fine. But only one piece of equipment ground loop), remove the ground.
In general, you want only one compoGrounding your equipment also helps should be grounded this way; otherwise
nent
grounded to earth, and the other
r.f.i. and hum problems. Three -prong ground loops may form, causing hum.
components
grounded to it. If you ground
If there is no ground built into your
power cords generally ground the chassis of
a
component
twice, the two paths to
a piece of gear. Many audio components equipment's line cord, you can try groundground
wi
never
be the same length. This
have only two -prong power cords, which ing the chassis to the electrical ground at
creates
differences
in electrical potential,
may be a good thing as far as noise goes. the coverplate screw on the electric outlet.
setting
up
current
loops
that are audible as
First, you need a good ground. Just because Usually the preamp (or the receiver, if you
you have a three -prong outlet doesn't don't have separate components) should be hum.
Some witchcraft is involved. In my old
mean the third prong is a ground, especial- the one component grounded this way.
ly if you live in an older house. Test the Many preamps have posts around which setup, the phonograph had to be grounded
ground status of your outlets, or have an you can wrap ground wires from the other to the preamp or else it hummed. Same
components and the ground wire f if any) equipment, new location, and the phono
electrician do it if you are not sure how.
The coverplate screw on an a.c. outlet is you're running to the coverplate screw. couldn't be grounded to the preamp or else
another possible ground source. It is espe- (Don't make multiple ground connections it hummed. Sometimes, grounding your
cially useful when your equipment has to different parts of the preamp, or you'll system to the wall outlet's coverplate screw
create another form of ground loop.) Ex- makes noise worse, while other times it
periment by listening to each component eliminates it. There are no definite rules, so
you'll have to experiment.
case, I used ferrite toroids on the phono input cable, as close to the preamp as I could

AC LINE
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Plug-in filters like this can
reduce interference from
appliances on the same a.c.
power line.

s the director of the electro-

for the high quality of their sound performance. In recent years a good understand-

acoustics laboratory at the
University of Wisconsin, I

ing of the physics and design of small

have daily contact with stu-

loudspeaker drivers, and improvements in
materials, has made this possible. These

dents who have a great interest in high-fidelity systems. They often
ask me about subwoofers: What is a sub woofer, and how did this term originate?
Why not use two subwoofers for a stereo
system? Or why not use two loudspeakers

loudspeakers are able to emit adequate
power in the upper
two frequency dec-

ades, 200 Hz to
20 kHz, but often
lack the necessary
cone area to give satisfying power output,
especially in the bottom half of the lower
decade of frequencies, 20 to 100 Hz.
The power output delivered by a loudspeaker goes down rapidly as frequency

that have been designed for full -range bass
response in the first place?

The subwoofer gained popularity because of the great number of small loudspeaker systems designed with very small
woofers, 5 to 7 inches or so. This tactic was

L0147CLOTVII,
the result of trying to make acoustic -suspension, bookshelf speakers smaller and
smaller. Design alignments often give the
best result with a
relatively small
driver piston size.
In fact, it is quite
possible to make
a loudspeaker with a driver of, say, 5 or 6
inches in diameter that will have flat fre-

decreases and even more rapidly as the

quency response down to 30 Hz or so.

couple of very -long -throw 10- or 12 -inch
drivers. At 50 Hz, the problem is much less
severe. I have always solved this limitation
by using a large cone area for the bass end
of my loudspeaker designs. For most large

speaker's radius is decreased. At low frequencies, the limited mechanical motion of
the loudspeaker cone limits the acoustic

output. The Table in the sidebar gives
approximate levels of acoustic power output for various driver sizes. Clearly, if we
want to have as much as 0.1 acoustic watt

of sound output at 20 Hz, we are hard
pressed to do so with anything less than a

However, it is not easy to get a very satisfying amount of power out of such a system

at the lower end of the frequency range.
This is because the laws of physics require

relatively small pistons to move a large
distance to generate the required volume
velocity of air, which, in turn, gives the
acoustic power output required.
Many of the small loudspeakers with
small woofers now on the market are quite

living rooms (3,000 cubic feet or larger),

appealing for their size and price, as well as

Wisconsin in Madison, Wisc.

4011111111Pmen...

R. A. Greiner, a Fellow of the Audio Engineering Society, is a professor of electrical and

computer engineering at the University of
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generally thought that a single monaural
channel was all that was needed, because
the frequencies below 80 Hz are typically
mixed to monaural anyway. (This latter
factor was a result of the limitations of the
mechanical reproduction process used in

this requires a couple of 12- or even 15 inch drivers and a floor -standing box of 3
to 4 cubic feet for each speaker in a system.
It may not be practical for many people
to have such a large system, for reasons of

cost, space, or room
aesthetics. A partial,
but an interesting, solution to the problem

R. A. Greiner

making vinyl records.)

The assumptions that justified using a
single subwoofer have some basis in fact.

was the introduction of the three-piece

Three-piece systems have been, and are

system. This generally consists of two quite
small loudspeakers that cover the frequen-

cy range down to 100 Hz or so. Such

still, popular when space and room styling
take precedence over other acoustic con-

loudspeakers, with a 5- to 6 -inch piston,

siderations. However, I have some con-

are fairly easy to design. But a system with
the bottom two octaves. missing is not very
satisfying, so a third component is added,
the subwoofer.

cerns and reservations about the technical
justifications for the three-piece system.
Certainly not all, or even most, loudspeakers need a subwoofer
or two to make them

The rationale for using a subwoofer is
that a loudspeaker can be designed to give
appreciable power output and have optimal performance at very low frequencies
because it does not have to reproduce the
higher frequencies. In theory, the box can
be placed in a more or less out-of-the-way

complete in the ex-

Illustration
Karen Stolper

treme low bass. In fact,

more and more floor -standing loudspeakers of the past several years have two 8-, 10 -

or even 12 -inch drivers that can provide
entirely adequate bass response for a relatively large listening room. It may be the
wisest decision to get a truly full -range

location in the room since the low frequen-

cies have very little directionality. It was
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Loudspeaker Driver Capabilities

loudspeaker in the first place, since it will

have been designed as a unit and have
smoothly balanced response over its full

range. However, in the case of smaller
bookshelf -type loudspeakers, considerable

advantage can be had by removing the
lower two octaves of the sound and feeding
them to a good subwoofer. The advantages

are that the subwoofer now handles the
hard -to -reproduce very low frequencies,
and the smaller loudspeakers are freed of

the power and displacement demands
made by the low frequencies. This can
result in lower distortion in the small loudspeakers and considerably improved sound
quality from them. It also allows planning
for system growth; if you first invest in a
good, small pair of loudspeakers, you can
augment them later by increasing bass capability with a subwoofer.

A question of concern is whether one or

two subwoofers should be added. If one
subwoofer is added, the result is a threepiece system with monaural bass below
about 80 to 100 Hz. If two subwoofers are
added, the result is two full -range loudspeakers with stereo bass. Does it matter if
we have stereo or monaural bass? I would
claim that it does, for at least two reasons.
The first is that we have much better pro-

Approximately, loudspeaker drivers with the following advertised diameters will be able to 'generate the acoustic power levels
listed below. The Table is based on an actual diameter of about
85% of the advertised diameter, a peak motion capability of about

5% of the radius (a generous amount for most drivers), and
placement away from the corners of the room. Since all of these
factors have a strong effect on the power capabilities of the loudspeaker, the approximate nature of the Table must be strongly
emphasized.

Advertised
Driver Diameter,
Inches
8

10
12
15

Maximum Power, Watts
At 50 Hz
At 20 Hz
0.0025
0.131
0.547
2.64

0.00065
0.0034
0.014
0.068

The power levels listed look quite low, but fortunately an
acoustic power output of 0.1 watt is very loud in a typical
listening room. A reference level might be that a loudly played piano emits about 0.1 to 1 acoustic watt.

The most important aspect of the figures is to note that the
loudspeaker runs out of power output capability very fast as the
frequency is lowered, and it gains power capability veryjast as
the frequency is increased. Typically, one or two 8- to 10 -inch
drivers (or the equivalent) are needed to generate realistic acoustic power levels at 40 to 50 Hz in a typical listening room of, say,
2,500 cubic feet.

gram material today from the Compact
Disc than we did with the vinyl record. We

have greatly extended bass frequency response and have two entirely independent
channels. That is, there is more realistic
bass-and it is often completely stereo. We

tween the room and the bass loudspeakers.

We all know that placing the bass loudspeaker near a wall or in a corner of the
room changes the amount and distribution
of the bass frequencies in the room. At low

USING TWO
SUBWOOFERS PROVIDES

MORE REALISTIC BASS
AND TAKES ADVANTAGE
OF PROGRAM MATERIAL
WITH FULLY STEREO BASS.

frequencies, strong and widely spaced
room modes are occurring. These modes
are evidenced by the fact that as we move
about the listening room, some locations
have a lot of bass while others lack bass.
The locations where more or less bass is
heard move around within the room when
the loudspeaker is moved from place to
place. The problem with the three-piece
system is that we have only one bass loud-

should try to reproduce this new and better
sound, if possible. To do so requires two
complete, full -range, stereo channels with
two independent bass drivers.
The second reason is not quite so obvious: There is considerable interaction be -

speaker. Thus, the room is only excited
from one point, and we have a set of modes

that are quite audible. When two bass

that the lack or excess of bass from one
loudspeaker will fall at exactly the same
point as for the other loudspeaker. Thus, a
considerably better uniformity of bass response is obtained when the room is excited from two sources. (See "A Theoretical
Look at Subwoofer Operation in Rooms"
by John D. Bullock, AES Preprint No. 2861,
1989.)

For best -quality bass response, I would

therefore suggest that you use two full range loudspeakers, that you augment a
three-piece system with a second bass loud-

speaker, and that when you enhance a
smaller system with additional subwoofers,
add two of them, not just one. In this fashion, you can take advantage of the full stereo sound at low frequencies available from

loudspeakers are placed in the room and

the Compact Disc and other digital

are excited by a stereo bass signal, each will

sources-or from analog cassettes, for that

have its own set of modes. It is not likely

matter.
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CHOW!
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V
The ATOM represents an
amazing price break-

through in high performance sound. Although
diminutive and designed to

fit into small spaces, and
small budgets, the ATOM is

first of all designed for
superb sound!
That 's why superior components are used, such as the
PARADIGM built bass/midrange

drive unit that has no
less than a precision
diecast chassis,

polypropylene cone
and kapton former.
The tweeter is a Y." wide -

dispersion polyamide dome with ferrofuild

cooling/damping. The multi -element crossover is

frequency/phase corrected.
The ATOM must be

heard to be
believed. It is
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In Canada: PARADIGM, 101 Hanlan Rd., Woodbridge, ON L4L 3P5
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

PARASOUND
HCA-2200" AMP

ther the unbalanced or balanced inputs for
each channel and a single toggle switch for
selecting stereo or bridged mono mode.
Mechanical construction is straightforward, using the two side -mounted heat sinks as the foundation that everything else
is built upon. A front subpanel and the rear

panel bolt to the heat -sinks, and the top
and bottom covers (of a heavier gauge than
normal, about 0.1 inch thick) are mounted

with machine screws to lips on the rear
panel and front subpanel. The top and
bottom are also bolted to tabs about halfway back along each heat -sink, which ties
these covers to the heat -sinks as well. Two

SPECS
Power Output, 20 Hz to 20 kHz:
Stereo, 220 watts/channel into 8
ohms, 385 watts/channel into 4 or

2 ohms; mono, 750 watts into 8
ohms, 1,000 watts into 4 ohms.

Current Capacity: Continuous, 50
amperes; peak, 90 amperes.

Dynamic Headroom: Greater than
1.5 dB.
THD: At full power, less than 0.05%;

at typical power levels, less than
0.009%.

IM Distortion: Less than 0.03%.

Transient Intermodulation Distortion: Unmeasurable.

T

Frequency Response: 2 Hz to 95

he Parasound HCA-2200" is sur-

turns on a few seconds later, when the amp

prisingly affordable, considering it
was designed by John Curl, a noted
designer in high -end audio. It is not
a small power amplifier, not only
because it's rated at some 220 watts

is ready for operation. Red LEDs toward
the right indicate "Current Overload" and
output stage "Overheat" for each channel.

per channel into 8 -ohm loads but also
because it maintains Class -A operation up
to an output of 6 watts. The robust output
stages use six pairs of output devices per
channel; these devices are beta -matched for
more equal current sharing.
The HCA-2200' is attractive in its black
metal finish. Its front panel is rack sized, 7
inches high by the standard 19 inches wide,

with a pair of beefy handles to assist in

On the rear panel, besides the handy extra handles, are an IEC power -cord socket
and an a.c. line fuse, fuse -holders for each
channel's positive and negative rails, and

each channel's input and output connec-

is a rocker power switch,
accompanied by a pair of LEDs. The red

"Standby" LED glows when the unit is first
switched on, and the green "Normal" LED

Channel Separation: Greater than
84 dB at 1 kHz and greater than
74 dB at 20 kHz.
Input Impedance: Unbalanced, 100
kilohms; balanced, 200 kilohms.

A.c. Power Requirement: 1,000
watts.

WITH JUNCTION FETs AS
INPUT DEVICES, THIS AMP

DOES NOT NEED CONSTANT
CURRENT SOURCES PER SE.

lifting and moving the amp. (A second pair
of handles is on the rear.) Toward the left

of the panel

kHz, +0, -1.5 dB.
Slew Rate: Greater than 135 V/ii.S.
S/N Ratio: Greater than 114 dB,
A -weighted, with input shorted.

tors (XLR for balanced input, RCA phono
for unbalanced input, and dual five -way
binding posts to allow bi-wiring). Also on
this panel are toggle switches to select ei-
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Damping Factor: Greater than 1,000
at 20 Hz.
Dimensions: 19 in. W X 7 in. H X

15 in. D (48.3 cm X 17.8 cm X
38.1 cm).
Weight: 60 lbs. (27.2 kg).
Price: $1,695.
Company Address: 950 Battery St.,
San Francisco, Cal. 94111.
For literature, circle No. 90

a pair of complementary MOS-FET devices

er phase passes through two amplifier

acting as source followers. Output of the
source followers is applied to the bipolar
output transistors, which operate as com-

channels. However, to do it in a more balanced way would require more front-end
amplification for polarity inversion, which
could itself affect the sound.
Elaborate protection circuitry monitors
output stage current, output d.c. offset, and

plementary emitter followers. This arrangement of MOS-FETs driving bipolar

outputs is an unusual one. Generous
amounts of feedback are present in
the input and second stages. Overall negative feedback is taken from

the output back to the inverting

LEVEL 11:1110 VS Flag IMO

MG LABS

+1

Ap
1'

0

input of the input stage. A d.c. servo is also connected from the amplifier output back to the inverting
toroidal power transformers, one per channel, are stacked inside the enclosure at the
front and are attached to the bottom panel
with a huge bolt. Approximately the middle third of the interior is taken up by four

main filter capacitors and the attendant
circuit boards mounted atop them. These
circuit boards hold numerous bypass capacitors for the main filter capacitors, plus
the circuitry for the front-end power supply and regulators. The main audio circuit
is built on a p.c. board that takes about the

rear third of the area and is mounted
horizontally near the top of the amp.

Circuit Description
Revolutionary is the way I would describe the use of completely quasi -comple-

mentary circuitry throughout this design.
(Well, revolutionary for John Curl, anyway, as he's known for using completely
complementary circuits!) The input stage is
a complementary differential amplifier using matched dual N -channel and P -chan-

nel J-FETs. The complete input stage is

input of the input stage; this reduces the amplifier's gain at d.c.,
thereby reducing any output d.c.
offset to low values. The output of
the amplifier passes through a relay to the output terminals.

A clever arrangement permits
high impedance for both input polarities when the balanced XLR in-

200k

10k

1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 1-Frequency response
for open circuit, 8- and
4 -ohm loads.

feedback resistor when the balanced inputs are used. The positive
phase drives the noninverting side

of the input differential amplifier
in both modes. When the unbalanced mode is selected, the bottom

of the shunt feedback resistor is
grounded. In bridged mode, signal
input is applied to the right chan-

se; the FET source circuits of the two

nel's input differential amplifier.
This causes the hot output terminal of the left channel to be 180°
out of phase with that of the right,
thus providing the necessary conditions for connecting the mono
load between the hot output terminals of both stereo channels. In
my opinion, this is not the most

driver circuit. This driver circuit consists of

100

10

source follower consisting of two
N -channel J-FETs, one the source
follower itself and the other a constant current load for the follower,
buffers the negative input phase.
The output of this source follower
drives the bottom end of the shunt

nel only, and the output of the

uses bipolar transistors. The appropriate
collectors of this second stage are tied together through a bias -spreading regulator
and drive the input of the output stage's

3

put is selected. A separate input

formed by cascoding the J-FETs with bipolar transistors. In a design like this, where
junction FETs are the input devices, there
is no need for constant current sources per

polarities are tied together with a common
resistor that sets the overall operating current for the input stage. Both collectors of
the outputs of each complementary input
differential amplifier are coupled to a complementary differential second stage, which

-2

right channel is applied through an
appropriate summing resistor into
the inverting input of the left chan-

Fig. 2-Squere-wave response
of (from top) 10 kHz, 8 ohms
(20 µS/div.); 10 kHz, 8 ohms
& 2 µF (20 µS/div.); 40 Hz,
8 ohms (5 m5/div.; all
5 V/div. on vertical scale).
BAN LABS

10.

- THO

N

- SMPTE IM

0.1

0.01

!

OHMS
8 OHMS

0.001
0.1

10

1

OUTPUT - WATTS

signal -pure way of bridging, as one

phase of the output goes through

Fig. 3-Distortion vs.

one amplifier channel and the oth-

power.
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B OHMS

100

500

operating temperature. If any of these Measurements

to speakers that have wide variations in

quantities is deemed excessive, the output
relay is opened (and the appropriate front -

their impedance curves.
Output noise levels for the HCA-2200",
along with IHF signal-to-noise ratios, are
given in Table I. The noise in this amplifier
is commendably low.
Interchannel crosstalk was found to be
more than 100 dB down at frequencies up
to about 1 kHz; it then rose at a rate of 6 dB
per octave to a level of about 77 dB down at
20 kHz. The amount of crosstalk was essentially identical in both directions.

Since the channels in this sample were
quite well matched, I am arbitrarily prepanel indicator comes on, in the case of senting data for the left one unless some
overtemperature or excessive current). particular measurement differs significantThis circuitry also functions as a turn -on ly between channels.
time delay, holding off the output relay's
Voltage gain and IHF sensitivities were
closure until the amplifier circuit settles measured first. Results were 27.1 dB and
out.
125.0 mV, respectively.
Frequency response at the 1 116,4100 A LEVEL(Y) ra FAES(Ha)
0.1
watt
level into 8 ohms is plotted in
385 WATTS
.200 WATTS
Fig. 1 for open -circuit and 8- and
DWI LADS

\

100 WATTS

I WATT
10 WATTS

30 WATTS

0.001
20

100

10k 20k

1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

4 -ohm loading. As can be seen, the
frequency response shape and out-

put level are rather unaffected by
load, and the 3 -dB down point is

about 200 kHz. Rise- and fall times measured 1.6 RS, which relates nicely to the 200 -kHz bandwidth. Square -wave responses are

Fig. 4-THD + N vs.
frequency, 4 -ohm load.

shown in Fig. 2. The top trace is for
0.001

4p'

+ 0.0001
0

I

0.00001
0

4k

8k

12k

16k

20 k

Fig. 5-Spectrum of
harmonic distortion
residue, 8 -ohm load.

RIGHT

4p:

LEFT

800

capacitor is paralleled across the 8ohm load. Ringing with this load is

nicely controlled (or damped). In
the bottom trace, for 40 Hz into 8
ohms, no tilt is evident, which is

FREQUENCY - Hz

1000

10 kHz at an output amplitude of
about 10 V, peak to peak, into 8
ohms. In the middle trace, a 2-10

testimony to this design's extended
low -frequency bandwidth.
Distortion (THD + N at 1 kHz
and SMPTE IM) is plotted in Fig. 3

The tests of IHF dynamic headroom
yielded equivalent power levels of 315 and
578 watts for 8- and 4 -ohm loads, respec-

tively. This translates to dynamic headroom figures of 1.6 and 1.76 dB. Maximum
undistorted output into a 1 -ohm load,

BECAUSE OF ITS HIGH

DAMPING FACTOR, THIS
AMP CAN DRIVE SPEAKERS

WHOSE IMPEDANCE CURVES
HAVE WIDE VARIATIONS.
when I used the IHF tone -burst signal to
assess dynamic headroom and operated
one channel, was a healthy ± 60 amperes at

as a function of power output for
4- and 8 -ohm loading. Measured

the beginning of the 20-mS tone burst. It
decayed to about ± 50 amperes at the end
of the burst due to power -supply sag under
load. Steady-state power output at the visu-

performance here is very good. To-

al onset of clipping was 285 watts per

tal harmonic distortion plus noise

channel into 8 -ohm loads and 490 watts

400

as a function of frequency and

per channel into 4 -ohm loads. Corre-

200

power is shown for 4 -ohm loading
in Fig. 4. The Parasound produces

sponding values for clipping headroom are
1.1 and 1.0 dB. This amp really puts it out!
The a.c. line current at idle was about 3.5
amperes, indicating a healthy idling dissi-

600

20

100

10k 20k

1k

rising levels of distortion above

FREQUENCY - Hz

about 1 kHz, which happens in
many, if not most, other amplifier

Fig. 6-Damping factor vs.
frequency.

designs. A spectrum of the har-

Table I-Output noise levels. IHF S/N ratios
were 96.7 dB for the left channel and 98.4 dB for
the right.

Output Noise, Or
Bandwidth

LEFT

RIGHT

Wideband
22 Hz to 22 kHz
400 Hz to 22 kHz

133.0

141.4

59.3

50.2

41.0

42.0

40.7

34.0

A -Weighted

monic distortion residue, for a 1 kHz signal at 10 watts into 8 ohms,
is shown in Fig. 5. This spectrum

would make any amp designer
proud! There's just a little second -

pation in the output stage. The a.c. line
current started to increase at an output of
about 5 or 6 watts into 8 -ohm loads, which
indicates Class -A operation up to this power level. With 4 -ohm loading, the current
started to increase at a lower level, 1 to 2
watts.

and third -order distortion but
nothing else except noise.
Damping factor versus frequen-

cy is shown in Fig. 6 for both
channels. This high damping factor (or low output impedance) will
help the amp deliver flat response
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Use and Listening Tests
Equipment used to evaluate the HCA2200" included an Oracle turntable fitted
with a Well Tempered Arm and Spectral
Audio MCR-1 Select moving -coil car continued on page 72

ROAD THUNDER

,c.

SEPARATE S

Road Thunder Pro is available only where real car audio is sold. For the
name of the MTX dealer nearest you or for more information, write us at

FOUNDING

MTX, 555 West Lamm Road, Freeport, IL 61032. Or call 815-232-2000.
MEMBER

QUIPMEN-I

stream, and whether the de -emphasis and

power are on. The UltraLink is always

PS AUDIO
ULTRALINK
D/A CONVERTER

powered when plugged in and is designed
to stay powered for best sound. When the
power button is not pushed, the LED pilot
light is out and the outputs are muted, but
otherwise the system is on and ready.
On the rear panel, from left to right, we
have an IEC a.c. input connector, Toslink

(and, optionally, AT&T) optical inputs,
two coaxial inputs, a coaxial digital output,
plus XLR and RCA analog output connectors for the left and right channels.
Inside the UltraLink is the most beautiful

p.c. board ever to come out of PS

Audio. This board is 0.093 inch thick, for
structural integrity, and has been designed

DESPITE ITS MODERATE

PRICE, THE ULTRALINK

ABOUNDS IN UNUSUAL
CIRCUIT NICETIES.

for minimum signal crosstalk. Populating
this board are carefully chosen, high -quali-

ty parts. Build quality is excellent in this

unit, and long and trouble -free performance would be expected.

When PS Audio changed hands a'
couple of years ago, one of the
goals of the new regime was to

series low -impedance electrolytic capacitors, some 50 Mylar bypass capacitors that
were chosen for their sonic benefits, a fre-

develop a D/A converter that

quency -dependent negative -resistance

was among the finest in the

(FDNR) third -order analog reconstruction
filter, an unusual op-amp/discrete analog

world. Since the company was

one of the first to offer a separate D/A
converter, the new owners asked, what

output stage, and the superior sounding

could be more fitting than to come up with
a real killer D/A that's still affordable? The
UltraLink is the result of that effort.
The UltraLink D/A converter is certainly
a breakthrough product in that it is probably the lowest priced unit to use a version
of UltraAnalog's highly regarded D/A converter module. A number of other features
and design attributes also contribute to its
overall excellence. Among these are the use

ter between the input receiver chip and the
D/A converter module.
Front -panel control is exclusively
through touch buttons that are located in a
group, to the left of PS Audio's logo. Start-

NPC SM5803 eight -times oversampling fil-

ing from the left, these buttons handle

of three isolated power supplies (for left
and right analog outputs and the digital

power, polarity inversion, "Optical" input
selection, and selection of the coaxial inputs. Indicator LEDs above the last three
buttons show operating status. To the right
of the company's logo is another group of
LED indicators for the sampling frequency

logic), 38,0001.0 worth of Panasonic HFQ-

in use, the presence of a locked -in data
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Circuit Description
Starting with the coaxial inputs, the signals from both terminals of the input con -

SPECS
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20
kHz, ± 0.3 dB.
De -Emphasis Accuracy: ± 0.1 dB.
Dynamic Range: 98 dB.
Noise: -110 dB.
THD: -94 dB with 600 -ohm load.
Crosstalk: -120 dB at 1 kHz.

Dimensions: 17 in. W X 2% in. H
X 9 in. D (43.2 cm X 6.4 cm X
22.3 cm).
Weight: 111/2 lbs. (5.2 kg).

Price: $1,995; with AT&T optical
connector, $2,195.
Company Address: P.O. Box 1119,
Grover Beach, Cal. 93483.
For literature, circle No. 91
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L3

nector are applied through coupling capacitors to the inputs of a
differential line receiver. This receiver has hysteresis for increased

SIGNAL
SOURCE

the XOR controls the polarity of the data
signal, and hence the final audio output
polarity.

The SM5803 is a somewhat different
noise immunity. The outputs of animal than the more commonly used
A
R3

SIGNAL
SOURCE

B

R3

R1

the coaxial input receivers, along
with the outputs of the optical input modules, are coupled to a signal selector multiplexer (MUX).

SM5813. It has digital de -emphasis, a digital attenuator, selectable noise shaping, and
a soft -muting circuit. An arrangement of a
four -bit binary counter and three MUXs is

The selected signal source is passed

associated with a power -on reset circuit

through a buffer chip and an output coupling capacitor into a volt-

that sets up the mode register of the
SM5803 are passed into the UltraAnalog

ance for an SPDIF digital output.

D/A module. Trimpots allow adjustment of

(Such an output attenuator, to

the d.c. offset in the output from each
channel of the D/A module-and hence

produce a proper SPDIF interface
output, is not in most of the digital
output circuits I've seen.) The se-

SIGNAL

lected output of the MUX also goes

SOURCE

SM5803 chip.

age divider. This produces the
proper output level and imped-

through a line driver/buffer into
the primary of a signal -isolation

The upsampled signals out of the

the final analog output, as the following
signal circuitry is direct -coupled.
Passing on to the audio output circuitry:
D/A analog outputs are applied to a novel

C

path. Control of the MUX for signal selection is through opto-isola-

Fig. 1-Derivation of the

tors, to maintain the isolation of

FDNR. A third -order LC

the digital front-end from the fol-

third -order low-pass filter, of the FDNR
variety, that is said to be "out of the signal
path" and which has been used in a few
other CD players whose manufacturers
made the same claim. If one defines shunt
filter elements as being out of the signal

filter (A) transforms to a
third -order low-pass filter
(B), implemented as shown

lowing circuitry.

path, I guess this circuit qualifies. I person-

transformer for the main data

in (C).

Output from the secondary of

ally do not agree that shunt circuit ele-

the front-end isolation transform-

the data input of the Yamaha

ments are out of the signal path, however.
An interesting transformation of a classic
LC filter yields the topology of the FDNR
(Fig. 1). Output of the filter is passed into

YM3623B input receiver. (This
chip also reads the sampling rate

the final analog amplifier. This circuit consists of a unity -gain follower circuit made

is squared up by a Schmitt trigger chip and passed on into
er

info from byte 3 of the SPDIF

co WM LAE,

REST -D -A 2y1AN(011, A LEUEL(dDr) w

digital signal input protocol. The
information is then applied, via a
two -to -four decoder, to the sam-

Ift)

+ 0 5
1::

1r11

Ap1

I

0:

-I
-J

>
- O. 5

100

10

10k 20k

1k

FREQUENCY RESPONSE - Hz

pling frequency LEDs on the front
panel.) The relatively well-known
trick of killing the crystal oscillator
when signal lock has been accom-

Fig. 2-Frequency

plished for reduced jitter is used

response.

here, with a twist: One side of the
crystal is pulled low actively, with a
transistor. Master -clock, bit -clock,

ata Los

DEU124DB BA(DPASS(dBr, A BAIIDIAASSIdDr) ,.

and left/right selection signals are
passed on to the input of the NP C

(DVS)

co

z
1

+4

SM5803 eight -time upsampling

0

5
0 -120

-100
-80
SIGNAL LEVEL-dB

-60

digital low-pass filter. Data output
of the receiver goes into one input
of an exclusive -or (XOR) gate, the

output of which goes to the data

Fig. 3-Deviation from

input of the SM5803. A logic level

linearity.

of 0 or 5 V into the other input of
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THE 3.53-V OUTPUT CAN
EVEN DRIVE SYSTEMS

WITH PASSIVE PREAMPS

MORE THAN ADEQUATELY.

up of a carefully chosen IC driving a proprietary discrete buffer circuit. The negative output polarity for balanced outputs is

generated by another circuit, as just described, acting as a unity -gain inverter fed
from the positive polarity output.
Front -panel touch control, LED indica-

tion of system state, and system -control
logic take up a whole page of the Ultra Link's six -page set of schematics. Most of
the control circuitry is rather straightfor-

PREPARE FOR THE MOMENT OF TRUTH
It took seven continuous years of

design work to make it happen. In the

end, it took a whole new approach to

sound reproduction. But, at last, the zz

q3,
moment of truth has arrived.

Say good-bye to high -frequency
harshness. DIGITAL PHASE brings you

an uncommon sweetness throughout

N

But hear it all for yourself.
Call 615-894-5075 for your nearest
DIGITAL PHASE dealer. Then prepare for

the musical spectrum.

the moment of truth.

The secret is a one-piece

*sp.ligital Phase-

.;

ACOUS A REED BASS

It's called DIGITAL PHASE.

It's a family of loudspeaker systems

without compromise. Gone is
the trade-off between low bass

extension and upper bass transients.

dome tweeter of spun titanium.

2841 Hickory Valley Road
Chattanooga, TN 37421

Ferro fluid dampened and resting in a
butyl surround. Driven by a powerful
neodymium motor.

Welcome the combination of

At the heart and soul of these new

focus and dimensionality that has for

systems is the patented ACOUSTA-REED114

so long eluded speaker designers.

technology. By coupling a small bass

DIGITAL PHASE redefines the standard

driver with an elaborate network of

for imaging and phase coherence.

acoustic reeds, DIGITAL PHASE brings

A recording is as it should be. So lifelike

bass accuracy and definition to a level

you feel you can reach out and touch

never before realized.

the music as it touches you.

Pictured, the DIGITAL PHASE AP -1, one of five DIGITAL PHASE systems featuring the patented ACOUSTA-REED technology.
Enter No. 10 on Reader Service Card
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ward combinational logic and flip- common connection permits this isolation,
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Ik

Fig. 4-THD + N vs.
frequency at 0 dB.

- 80

enough to implement this way.

up 60 -Hz hum from your finger
and applies the hum to the input

There are four such circuits. The
amplified outputs of the op -amps
are rectified into a d.c. voltage to
represent a logic "1" when a but-

DAC -DUSL THD./1(4B,) 8 THD.11(dDr) ra

(4111)

1

1

z
z - 100
-100

which the designers thought important

works as follows: The button picks

of an op -amp that's operated in an
open loop (i.e., without feedback).

FREQUENCY - Hz

MX LABS

flops. The touch -button circuitry

-60

-80

DE -EMPHASIS ERROR WAS

These d.c. outputs of the touch -

THE LOWEST I'VE SEEN

puts include emphasis -present and
data -lock signals from the receiver
chip, and system reset.

Fig. 5-THD + N vs. signal
level.

The power -supply circuitry

(dDr) ra

-SBADITH

starts out with two separate power
transformers, one for the positive
and negative analog supplies and
the other for two digital supplies.
The secondary windings of the analog supply's transformer are full wave rectified and capacitor -input
filtered into unregulated positive
and negative voltages. These unregulated voltages in turn supply

(Hs)

- 80

- 90
- 100

-110
1

- 120
- 130

12k
8k
FREQUENCY - Hz

16k

20k

Fig. 6-Analysis of
undithered, 1 -kHz signal

at -90 dB.

ININ LABS
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- 90

-110
-120

-I40o

ear phase characteristics; it also clips the
ringing on full-scale square waves at the

is

supply power to the quad op -amp
used for the touch -button amplifiers. Two separate secondary windings on the digital supply's power
transformer are full -wave rectified

the other powers the rest of the
digital circuitry. Recall that signal 4k

8k

12k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 7-Analysis of
dithered, 1 -kHz signal
at -90 dB.

16k

20k

more normal output levels.
Frequency response without de -emphasis is plotted in Fig. 2. The response with
de -emphasis was virtually identical to that
shown in the figure, so the de -emphasis
error itself, which is the difference between
the two conditions, is less than ± 0.1 dB

One of the +15 V supplies

powers the digital front-end while

-130

have to be turned down quite a bit more
than they would for signal sources with

those of the NPC SM5813 commonly used
in other converters. This filter exhibits lin-

and capacitor -input filtered into
unregulated d.c. supplies. These
supplies in turn feed 5-V, three terminal regulators, one of which

-100

system gain when the UltraLink feeds passive preamps, but it also means that preamplifiers having active output amplifiers will

analog output circuits and the UltraAnalog D/A converter module.

dropped down to +12 V, via another three -terminal regulator, to

- 80

IN ANY CONVERTER.

tors to power the left and right

tive, 15-V, three -terminal regula-

- 140
4k

A MERE ±0.1 dB,

over the audio range. This is the lowest
error for this test I have seen in any converter so far. Square -wave and impulse
responses (not shown) were similar to

three pairs of positive and nega0

channels. This high output ensures enough

control circuitry. Other logic in-

SIGNAL LEVEL - dB

PAM LABS

3.53 V, higher than standard, for both

ton is touched and a logic "0"
when a button is not touched.
button circuits are applied as logic
inputs to the signal -selection and

-20

-40

Measurements
Output voltage at digital full scale was

isolation transformers were used
between the digital front-end circuitry and the SPDIF receiver and
following circuitry. The use of the

separate 5-V supplies with no
AUDIO/AUGUST 1993
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full-scale point, leaving only those portions

of the ringing that point toward the "0"
line. The filter's ringing is normal and
linear at levels below full scale.

Linearity of the UltraLink is extremely
good. As Fig. 3 shows, deviation from linearity is less than 1 dB down to almost -110

dB-an excellent result, to say the least.
The "fade -to -dither" test on the CBS test
CD gave essentially the same results.
Figure 4 shows THD + N at digital full
scale. Results are shown for 16 -bit data
words (the normal CD word length; mea-

sured distortion gets lower with 18 -bit
words). The results indicate that the S/N
ratio of this unit is very good, as will be
seen soon. Figure 5 shows 1 -kHz THD + N
versus signal level, for 16 -bit words.

JVC
FMU I.

3

Great Performers!

-Mg/9Th 6+1 CD Changer,
RX-809VTN Audio/Video Receiver, and TD-WifilTti Cassette Deck.

From the toli -JVC

The Next Best Thing To Front Row Seats
A concert hall without the crowd.
A theater where the floors don't stick.
A jazz club with no minimum.
An outdoor stadium in any weather.
JVC audio/video receivers with Dolby' Pro Logic' and our
Digital Acoustics Processor, give you three-dimensional sound
to simulate a variety of concert venues right in your own home.
Add a JVC CD changer, cassette deck, TV and VCR, and you've
got a home entertainment system that turns any chair or sofa into
"the best seat in the house."
For 1993, JVC home audio components have been refined inside
and out. The design is simple for a look that's sophisticated. The
technology is sophisticated for operation that's simple.

In fact, you won't find home entertainment components that
are easier to operate.
Our exclusive, Enhanced COMPU LINK system allows for
one -touch operation. And even if your components aren't all our
components, a JVC RX-809VTN receiver with our multi -brand

remote still lets you control your home entertainment system
right from your seat.
To experience "the next best thing to
front row seats," visit an authorized JVC
dealer. But don't be surprised if you
catch yourself applauding.
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA

VC

DIVISION OF US JVC CORP.

We bring the music to you.
Dolby and Flo

I

are trademarks of Dolby Laboratory licensing Corporation

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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I also made some spectrum analyses of
both dithered and undithered 1 -kHz sig-

absent, because the duty cycle of this undithered signal's waveform mathematically
happened to just about eliminate that har-

nals at -90 dB. The spectra graphically
show the effects of dither on the low-level
linearity of the CD digital process. Without
dither, the signal is full of nasty harmonics
and other unwanted components (Fig. 6).
Also, the third harmonic is conspicuously

monic. The spectrum of the signal with tri-

angular dither added is such an improvement (Fig. 7)! The noise floor has come up
about 10 dB, and the harmonics have gone
away.

One thing that really impressed
me about this converter is that its
NM LABS

-90 MID

overall S/N was good enough to let
me really see a -90 dB undithered

ism)

(V) vs

cp

0

2

4

3

5

TIME- mS

Use and Listening Tests
Analog signal sources in my system during the period of review included a Naka-

michi ST -7 FM tuner and 250 cassette
deck, and a Technics 1500 open -reel recorder. On the digital side, I used Krell
Digital MD -1 and PS Audio CD transports

waveform. Witness this in Fig. 8,

to feed the UltraLink, a Counterpoint

where the signal's three -state char-

DA10, and other, experimental, converters.
Preamps used were a First Sound Reference

acter (one LSB plus, "0," and one
LSB minus) is quite easy to see.
Many other D/A converters that I
have measured obscure such lowlevel signals with system noise. I

8-Waveform of

should mention, though, that

undithered, 1 -kHz signal

many good CD players are quiet

at -90 dB; see text.

enough for such signals to be seen
in their analog outputs.

Fig.

offset was a maximum of -3.8 mV in the
negative -phase output of the left channel.
Overall, the UltraLink is one of the best, if
not the best, D/A converters I have tested.

Table

I

II and a Counterpoint SA -5000. Power

THE ULTRALINK YIELDS

FINE RESOLUTION, GREAT

DETAIL AND SPACE, AND
MUSICAL BELIEVABILITY.

lists S/N for various

bandwidths, plus EIAJ quantizaBIM LABS

-100

-60 BAKDBASSIdBr

tion noise and dynamic range.

BP00(14)

What is especially impressive are
the S/N ratios at digital zero, i.e.,
with the digital signal off (as op-

- 1 10

posed to being on but at a very low

level, like -120 dB). This is not

Fig. 9-Quantization vs.

usual with most external D/A converters. A test devised by Richard
Cabot of Audio Precision looks at
quantization effects as a function

frequency at several
modulation levels; see text.

of frequency and the modulation
level of a 41 -Hz signal that varies

- 120

300

lk
FREQUENCY -Hz

20k

10k

from -60 to -100 dB in 10 -dB
steps. Good performance in this
test is the degree to which the
sweeps for different levels overlay

amps used were Crown's Macro Reference,
Parasound's HCA-220011, and a prototype
pair of Quicksilver Audio MI35 mono tube

units. Loudspeakers used were Win Research SM-10s and B & W 801 Matrix Series 3. Additional listening was done with
my Stax SR -Sigma Pro 1 headphones driv-

en from a power amplifier with the Stax
SRD-7 Professional energizer.
I remember when I first heard the Ultra Link; Bob Odell of PS Audio brought one

up for me to try out. I was then using the
VTL Straight -Line. After going back and
forth between these converters a few times,
I realized that the UltraLink was indeed a

very good -sounding unit. As a matter of
fact, I bought it to use as a measurement

noise was -94.2 dB for the left channel and -95.0

each other. As Fig. 9 shows, the
UltraLink's performance is very

dB for the right; dynamic range was 98.3 and

good.

102.0 dB, respectively, for the two channels.

Interchannel crosstalk in this
unit was absolutely outstanding. It

reference (and of course, to enjoy listening
with)! The unit tested for this report was a
review sample; if anything, it sounds a little
better than the original one I bought.

was about 120 dB down at frequencies up to
kHz and ap-

tional glitches. The UltraLink operated per-

Table I-Signal-to-noise ratios. Quantization

Bandwidth

LEFT

With - 120 dB Signal
Wideband
22 Hz to 22 kHz
400 Hz to 22 kHz
A -Weighted

S/N, dB
RIGHT

1

92.3
93.8
93.8
95.9

93.2
93.8
93.8
96.0

99.7

106.3
112.7
113.5
115.7

With No Signal
Wideband
22 Hz to 22 kHz
400 Hz to 22 kHz
A -Weighted

113.4
113.6
115.7

During my testing, I found no opera-

proached -100 dB at 20 kHz.
A few final comments on miscellaneous measurements: The UltraLink's absolute signal polarity is
correct when the front -panel in-

fectly, which is as it should be. The sonic
attributes that distinguish it from many
other D/A converters I have tested include

version function is not invoked.
Audio output impedance measured about 40 ohms. Output d.c.

more musical believability. This is a good -
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finer resolution, greater detail, better
soundstaging and space, and generally
sounding D/A converter that deserves all
the praise it gets.
Bascom H. King

WIN
A TRIP TO THE WC
JAZZ FESTIVAL

PARIS
FIRST PRIZE

GRAND PRIZE

NC Home Entertainment System-

A trip for 2 to the 1994 JVC

NC wants to send you and a friend to take

CD Changer

Jazz Festival in Paris, including
airfare, hotel, and VIP passes

in all the sights and sounds of the "Flak That
Jazz" Festival in Paris, France

Audio/Video Receiver
Cassette Deck & Speakers
20" Color TV & VCR
)ARV: $2,500)

TV

You could also win one of over 1,200 other
fabulous prizes. But to win, yar must ca-rerty
answer all the questions on the entry form.

VHS Compact Camcorder
Gibson Guitar
(ARV: $ 10,000)

Entries must be received by 9/15/93. It just
might be "Bon Voyage" from NC.
Look for the answers on theNCJazz Festival
display at participainn NC retailers.

0

For the NC dealer nearest you, call

OVER1,000 OTHER PRIZES
JVC Mobile Receiver, CD Changer,
and Speakers (ARV: $1,100)
JVC Personal Audio System
(ARV: $350)

Suncloud Sunglasses (ARV: $80)
Official JVC Jazz Festival
T-shirt and Compact Discs
(ARV: $35)

OfficialOfficialAirlureof the JVC laza. Festival USA

Continental

SUNCLOUD,
Stereo Review

One Airline Cap Make A Difference:

OW IMP 41/0 1111110"las

WIIVATRPTO PAAIS!

No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited.

Odds of winning based on number of correct
entries. Sweepstakes open to legal US residents,

18 years of age or older. Employees of NC, its
agencies, and their immediate families are ineli-

Or one of over 1,200 other prizes. To enter, fill in your name, address, telephone number,
and correctly answer the three questions below. (Circle the correct answer.)

Name:
Please Print)

1) The feature that allows JVC Stereo Receivers
to control other system components is called...
a) MAGI -SCAN
b) INTE-GREAT Plus

Address:
City:

State:

2)
Zip:

Telephone: (
Look for the answers on the NC Jazz Festival Display at
participating JVC retailers and mail entries to

JVC Jazz Festival Sweepstakes

P.O. Box 5165A, New Milford, CT 06774-5165

c) Enhanced COMPU LINK
d) OMNI-Power

In JVC CD Portables, dynamic sound reproduction is achieved with the sound system called...
a) Triple Treble
b) Active Hyper -Bass

Official Rules, P.O. Box 5177, New Milford, CT
067745177. Entries must be received by 9/15/93.
No mechanical reproductions accepted.

c) Boom Boom Deluxe
d) Ulti-Note

3) NC Mobile Audio systems offer which theft deterrent feature?
a) PIN Codes
b) Self Destruct
Microchips

gible. For official rules, see entry forms on JVC displays at participating JVC retailers, or send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to NC Jazz Festival

c) Auto Alarm
d) Detachable Security
Face Plate

931502
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JVC
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ty active and passive components in
the signal path.
At $1,745, the ALD-1 Active Line

AURICLE

Drive preamp combines excellent

McCORMACK AUDIO
DNA -1 AIVIP AND

ALD-1 PREAMP

European -oriented styling with a set
of features that offer maximum flex-

ibility with the least possible interference with the input signal. The
source selector handles five high-

level inputs, though an optional
plug-in phono preamplifier card is

available for one of these inputs.
This card can be used with both
moving -coil and moving -magnet
cartridges, and it has a switch to

THE ALD-1 PREAMP
CAN BE OPERATED

EITHER WITH GAIN

OR WITHOUT IT.

choose between 40- or 55 -dB gain.

The phono preamp is said to meet
the RIAA frequency response curve
within ± 0.25 dB and to have a S/N
ratio of better than 75 dB with moving -coil cartridges and above 80 dB
with moving -magnet cartridges.

The input selector feeds a tape
monitor switch that allows you to
choose between source and two additional buffered tape feeds. A sepa-

Q QQQQ QQQQ;z,
41,

Q

Q

1970s, and he headed a company

rate switch, with LED indicators,

called The Mod Squad, from which
McCormack Audio has evolved. Steven is also the originator of Tiptoes,

controls the two tape monitor loops
-to allow bidirectional dubbing; it

was one of the first high -end design-

from the main audio circuitry (to
eliminate any coloration from the

ers to produce a CD player whose

M

cCormack Audio may
seem like a new high end firm to many readers. However, Steven

McCormack is a leading
high -end designer who
began his work by modifying products of other firms back in the early

Company Address: 542 North
Highway 101, Leucadia, Cal.
92024.

For literature, circle No. 92

sound lived up to its technical
promise, and has designed several
excellent passive preamps as well as
the components reviewed here.
Opening the McCormack DNA -1
power amplifier and ALD-1 preamplifier immediately reveals that they
are not the sort of luxury high -end
products where the case costs more
than the average mid-fi system. They
do have excellent circuit board construction and layout, and both prod-

ucts reveal the designer's focus on
use of a minimum number of qualiAUDIO/AUGUST 1993
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disconnects the tape buffer op -amps

tape decks and associated circuitry)
when they are not being used. The
McCormack ALD-1 also has a muting switch, with LED indicators, that

can mute the output of either or
both channels.
The tape monitor control feeds a

wideband buffer stage with two
complementary J-FET transistors in
each channel that act as an impedance transformer with a gain of one.

The output of this stage feeds a
switch that allows you to choose
between the normal inputs with gain

SURROUND
YOURSELF
with thunderous realism and
crystalline clarity, rendered with
remarkable imaging and true to -screen sound placement.
Choose to surround yourself
gradually, or all at once with the
identically matched Venturi V52
Plus dedicated center -channel

speaker and V52 front -channel/
rear -charnel speakers. And for
astounding yet impeccably clean
bass effect: the V12 powered
subwoofer with separate component amplifier.
Each a superb individual
audio performer, they combine to
unleash the full potential of
videocassette, CD and laserdisc
recordings-on video systems

from modest to big -screen with
Pro -Logic* surround decoder.
To surround yourself as you
see it, and for surprisingly less
than most pre-packaged systems,
ask your audio/video dealer for
a personalized demonstration.

Home Theater Speaker Systems by
*Dolby Laboratories Inc

Enter No. 5 on Reader Service Card

003America

and a sixth direct input that bypasses the
buffer. The output of this switch, in turn,

inputs, but not balanced inputs. The speaker connections include a choice of binding

amperes. A low -value (0.47 -ohm) emitter
resistor is used with each output device to

feeds the volume control.
The volume control can either feed directly into the power amplifer through the
passive output jacks or into the input of the
line amplifier. This amplifier is a wideband
discrete J-FET and MOS-FET circuit with

posts or rugged terminal blocks that pro-

equalize current under very high drive

vide an exceptionally firm connection with

conditions.

no nested or loop feedback, and it is d.c.
coupled from input to output with servo
control to keep d.c. offset under 3 mV. A
fully symmetrical balanced output is pro-

chassis and double -sided, plated -through,

vided, with XLR jacks, as well as two sets of
single -output RCA jacks with inverting and
noninverting polarities.
This set of features gives you exceptional

flexibility in using the ALD-1 as anything
from a passive to an active preamp. The de-

sign ensures that the ALD-1's unusual
range of input features can be used with the

spade lugs. The unit measures 19 x 7 x

A d.c. servo amplifier reduces output

15 inches and weighs about 50 pounds.
Internal construction quality is excellent.

offset to below 5 mV and allows the use of a
direct -coupled circuit with a very -low -fre-

McCormack uses a copper -plated steel

quency cutoff. The output of this servo
connects through an isolation resistor to

glass -epoxy boards with thick copper
traces. The DNA -1 has quality parts, such

as Wima film capacitors, Holco and 1%
Resista metal -film resistors, Toshiba and
Hitachi transistors, and Wonder solder.
The large toroidal power transformer is
custom built for this application.
The DNA -1 has an input impedance of
100 kilohms, an input sensitivity of 1.0 V
rms, an output impedance of less than 0.1
ohm, and a servo -controlled d.c. offset of

minimum amount of passive and active less than 5 mV. It is noninverting, has a
circuitry, regardless of which mix of features you select. This purism does, however, have one drawback. The ALD-1 does
not have a balance control, a feature that
has been dropped from some other purist

wide bandwidth of -3 dB at 0.5 Hz to 250
kHz, a rise -time of less than 2µS, and a
slew rate of 50 V per µS. It delivers (per
channel) 150 watts into 8 ohms, 300 watts
into 4 ohms, or 500 watts into 2 ohms, and

designs. While many audiophiles never can be easily modified to drive even 1 -ohm

the bottom of the feedback resistor at the
input of the amplifier. The servo response
is set below 1 Hz, providing stability without limiting the DNA -1 amplifier's low frequency performance.
Unlike the ALD-1, the DNA -1 does use
limited amounts of feedback. An RC network provides approximately 6 dB of voltage feedback to the input source's resistor

RATHER THAN CALLING

MY ATTENTION TO ITS
SONIC DETAILS,
THE AMP INVOLVED ME
IN THE PERFORMANCE.

loads.

A high -current design, the DNA -1 is
capable of 50 amperes peak current per
channel and has a moderately high damping factor of greater than 100 into 8 ohms
at 1,000 Hz. This is enough power and current to drive virtually all modern speakers,

make any use of the balance control, I find

it to be extremely important in adjusting
the soundstage to provide the precise balance that locks in the left -to -right imaging,
thereby centering the soundstage.

Two other features of the ALD-1 are of
special interest. The power supply provides
± 22 V d.c. regulators for each channel,
using a discrete circuit that has very fast response times. McCormack feels this method is sonically superior to conventional IC
regulators.

The McCormack Power Drive DNA -1
amplifier has the same styling as the ALD-1
and costs $1,995. Its only front -panel fea-

tures are a power switch and power and
protection -circuit LEDs. The back has RCA

junction. This provides gain consistency
and further reduces any small distortion

products that may be generated in the
earlier stages. No inductive or RC networks

are required at the output because the

although it's not the kind of brute -force

amplifier circuit already is stable at

design that offers extremely high damping
factors, power, and control into the most
demanding loads.

applicable frequencies.

The circuit is a direct -coupled, low -feedback design using J-FETs, MOS-FETs, and

all

The output stage's power -supply rails
are fed by a high -current winding on the
power transformer. There are separate ultra -high-speed, 25 -ampere bridge -rectifier

bipolar devices in a fully complementary

blocks for each amplifier channel. The

configuration. At the input, two J-FETs are
connected as a complementary differential

power filtration is handled by eight distributed 4,700-11F capacitors per channel, located close to the eight output transistors,

amplifier, with source degeneration. The
two sections of this stage produce signals of
opposite polarity, which are direct coupled
to the gates of a complementary MOS-FET
pair, operating Class A, push-pull, and with

a gain of approximately 10. This stage
provides low -impedance drive for the bipolar output section.
The output stage consists of four com-

plementary pairs of bipolar transistors
(eight devices per channel). These are used
in parallel, as emitter followers, to provide
an output current capability exceeding 50
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and each bypassed by high -quality film type capacitors. This provides low impedance and fast current -delivery response to
each output device. These capacitors are
considered individual current -reservoir
nodes, giving the unit its Distributed Node
Amplifier designation.

Like many modern high -quality line stage preamps, the McCormack ALD-1 has
comparatively little sound character of its
own. Further, you can bypass much of the
little sonic character the preamp does have

Sweeter, smcoLler strings
are within the domain of only
the very finest loudspeakers.
Strings are reproduced flawlessly by the Infinity Kappa
Series, which employs all our
most advanced technologies:

Polydome" Mid -ranges, 1MG "

Emit -R" Planar Tweeters,

cabinetry.

Woofers and the Control Q
System7

All of this advanced technology is deliciously house.
in a choice of elegant oak or
black genuine wood veneer

N A Harman International Inc., Comoany. Call (8OO) 765-5556 for the Infinity dealer nearest you. In Canada, call (416) 294-4833. H. Roy Gray, Ltd.

Enter No. 13 on Reader Service Card

If sweeter strings are music
to your ears, the Infinity Kappa
Series are an absolute rhapsody.

Infinity
AS FAR AS YOU CAN HEAR.

by using the direct input and passive out-

more tightness, detail, and control. How-

The DNA -1 has very good transparency.

put. In practice, I preferred using the ALD-

ever, the DNA -1 reproduces the excitement
that can only come from good bass power,
and which is vital to symphonic music, opera, and jazz.

In fact, music detail and definition are
excellent for a unit in its price range, al-

The DNA -1's performance in the mid bass to lower midrange is very good to ex-

lent job of working together to enhance

1's direct input from my primary D/A
converter, and the normal active outputs
for all inputs. I find that under most real world listening conditions, it is better to
have some gain in the preamp circuit, even

if this means a marginal amount of extra
noise and a slight veiling of detail. The gain
provided musical life and dynamics, and I

did not detect any significant coloration,
change in the soundstage, or difference in
musical dynamics. In fact, when I inserted

the ALD-1 into the tape monitor loop of
my reference preamp and adjusted for gain,

the sound was remarkably neutral and
transparent. All I could detect was a very
slight loss of low-level information and an
increase in noise that slightly elevated the
upper midrange when I got within a few
feet of my speakers-a listening position
that no one would adopt in practice. There
is no such thing as a straight wire with gain,

but the ALD-1 comes close. Most important, it does not impose any new character
on the music.

The McCormack DNA -1 amplifier has
more active circuitry and a more distinctive

sound character. However, the DNA -1's
sound character complements that of the
ALD-1 and is in many ways a mirror image
of it.
The DNA -1 has a flat, open sound with a

great deal of information in the upper
midrange and the treble. It is not treble

cellent, and it's better controlled than the
deep bass. This amp does an excellent job
of reproducing dynamics, and transient
definition is excellent. The mid -bass to
lower midrange has the natural warmth of
music and does not add dryness or leanness
to the music. Many transistor power amplifiers still have a problem in this region. The

DNA -1 has a natural midrange balance,
sounding more like some of the best modern tube amplifiers than many transistor
amplifiers. At the same time, the DNA -1
has a very "live" midrange, in contrast to
the more "liquid" midrange of tube and
hybrid units. This sound is exciting and

though it's not equal to the very best amplifiers. The ALD-1 and DNA -1 do an exceltransparency.

THIS PAIR IS AN
EXCELLENT CHOICE FOR
LISTENERS WHO PLACE

A PREMIUM ON
MUSICAL ACCURACY.

The DNA -1 has a wide and open sound -

stage, with good depth. The imaging is
excellent and has a great deal of openness

and air. The DNA -1 does a better job

involving with good recordings, although it
also makes you feel as if you were sitting
slightly more forward in the hall.
The upper midrange and treble are consistent with the DNA -1's midrange sound.
There is a great deal of excitement, infor-

reproducing the left -to -right arc of instru-

mation, and energy-which are not exaggerated-but this does place a premium on
good recordings and system balance. The
DNA -1 worked well with speakers as diverse as Apogee Divas and Thiel CS -5s,
though it is not the amplifier for speakers
with a rising treble or which lack the bass
power and extension to counterbalance

it involved me in the performance rather

highly revealing upper octaves. In terms of
music, the DNA -1 does a very good job in
reproducing the upper midrange and treble
of reference quality CDs, but it also is all
too accurate in reproducing the kind of ir-

ritating "in your face" close miking that
some producers insist upon. Exactly why

ments with complex music than it does
with layers of front -to -back depth. It does
particularly well in reproducing the imag-

ing and soundstage of natural chamber
music and jazz recordings. I also found that

than called my attention to its sonic details.

If you are a bit tired of units that etch the
imaging or divide the orchestra artificially,
you will like the DNA -1.
The ALD-1 and DNA -1 performed well

with every component I used. The one
reservation I have is that the DNA -1 has
better bass definition and control with
speakers that do not require extreme reserves of power or very high damping factors, though this is true of every amplifier I
have reviewed in this price range.

The McCormack Audio ALD-1 and

any producer should record a harpsichord
as if the listener was chained to the instrument is beyond me, but the DNA -1 will

DNA -1 both qualify as excellent products
in their price range, offering a clearly defined set of musical choices and sonic nuances. They are not the units for those who

add a touch of added energy to such re-

like their music to be polite, who want

heavy or bright, nor does it have a "tube"
sound that rolls off the upper octaves or
has a forgiving character. What goes in is

cordings rather than being forgiving.

equipment that softens the upper octaves

The DNA -1 does an excellent job of

or who accept speakers without bass power

handling dynamic peaks as well as low-level

and extension. This pair is, however, an

what you hear coming out. At the same

dynamics and transient detail. It is a touch

excellent alternative for anyone who wants

time, the bass and midrange are powerful

more live and dynamic than most power
amplifiers, but it is also free of the slight
constriction of musical energy that occurs

a modern high -end system that covers

and provide a proper balance in overall
timbre.
The deep bass of the DNA -1 is a bit too

warm on occasion, and I would prefer

during loud passages with many amplifiers
in its price range.
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the entire frequency range, who is willing
to become deeply involved in the music,
and who stresses accuracy over a forgiving
nature.
Anthony H. Cordesman

Building
BLOCKS
SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
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Great music does not appear miraculously. As any musician or recording
engineer will tell you, it takes a lot of effort, building upon artistic inspiration every
step of the way. They'll also tell you without hesitation that the payoff is well worth
it. The same holds true for building a high -end home audio system. It requires

extensive listening sessions and a thorough study of each component that
comprises a system worthy of the label audiophile. In this special advertising
section, we'll examine some of the offen-overlooked components and accesso-

ries that can make your system one to be proud of-and one that will deliver
years of listening pleasure.

A LINK TO GREATNESS
"Anyone who's truly serious

about audiophile sound
spends a lot of time auditioning their components. Once

those critical decisions are
made, it's important not to
overlook the vital links be-

aoproach toward cable design.
Dwight Fitzmaurice, designer of Apex Audio

cables, says there's another issue as well-

dent of AudioQuest. "Each

affordability. "There's a fine line between cost
and quality that every manufacturer must walk.
We all know what it takes to build the absolute
best cables. The goal is to build quality cables

stage of a music system per-

that do the job and are within the reach of

tween them. In a wordcables," says Bill Low, Presi-

forms a very complicated

task-from the recording
process to the CD player to
the power components, the

loudspeakers, and the cables in between. Each must
transform or transfer a complex, multi -octave signal without altering any

information carried in the signal. So with cables, the most important goal is to be as neutral
and honest as possible."
Roger Skoff, Designer and President of XLO

Electric adds, "Just as any component in an
audio system should only do what it's supposed to do, the same should be true with

cables. They should be 'a component between components,' a totally passive means
for connecting equipment. They should do
nothing at all to affect the sound of the system."

"If you're trying to transmit audio or video
signals, you want the elec-

Po ymer-coaled Straight Wire Rhc psody II
cab es and ritenconnetts.

sound and great sound." Hill notes that the laws
of physics do not change with the season and
neither should the engineering philosophy and

tronics or speakers to receive

all of the information as accurately as possible. No al-

teration or degradation of
that signal is the ultimate
goal," says Steven Hill, President of Straight Wire. "While

there's been a lot of discussion about specific cables,
there is no question that how

you connect one component to another is absolutely
critical. It can mean the dif-

ference between good

enthusiasts."

There are a number of fundamental problems confronting cable technology according
to the executives. Skin effect causes different
electrical values at different distances from the
surface of a strand of copper. The result is that
some of the delicate high -frequency information can be smeared. For many listeners, the
resulting sound is lacking detail and has a flat
scundstage.
Magnetic interaction between strands is an-

oher obstacle to good sound. Much of the
energy traveling through a cable is carried as
a magnetic field. In many cables, the magnet-

ic field of any given strand faces a complex
and changing series of interactions as it travels
through a constantly changing magnetic environment. The magnetic field is modulated and
the audio signal becomes distorted. Materials
quality also impacts cable performance. Copper and silver offer the lowest resistance, but
copper is the most cost effective. Normal high purity copper has about 1,500 crystals or grains
in each foot. Oxygen -Free High -Conductivity
(CFHC) copper drastically reduces the forma Cover Credit: Photograph by Michael
Groen. Shown are the Bell'Oggetti
CD racks and cables by AudioQuest and
Straight Wire.

This special advertising section was
specially prepared for the publisher of
Audio magazine. None of the magazine's
editorial personnel were involved.

3503 Ryder Street, Santa Clara, CA 95051-0714
(408) 738 -APEX (2739) FAX (408) 738-3398

For your nearest dealer call 800-231-7716
Enter No 3 on Reader Service Card
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Apex Audio speaker
wire and component
interconnects.

tion of copper oxides within the
copper itself, reducing the dis-

tortion caused by these grain
boundaries. Another factor is
the type of dielectric (insulation) used. Common materials
range from PVC to polyethylene, with Teflon considered the

best dielectric available as it
delivers outstanding electrical
stability. The result is negligible

signal alteration and dissipation.

Along with all of these challenges of moving a signal from
Point A to Point B, Ohm's Law
and the basic issues of resis-

tance, capacitance, and inductance must also be consid-

ered. And, finally, let's not
forget the composition, construction, and effects of the actual cable connectors.

"Because the connectors
make the actual contacts between components they are part of the signal path and
should be subject to the very same design

pensive so we also designed alternative cables like the Indigo, Crystal, and Midnight."
Low points out that AudioQuest has a full line of

component interconnect cables ranging from
the Turquoise with OFHC copper to the Diamond using FPS silver around a Teflon core.

Straight Wire has an extensive array of
speaker cables and interconnects. Steven Hill
points out that individually insulated strands of
OFHC copper is used extensively and the dielectric most commonly used is foam Teflon.
"Standout interconnects and speaker cables

are the Virtuoso and Maestro II," he claims.
"There's absolutely no compromise approach
token with these wires, but I can say that about
our Rhapsody II and Encore cables too. We're

so sure about our quality that our authorized
dealers offer consumers a no -obligation audition at home called 'Try Before You Buy.XLO/PRO audio cables from XLO Electric use

.9999 pure OFHC copper with two proprietary
treatments applied prior to the insulation. The
insulation used is a special ethylene polymer
with excellent dielectric properties. The inner

and outer jacketing is either Dupont Surlyn

considerations as the cables themselves. This
means they must make good electrical contact for very low resistance, and they must be
designed so neither their capacitive nor their
inductive effects will alter the transmitted signal," explains XLO's Skoff. Apex's Fitzmaurice
adds that the solder or connection technique
for attaching the wire is also important, not only
for sound quality but for long-term corrosion
and resistance problems.

Given all of these challenges-and the demands of audiophiles for transparent soundcompanies now offer a wide variety of cables

to meet these needs. Apex Audio features
Transmission Line Speakerline (TL) cables for

affordable connections, advancing up to its
patented dual -impedance Impedance ConThe Mod Squad's Wonder

Link digital cable (below)
and Squad Connections
(right).

trolled Transmission Line (ICTL) wires. The ICTL-

SG cables are custom built with half the DC
and inductive resistance of the ICTL wires. "If
you require the ultimate in music reproduction,
this is wire you should try," says Fitzmaurice.
Apex also has Transmission Line Interconnects
(TLi) and Line Level Transmission
Line (LLTL) cables with UHPC-LC

copper and foam Teflon insulation.

AudioQuest has a wide variety

of cables ranging from the very
affordable Type 4 with four OFHC
conductors spiraled together in a
Hyperlitz configuration, up to the

renowned AudioQuest Dragon.
The Dragon uses Functionally Perfect Silver (FPS) -20 solid polyeth-

ylene insulated conductors spiraled together in a Hyperlitz array.
According to Bill Low this is the

"ultimate speaker cable. It is ex-

(used on golf balls) or a combination of Surlyn
and Teflon. The XLO/PRO Type 100 intercon-

nects feature a shielded quad conductor arrangement so it can be used in a variety of
custom audio and home theater systems. "The
solid -core XLO/PRO 600 speaker cable is perfect for any high -end application. It's a heavy

gauge wire with very high power -handling
capacity and superior amplifier damping,"
Skoff said.

As digital audio enters its second decade,
high -end companies are designing cables
specifically for digital applications. McCormack Audio Corporation, which is well known
for innovative digital products, manufactures
award -winning McCormack components and
Mod Squad accessories. The company was
founded in 1982 by Joyce Fleming and Steven
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In the world of high technology
the term "envelope" is used to describe the performance limitations
of the equipment. In the world of
music and wonder, a diverse group
of technically competent products
from AudioQuest lets you expand
the performance envelope of your
audio or video system.

The common thread running
through all the AQ products is
that they offer the most improvement for the least money. No
system is so poor or so perfect
that using AudioQuest products
won't make a wonderful improvement. The only proof is in the
products themselves - please put
us to the ultimate test - listen and
look for yourself.
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McCormack. According to
Fleming, "More audiophiles

than ever are purchasing
outboard digital processors

and digital preamps. We
designed the Wonder Link
cable to deliver an accurate
digital signal from your CD or
DAT source to these components. Unlike the relatively

XLO PRO Type 100

Premium interconnects.

slow and forgiving analog
signal, the digital variety is
fast and fussy. Wonder Link
requires exacting manufacturing methods which were
carefully developed through
a lengthy series of listening

Music's Little
Helpers

tests. Not only is the cable

Inside view of AudioQuest

plugs and cutawa /of
Ruby, Quartz, Emera.d and
Lapis wire construction.

itself directional and sounds
best when sending the signal
in the preferred direction, the
sending and receiving ends
must first be plated differently, then attached differently,
for optimal sonic results." Along with its Wonder
Link digital cable, the company also offers the
Squad Connections, adaptors and Y connec-

For want of a horse, a kingdom was lost, at
least according to Mr. Shakespeare. The little
things can also degrade the musicality of an
audio system . . things like dust particles and
.

dirt.

tors that let you change the configuration of

AudioQuest's Bill Low says that you definitely
should not put a high -quality interconnect into a

your system without signal loss. Five types are

dirty socket. And any contact surface exposed to

available including RCA-XLR adaptors and

air is dirty and will perform better if cleaned. He
notes that one of the most cost-effective accessories available is AudioQuest UltraConnect
fluid. "It's Earth friendly (no Freon) and gives

XLR-XLR Phase Reversal Adaptors.

Quality interconnects and speaker cables
also are available from Esoteric Audio and
Monster Cable. Esoteric recently introduced
Artus and Primus hyper -balanced interconnects as part of their Audiophile Series of high end cable components. They offer significantly

improved musical signal transfer. The RCA
plugs are machined from solid copper and
electroplated with 24 -karat gold. Also new
from Esoteric Audio is the affordable Isopath
Speaker cable featuring oxygen -free solid
core copper conductors, Teflon insulation and
a crystal -blue Polyflex jacket for aesthetics and
durability.
"Although some people think 'wires are
wires,' they are absolutely necessary just to get

your system operating!" concludes Audio 4'---(xi

Quest's Bill Low. "They should be given the same careful attention as any

important component. And use the
best instruments available as your final decision maker-your ears."

you filed -clean surfaces without the file."
Every city dweller and car driver knows dirt

can also settle

in the most out-of-the-way
places. The heads of your tape decks are no

exception-a place where oxide buildup will
also reduce sound quality. There are many
excellent cleaning systems currently available

that clean the heads, capstans, and pinch rollers of your deck for top performance. Companies such as Gemini, Geneva, Allsop, and

TDK offer complete kits that take just a few
moments to use. The result? Contaminants and

dirt that can cause poor frequency response,
limited dynamic range, and tape damage are
quickly removed.

Another neglected yet critical link in audio
systems is the power cord. Whether it comes
from radio and TV signals, computers, micro-

wave ovens-even CD players (which are
XLO/PRO speaker wire
features .9999 pure OFHC.

registered with the FCC)-performance-robbing
radio frequency interference (RFI) is a fact of
modern life. A very affordable solution to this

common problem are ferrite clamps that fit
easily around component power cords such as
RF Stoppers from AudioQuest. The quality of the
ferrite clamps is crucial here. As with everything

in the audio chain, there are differences even
among inexpensive accessories. It's the wise
shopper who pays attention to these details.
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HOLD THE EQUIPMENT,
PLEASE
Once the difficult decisions have been
made for components, speakers, and cables,
enthusiasts looking for the finest audio experience know there are several other key questions to answer, including: "How do I best
insulate my components from vibration?" and
"What's the smartest way to display and use
my new system?"

According to McCormack Audio's Joyce
Fleming, "The 'grunge' look may be the latest
fashion statement but grunge sound is a definite minus when it comes to high -end audio.
When
say grunge, I'm referring to sound

If vibration can be a detriment for speakers
and turntables, it can be just as much a problem for CD players, cassette decks, amplifiers,
and signal processors. The Mod Squad's Soft

Shoes Damping Feet are designed to both
soak up chassis resonances of all audio com-

ponents and eliminate environmental vibrations. Fleming pointed out that Soft Shoes are a
lot more than just slip-ons. "A lot of testing and

research went into the material we use," she
added. "We chose a material with a superior
damping profile." The stiffness limits lateral vi-

I

Soft Shoes labowei
ar d Tiptoes from
The Mod Squad
(right).

AV furniture with flair.
BE ll'Oggetti's Alto Arco.

smearing caused by vibration at the point
where your components come in contact with
shelves or the floor. Tiptoes' point -coupling
feet are designed to eliminate this unwanted
interference. In fact, they might be the most
cost-effective upgrade you can buy for your
music system."
McCormack Audio's Mod Squad brand first
introduced Tiptoes in 1984 and since then over
one million have been purchased by discerning music lovers. Fleming noted that Tiptoes

were the first mechanical grounding spike
available. "Until that time, very few
people in the audio community even
considered what went underneath a

component. Today it's hard to find
audiophile components that don't
feature grounding spikes."
Fleming emphasized that Tiptoes
are not just for high -end equipment.

"From the most modest bookshelf
models to the most expensive towers,

they will improve the sound of all
speakers. That's why they won a Hi-Fi

Grand Prix For Accessories award
from Audio Video International magazine. The Academy For The Advancement of High End Audio also
cited Tiptoes along with Wonder Link
Digital Cables, when they nominated
designer Steven McCormack for the
1991 Golden Note award in the Ca-

bles and Accessories category.
They're available with a variety of
attachment options so they can be
used with everything from Apogees
to Versa Dynamics turntables."
Tiptoes are not just for speakers
explains Fleming. "They're right at
home with turntables and transducers
since they improve stability and drain

away vibrations caused by normal
operation. By eliminating these vibrations, your music is more detailed and
defined. This is by far the easiest decision when building your system. It's just
a matter of choosing the right Tiptoes
for your speakers and components."

bration and their non -reactivity eliminates vibration from the material's own resonant frequency. Fleming said Soft Shoes eliminate a
veil of sonic impurities from your music. "By
using Tiptoes in combination with Soft Shoes,
you're making one of the most cost-effective
upgrades available to music lovers."
With good cables, state-of-the-art compo-

nents and speakers, and proper insulating
accessories from McCormack, AudioQuest
and others, one of the last elements enters the

audio equation-furniture. As with the lava
lamp, the days of brick piles and a piece of
lumber as a hi-fi shelf are gone. Today, a
growing number of audio/video furniture mak-

ers are pushing the envelope of quality and
design. On the cutting edge is Bell'Oggetti, an
award -winning Italian furniture manufacturer.
"It's one of the commonly asked questions
we hear," says Bell'Oggetti's Rose Marie Rug-

gieri. "I've just purchased a number of high end components. How can I fit them into my
house without upsetting the look of the room?
This is especially true for homes with a contemporary look. In 1989 we unveiled our first pieces

for TVs and VCRs. They struck a responsive
chord across the country." Ruggieri noted that
the company's Ambienti and Ercole models
were especially popular-and still are. Some

of reasons are the heavy gauge, all -metal
construction and tempered glass shelves.
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Tre Sorelli CD racks.

"They're easily assembled and can hold today's hefty monitor/receivers," she adds. "And
they look great."
With the quick acceptance of the Ambienti
and Ercole, it was just a matter of time before
audio aficionados decided their components
deserved to be showcased as well. Bell'Oggetti's AR series was designed for them. With
names like Fort-Angolo and Alto Evoluto, they
are Italian style at its best. All models feature
extra -heavy gauge, all -metal construction,
high impact thermo finishes, and adjustable
shelves and are easily assembled. "Depending on the number of components you own, it's

just a matter of choosing your style-all metal
or a combination of metal and glass."
Home Theater systems continue to work their

way into more living rooms, and Bell'Oggetti

has designed complementary audio/video
furniture systems such as the WU-840 and WU-

850. The new WU-840 can handle a 35 -inch
monitor/receiver and up to 18 components. The
WU-850 is metal and glass and can also handle a 35 -inch TV and up to18 A/V components.
Other firms have taken different approaches
in solving the "Where do I put the amplifier'?"
riddle. As the company name implies, Custom
Woodwork And Design (CWD) uses only high quality wood for its home theater furniture. The
Rialto, for example, is offered in a Southwestern
or Mission style. And that's just the tip of the

Buyer's Guide
For more information, please write or call
the manufacturers listed below.
Apex Audio

3503 Ryder St.

Santa Clara, CA 95051-0714
(408) 738 -APEX
The Zeta (left) and Alto
Zeta from Bell'Oggetti.

(800) 660-7716
AudioQuest

PO Box 3060
San Clemente, CA 92674

(714) 498-2770
Bell'Oggetti

711 Ginesi Dr.

Morganville, NJ 07751

(908) 972-1333
McCormack Audio (The Mod Squad)
542 North Highway 101
Leucadia, CA 92024

(619) 436-7666
Straight Wire

iceberg from CWD. Other top furniture makers
such as Ethan Allen, Henredon, Pennsylvania
House and Thomasville also are tackling the
question with style, quality, and flair.
Finally, let's not overlook another common

dilemma: "Where do I put all my compact
discs?" Bell'Oggetti has two different stylistic
approaches: The Tower, which holds 76 CDs,
and Tre Sorelli, three attractive mini -towers that
hold up to 58 jewel boxes.

1909 Harrison St. #208
Hollywood, FL 33020

(305) 925-2470
(800) 683-4434
XL0 Electric

9480 Utica Ave. Suite 612
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

(909) 466-0382

GOLDEN NOTE
NOMINEE 1991
CABLES & ACCESSORIES

Miscellaneous Accessories

Steven McCormack
The Mod Squad

The San Diego Symphony Orchestra.

From Classic to Country, Reggae to Rock...
...Mod Squad Accessories put you right in
the middle of the music. That's why they've
won so many awards. And why they're used
by such top-quality manufacturers as BMIP/
Billy Bags, Cary Audio Design, Sound Lab,
Unity Audio, Vandersteen Audio,
Wavestream Kinetics, Westlake
Audio, Wilson Audio Specialties

-and more.
Choose TIPTOES° Point Coupling Feet to prevent sonic grunge;
SOFT SHOES° Damping Feet to
control vibration noise; WONDER
LINK' Digital Cable to eliminate
background smear; and SQUAD
CONNECTION Adaptors and
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falmi, Music Director.

Y Connectors to avoid signal degradation.
Mod Squad Accessories are designed by ear
and built by hand by people dedicated to the
highest standards of musicality. Your ears - and
your system - deserve nothing less.
GET A 10% DISCOUNT COUPON for your
next Mod Squad Accessories
purchase by writing or circling
the Reader Service Number.
Do it today. And start hearing
it like they played it.

McCORMACK
AUDIO CORPORATION
A Sound Investment for Sound Improvement

North Highway 101
Leucadia, California 92024 USA
542

619-436-7666
TIPTOES and SOFT SHOES are registered trademarks, and
WONDER LINK is a trademark of NIcCormack Audio Corporation.

Enter ND 24 on Reader Service Card
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modulation noise and you have a tape
that can handle even the most demanding digital sources."

MAXIMIZE

THE MUSIC

Much of the same dedication to re-

cording excellence can be found in

"If you spend a small fortune on digital -to -analog converters, two-piece CD
players, or Dolby S tape decks, it makes
no sense to scrimp on blank tape," says

as an excellent example. "Our MA-XG

Steve Diamond of TDK. "This is one invest-

while the bottom layer a noticeably

ment that has an instant audible payoff."
Diamond pointed to the recent winner of
Audio magazine's exhaustive tape tests

Type IV tape features two magnetic lay-

ers of specially -tuned Finavinx metal
particles. The top layer gives low noise
higher output. Combine this advanced
tape technology with the vibration -suppressing RS -III mechanism for lower

TDK's SA -X Type II cassettes. "They feature a dual -layered Super Avilyn formulation and the result is extra high resolution and output with extremely low noise.

It's another Audio magazine leader,"
adds Diamond.
TDK is well aware that transfering music from CDs to cassette can be difficult
so it developed a special CD to aid the

process. Called the "Recording Level
Optimizer," the disc (packed with three
SA -X 100 -minute tapes) contains 27 ref-

erence tones for that many different

A SOUND OFFER...
TRY BEFORE YOU BUil

types of music.
Other tape manufacturers continue to
improve their formulations to maximize
the music. For Type II cassettes, the Fuji Z
II and FR-1Ix Pro are standouts and feature excellent bass MOL and level unifor-

mity. Fuji Z II cassettes feature Double
Coating technology that delivers wide
dynamic range and minimal hiss. Other
cassettes of note from Fuji include the
DR -II and FR -11x. Maxell's Type IV Metal
Vertex features Super Energy Pure Metal

Magnetic Particle for extended dynamic range and ultra -low noise modulation.
XL*SII Type II cassettes use high -density

packing and dual surface base film for
superior results. Other Maxell highlights
include the XLII, the MX and MX -S. Sony

UX and UX Pro tapes are known for
excellent sound reproduction and wide
dynamic range. Denon MG -X and HDM
Metal are superior cassettes while Memorex, Scotch and BASF continue to improve their entries as well.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Achieving great sound at home extends beyond the basic components of
your audio system. The interaction of all
your system's parts-even the ones you

often forget or think aren't importanthas a clearly audible effect on the music
you hear. Remember that fact and your
listening experiences will reveal all of the
emotions an artist has struggled to deliver. An experience that only comes from
audio at its best.

NO -OBLIGATION HOME AUDITION PROGRAM
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DETAILS

STRNGHT WIRE
THE SHORTEST PATH BETWEEN You AND THE MUSIC
1909 Harrison St., Suite 208, Hollywood, FL 33020
Phone: (305) 925-2470, Fax: (305) 925-7253

1-800-683-4434
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Ifan Alstine's Super Pas 4 pre-

amplifier is not unusual in
being a hybrid design (four

AURICLE

12AX7A vacuum tubes sup-

ported by a panoply of sol-

id-state devices) and certainly not in taking a minimalist
approach (volume and balance controls, selector switch, two tape loops,

and a headphone jack are all you
get). It is special in being a kit, at a

AUDIO BY
VAN ALSTINE

SUPER Pas 4i
PREAMP KIT

time when even the redoubtable
Heath Company has fled the field,
declaring that its former customers

are now too busy programming
their computers to bother with soldering irons. Building this kit ($595)
affords a $200 saving over the wired

version, and it also enables you to
more easily admire the quality of the

parts included (e.g., all American made Dale 1% resistors, in my sample, and top-quality controls, most
of them environmentally sealed).

Frank Van Alstine, known for
modifying products manufactured

by the original Dynaco (which
closed its doors in the late 1970s),
has also long been a manufacturer of
original designs. Though its model
name is similar to that of a familiar

Dynaco product, the Super Pas 4i
falls into the latter category. All
parts, including the chassis, are new.

Each channel uses a 12AX7A for
phono and line voltage gain, but the
outputs are FET op -amps. The oper-

suit, a company newsletter claims,
is that "there is no solid state sound
... no mush and roiled off vacuum

virtues of both tubes and transistors

tube sound . .. only delightful transparency."
The kit I built was a Pas 4, a mod-

but without making clear where

el that was supplan:ed, midway in

ating instructions claim the sonic

their presumed synergy is supposed
to lie. The Audio by Van Alstine cat-

alog, however, says that the tubes
perform the voltage gain, the solidstate stages serve as current amplifiers and high-speed buffers, and the
combination reduces distortion, improves high- and low -frequency linearity, and keeps noise low. The re -

my review process. by the Pas 4i. So

while I can comment on the sound
of both versions, my comments on
assembly apply more strictly to the
older one. In build complexity, that
kit fell somewhere between a fully
prepackaged Heathkit or Dynakit
and an Audio Amateur project. All
necessary parts were supplied, as was

all necessary assembly information,

though the instruction manual
Company Address: 2202 River
Hills Dr., Burnsville, Minn.
55337.
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worked from did not attempt to be a
rigorous, step-by-step guide. Also, I

found it helpful to depart from its
suggested sequence of operations
several times to avoid some tight

corners that appeared to be developing. I stated these concerns to Frank
Van Alstine, who says he has since

incorporated some of my suggestions into the manual for the Pas 4i,
now in production. So the 4i manual
(which I haven't seen) should be an
improvement in this regard. In any
case, Van Alstine says, he revises his
manuals frequently, based on errors
he finds in home -built units sent to
him for checkup. (The price of his

kits includes a free checkup after
construction; Van Alstine recom-
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mends home -built units be sent to him for
checking before they're first turned on, so
he can catch any construction errors before
they lead to damage.)
The basic layout of both the Pas 4 and 4i
is conventional. The chassis floor is occupied by a large double -sided epoxy circuit

I was pleased and impressed by what I
heard from the updated unit. It has taken a
long stride into the center of the high -end
arena. All the signs familiar to audio enthusiasts are present: The solid identity given

PARASOUND, continued from page 44
tridge, a Krell Digital MD -1 CD transport

to the instruments at the back of the orchestra without diminishing those at the

1500 open -reel recorder. The Vendetta Re-

card with plated -through holes and by a
substantial toroidal power transformer.
The builder stuffs the card, mounts con-

front, the exciting contrasts of instrumental
blending and divergence that mark a good

trols and connectors to front and rear

ment, and the valuable clues to the acoustical nature of the performing environment.

when playing vinyl records. The preamps
were First Sound's Reference II and Counterpoint's SA -5000. Other power amps on
hand included a Crown Macro Reference
and a Metaxas Solitaire. Speakers used were
Win Research SM-10 broadcast monitors.

panels, and wires the subassemblies together point-to-point. An accomplished assem-

performance and good playback equip-

In addition, for better or worse, the

bler could probably deal with the job in

Super Pas 4i does manage to sound like

two evenings. (Still trying to adjust to age -

what many enthusiasts expect from an amplifying device that uses vacuum tubes. The
highs gleam and tinkle sweetly instead of
splashing aggressively, and you no longer
drive casual visitors out of the room with a
system religiously operated at flat settings.
Beware of the risks in this, however. One of
my first tests of the preamp was the beginning movement of Mahler: Symphony No. 8
(Telarc CD -80267), a colossally congested
piece of work that, dismayingly, began to
sound somewhat congested toward the end.
But it turned out to be neither the record-

related failure of near vision, I had to
proceed much more slowly.) It might even

be considered a project for a first -timer,
although not one so green as to be unable

to distinguish between a resistor and a
capacitor at first sight.
The assembled preamp, a snug package
about the size of a desk dictionary, offers
no amenities beyond the headphone amplifier, which is a meticulous design sharing

nothing but the power transformer and
rectifiers with the rest of the unit. The three
polarized a.c. convenience outlets are un-

feeding a PS Audio UltraLink and other
D/A converters, a Nakamichi 250 cassette
recorder and ST -7 tuner, and a Technics

search SP -2C phono preamp was used

OVERALL TONAL BALANCE
MAKES THE PARASOUND
EASY TO LISTEN TO; IT
SERVES THE MUSIC WELL.

My first impression in listening to the
HCA-2200" was that it is a nice, musical
amp. It ought to do well for Parasound and
for John Curl's reputation. I loaned the

ing nor the playback. It was me. Liking

amp to a friend who has Apogee Diva

what I heard, I had played it too loud and
too long. The whistling in my ears persisted

speakers and normally drives them with Esoteric Audio Research EAR 549 200 -watt

for more than an hour afterward.
Van Alstine has no use for conventional

tube mono amps. This guy is fussy and
critical in his own way, and most of the

otherwise appropriate for use with the

specifications as descriptors of audio quali-

Pas 4i. The unit therefore depends solely
on its sonic characteristics to .win your
approbation.
In the earlier Pas 4, those characteristics
were not encouraging, and they failed to
persuade me that I was listening to sound
that qualified as high end. Then Van Al -

ty, so he publishes none. However, a few
perfunctory measurements, made after listening and only on the 4i version, suggest
he has little to be ashamed of. The performance profile of the Super Pas 4i is gener-

amps I have sent his way "just don't do it
for him." However, he used the Parasound
for quite a while and generally thought it
was very good.
Further listening to the HCA-2200" led
me to characterize it as follows: Overall

stifle changed the design. This change,
making the preamp the Super Pas 4i, in-

phono input's overload point of 60 mV,
quite low by today's standards, and that

volves merely parts upgrades: Beefier plate
capacitors in the line -level stage and new

there is no infrasonic filtering which might
block record -warp assaults. With the low output cartridges I used for listening evaluations, there were no discernible difficul-

switched. While these outlets are rated at
15 amperes, the manual states that they're
not intended for use with high-powered
amplifiers, though I consider such amps

ally what you'd expect from a fine vacuum tube preamplifier. My main caveats are the

tonal balance sounds a little laid-back in
the upper mid and high end, which makes
it easy to listen to and serves the music.
There is very little irritation in the sound,

ble around in a deep chassis, half blind,

best preamplifier I've ever heard-but

which in my book is very important. Resolution of detail and space is very good, although not as good as some other amplifiers that excel in this area-but then again,
they are usually more irritating to listen to
with many CDs. Dynamics and bass control are excellent.
All in all, the HCA-22001' is an amp that
I found myself listening to a lot. It worked

with a lethally hot instrument in my hand.
So those who need the conversion might
prefer having it done by the manufacturer,
although I feel that the fun of building a kit
includes the fun of modifying it.

then, I no longer have that "best" preamp

flawlessly, with not a hint of improper

for comparison. I couldn't afford it and

operation of any kind. I think Parasound's
HCA-2200" is a very good power amplifier
and definitely recommend that you give it
an audition.
Bascom H. King

op -amp ICs all around (AD845s to AD843s).

Modifying the older version costs $50 for
these parts and, if desired, factory installation. I made the alterations on my review
sample without mishap, but I am short on
appreciative capacity when forced to bum-

ties-but caution is advised, particularly
with marginally stable tonearm/cartridge
combinations.
I'd guess that the Super Pas 4i is not the

had to send it back. However, I can afford
the Pas 4i, so it will stick around, probably
plugged in much of the time. Ralph Hodges
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As more and more audio enthusiasts integrate their au-

dio and video components
into home theater systems,
some of the more familiar

and respected names in
loudspeakers have produced or
adapted models for use in surround
systems. One such familiar name is
Advent, whose rebirth as a division
of International Jensen has led to the
production of a wide assortment of

AURICLE

ADVENT AUDIO FOCUS
AND MINI -ADVENT

A/V SPEAKERS

high -quality loudspeakers at reason
able prices.
Mini -Advents have been around
for some time, and Advent suggests

that they would be ideal as rear channel speakers when combined
with their recently introduced Audio
Focus center -channel speaker. Naturally, Advent would like to see us use
their speakers for the front channels

as well; the company recommends
their magnetically shielded Prodigy

Tower models, at around $380 a
pair, as being ideal for the front
stereo pair in any home theater
system. Since my reference home
theater installation was already
equipped with a pair of DCM Time Frame TF-1000 units, I was pleased

when Advent mentioned that the
add-on speakers I was about to eval-

uate were "compatible with nearly
all brands of speakers." The DCM
speakers had about the same efficiency as the Advent add-ons, so no
major level adjustments would be
needed. Had I needed to make ad- dual -cone, 4 -inch drivers mounted
justments, though, the surround in a horizontally oriented cabinet
sound receiver I used in the tests (a that measures 13 inches wide X 6

tions warns that such distortions can
occur, and four small rubber feet are

supplied to raise the speaker away
from the screen should such prob-

new Yamaha RX-V870 with 80 watts
of power available for front and cen-

inches high X 51/2 inches deep. Frequency range of the system extends

ter channels and 25 watts for the

from 80 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 3 dB.

6 pounds, so there should be no

rear) provided for any level balancing that might have been required.
The cleverly designed Audio Focus center -channel speaker incorporates a pair of magnetically shielded,

Sensitivity is 92 dB, unusually high
for an acoustic -suspension design,
and recommended amplifier power
is 10 to 70 watts. The cabinet's angled design lets the speaker be aimed

problem mounting it atop any large screen television set. The Audio Focus center -channel speaker carries a
suggested list price of $149.

Company Address: 25 Tri-State

slightly downward when mounted
above a TV screen or slightly upward when mounted below. I en-

International Office Center,
Suite 400, Lincolnshire
60069.
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lems arise. The speaker weighs only

Advent sent me the indoor/outdoor version of the Mini -Advents,
though I suspect that the standard
indoor version would have served

countered no color or geometric just as well. (Both models have a
distortions when I mounted this suggested price of $230 per pair.)
speaker directly atop my 1'V set; Also included in the package of
however, the single sheet of instruc- "add-ons" that arrived at my lab
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were a pair of Mini -Advent mounting with the crossover frequency set at 4.5 kHz.
brackets ($59.95 per pair), which made Response claimed for these small acoustic attaching -the Mini -Advents to the rear wall suspension enclosures extends from 110
Hz to 21 kHz, ± 3 dB, while sensitivity is
in the literature I've read on placement of rated at 88 dB. The minimum power rechome theater speakers, I mounted these ommended is 10 watts per channel, a rebrackets a few feet above ear level. Thanks quirement easily met by most surround reto the mounting brackets' horizontal and ceivers' rear amplification channels. Each
vertical adjustments, I easily set the radiat- unit measures 61/2 inches wide X 51/4 inches
ing direction of the Mini -Advents for opti- deep X 11 inches high and weighs around
mum surround effects.
10 pounds.
Each Mini -Advent houses a 51/4 -inch
Once the installation of the Audio Focus
cone woofer and a 1/2 -inch dome tweeter, and Mini -Advent speakers was complete
of my listening room simpler. As suggested

(the hookup, including incorporation of
the Yamaha receiver, took less than an
hour), the moment of truth had arrived.
Using the Yamaha receiver's standard
Dolby Pro Logic settings, I spent no more
than five minutes balancing sound levels
from all the speakers and setting the decod-

er's time delay for my listening position
relative to the front and rear speakers.
The Advent Audio Focus center -channel
speaker is aptly named, as it does a remarkably good job of maintaining on -screen

dialog just where it belongs-on screen.
Mounted atop my reference Sony XBR 32 -

inch TV monitor, it never gave me any

MASTERS AT WORK...

AO 1013 Sasha Matson
Steel Chords.
Works
For Pedal Steel Guitar.
Harp and Strings

Fascinating contemporary
classical music from California
composer Sasha Matson

"Sasha Matson's music is

sensual evocative challenging
lyrical and passionate."
Tom Schnable
KCRW FM Santa Monica. CA

Jeff Palmer.
John Abercrombie. Arthur Blythe.
Victor Lewis Ease On
AO 1014

A steaming organ. sax. guitar and
drum romp with New York's finest'
"Palmer pushes the music beyond
Jimmy Smith, bringing an entirely
modern attack to grand -daddy blues
The result is a wildly innovative
program that expands the tradition
rather than replicates "
Bill Kohlhasse
Contributing jazz writer LA Times

AO 1015 Mighty Sam McClain
Give It Up To Love

What A Sound! Mighty Sam is a
rhythm and blues legend who comes
out of the classic Otis Redding/Bobby
Bland tradition. A smoking backing
band. A stunning comeback!
"Today. Mighty Sam McClain is one
of America's greatest deep -soul
vocalists."
Ted Drozdowski
Boston Phoenix

sense of drifting dialog sound. I found no
need to add a subwoofer to the installation,
since the DCM TimeFrame speakers in the
front channels offered excellent bass response down to 35 Hz or so.
By far my biggest surprise came when I
played a few favorite clips from several
blockbuster films that feature surround effects ranging from aircraft overflights to
volcanic eruptions and sporadic gunfire.
The Mini -Advents performed very well,
providing a sound field that did not pinpoint the origin of these effects but, rather,
completed the sense of a true 360° sound

field. Ordinary stereo music program
sources also benefited from the additional
channels. Of course, the amount of ambience and the reverberant sound fields cre-

ated during these musical listening tests
were governed largely by the DSP settings
on the Yamaha receiver (which has settings

WORKS
OF ART
VOL. 2
AO 1016 Choice selections
from the latest ten (AO 1007
to AO 10101 AudioOuest Music

AU 1017 Bennie Wallace
The Old Songs

Tenor sax master Bennie Wallace
has one of the most instantly
identifiable sounds in jazz. This set
finds Bennie at the top of his form
putting his indelible stamp on a
program of timeless classics'
Bennie is joined by Lou Levy on
piano, Alvin Oueen on drums and
Bill Huntington on bass.

Ronnie Earl and the
Broadcasters
AO 1018

releases

for four types of acoustic environments
ranging from "Church" to "Jazz Club").
However, the use of well -designed, properly installed and oriented rear speakers, such
as the Mini -Advents, certainly contributes

to enhanced musical reproduction.

Conversion to full-fledged surround
home theater, despite many magazine articles suggesting the contrary, need not be an
overly expensive proposition. The total cost
of the add-on speakers, including brackets,
comes to about $439 if purchased individually but to only $399 if purchased as a set.

Still River
Ronnie Earl performing at the
absolute peak of contemporary
blues guitar craft. Finally. the all
instrumental showcase of versatility
Ronnie's fans have been waiting for'
Also features keyboard wizard
Bruce Katz.

And excellent surround processors are
AVAILABLE AT ALL

15611 MOOS 111111
To order by phone:
Tower Records (800) 648-4844 or
Acoustic Sounds (800) 525-1630

NAIR°

Distributed by:
Abbey Road (800) 827-7177
Encore (800) 334-3394
North Country (315) 287-2852
Timeless (212) 529-3655
Titus Oaks (800) 388-8889

cwciioquest

MUSIC

,isle W t. An Mus.Suite el he All Scx.

P.O. BOX 6040

San Clemente, CA 92674 USA
(714) 498-1977 FAX (714) 498-5112

available for just a few hundred dollars (assuming you want to stay with your present
stereo audio electronics). So, if the cost has
made you reluctant to make the big switch
to home theater, there is no reason to wait.
Leonard Feldman
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Bryston's
3B NRB

Amplifier
connectors allow unbalanced or balanced operation at the
flick of a rear mounted switch. A ground lift switch sepaBryston's new 3B NRB amplifier is a companion piece to

rates system ground from audio ground to reduce annoy-

the 4B NRB and 7B NRB, with a similarly optimized

ing ground loops and system hum. Finally, switchable

interface between power supply and signal circuitry, and

monaural operation is available if higher power require-

the same ultra -linear amplification as its larger counter-

ments become necessary.

parts. Its 120 watts per channel is a popular size for a wide

circuit innovations can indicate the research and commit-

range of music systems requiring the highest quality source

ment we bring to the design of the finest audio products,

of power.

The

3B NRB uses Bryston's proprietary Quad -

Although the description of

only in the listening does the result of that dedication

Complementary output section, which improves linearity

become clear. Bryston's 3B

to a new standard of accuracy, while virtually eliminating

NRB is capable of doing

aggressive higher harmonic distortion products. From

justice to the most refined

input to output, all the circuitry in the NRB series of amps

sound system, with the subtlest details of the musical fab-

has been optimized for the most musical amplification pos-

ric revealed in their original form. Vile invite you to

sible, with dual power supplies to provide precise and

experience the musical accuracy, long term reliability and

focused imaging.

New, three -colour LEDs glow green for

excellent value the Bryston 3B NRB represents.

power -on, yellow for transient clipping, and red to indicate
longer -term overload or any other departure from linearity,

including shorted outputs, or strong out -of -band informa-

57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6

tion, like RF or DC. Gold plated RCA and XLR input

Tel: (416) 746-1800 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont, RFD#4 Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602

Tel: (802) 223-6159 Fax: (802) 229-2210
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card
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PROKOFIEV
PIANO SONATAS

an ever more repressive environment, ending his free travels forever.

In Prokofiev's earlier works, that

British expression "too clever by
half" comes to mind, and not without cause. Exploding with an enormous talent, heavily laced with mischievous wit, he seemed to have a
thumb almost permanently applied
to the end of his nose. A transitional
passage in the Second Sonata's finale, where he hammers away at a C
sharp for no less than 60 hilarious
measures before resolving it up to a

D, is a brilliant example of how
funny "serious" music can get, and
quite legitimately. The "wartime"
sonatas-Nos. 6, 7, and 8-show us
another Prokofiev, humbled by po-

litical yahoos and grieving proProkofiev: Piano Sonatas

foundly over the millions of his fel-

(complete)

low Russians killed during World

Frederic Chiu, piano
HARMONIA MUNDI
907086.88,
three CDs; DDD; 2:52:43

War II.
In Frederic Chiu, born in 1964 to
Chinese parents in Ithaca, N.Y., we
have yet another example of a major

American -born talent who has
found a more hospitable welcome
abroad than here: He now lives in
Paris, as assistant to Prof. Marian
Rybicki at the Ecole Normale de

Prokofiev: Piano Sonatas,
Nos. 2, 6, and 9
Sviatoslav Richter, piano
PRAGA PR 250 01513, CD;
ADD; 67:02

ergei Prokofiev's piano works

Musique. Chiu's musical intelligence
shows through not only in technically superb playing but also in excep-

tionally literate program notes. His

transcendental technique easily
meets these pieces' formidable demands; he plays with a suitably dry
clarity that reveals Prokofiev's acrid

harmonies and intricate counter-

make it clear he understood
just about everything worth

S

point with crystalline brilliance, recorded with electrifyingly sumptuknowing when it came to ous sound.
playing that instrument. BeTo Sviatoslav Richter (who gets
fore establishing himself as a my nomination as our era's greatest

composer of the first rank, he en- pianist), Prokofiev entrusted the
joyed a major international career as world premieres of his Sixth and
a virtuoso. He wrote his first piano Ninth Sonatas. This Praga (son of
sonata (plus the original versions of Chant du Monde, so to speak) CD
his third and fourth) at the age of 16 preserves, thank God, rare and exand his last at the age of 56, six years

before his death in 1953. These sonatas cast clarifying psychological
light on what happened to this great
composer, who voluntarily returned
in 1932 to live as a Soviet citizen in
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traordinary 1956 and 1965 live performances in Prague. Sonics freaks

may wrinkle their noses, but the
pianism itself I have to call definitive-downright superhuman.
Paul Moor

Llibre Vermeil:
Pilgrim Songs & Dances
New London Consort, Philip Pickett
L'OISEAU-LYRE 433 186-2,
CD; 69:48

melody, many of them treated as

Llibre Vermeil is

canons or rounds, precisely like that

a wonderfully
dramatic and
persuasive
recording.

classic American/English round,
"Three Blind Mice." There is a choir

of voices, women substituting for

the boys that might have sung the
Back at the very beginnings of the
original. There are dozens of instruart of Western music, Ars nova was
ments of the period: Gittern, lute,
the name of the game. The new art.
It was spontaneously all over Europe this time. Only from the 17th centu- gothic harp, high and low fiddles, rein many religious centers as the be- ry on did composers add the specif- becs, recorders, shawms, dulcimer,
ginnings of harmony and counter- ics. But it is not hard to figure out bells, nakers, tabors, and something
point-that is, more than one melo- what might then have been appro- cryptically called a symphony. Such
dy at once. It has been a tough priate for the music, via evidence an amiable racket (a word reflective
period for us, the present general that includes both verbal accounts of a loud period instrument called a

and a multitude of pictures of in- racket)! The laying out of these
public. But all that is changing.
This "Vermillion Book," of 1399 strumental groups in action. The forces is highly expressive and varis simply a manuscript-parts of it same would apply to this early mu- ied, even if the "Llibre" itself surely

missing-from Montserrat, a once sic, when "consonance" meant the did not specify them, though it
famous center of monastery culture octaves and fourth and fifths that probably did specify the frequent
in Spain. (I had visions of a West In- now sound harsh to us, not the two-part counterpoint, two lines of
softer (as we hear them) upper overtone relations, the thirds and sixths.
And yet, what astonishing reconstructions we can produce with our
expanding indirect knowledge! This
is manufactured-with all sorts of is a wonderfully dramatic and perauthentic instruments and voices- suasive recording, even if manufacfrom a scant few actual notes in the tured from the simple notations

dies island with a volcano!) It is the
basis for what is best called a reconstruction of the music notated at the
time. My knowledge of musicology
tells me that much of this recording

music.

In a few words, the music sells itself and the elaborate reconstruction
of possible sounds is as scholarly and
authentic as present knowledge admits. I found it hugely, muscularly,
attractive. If you enjoy, this English

ensemble has plenty more-another
"Llibre." Details of orchestrations, available. Every one of the works, Spanish monastery and two CDs'
who should play or sing what, and mostly in praise of the Virgin Mary worth of music, The Pilgrimage to

how many, were not included in (Ave Maria), is based on some stur- Santiago, on the same label.
Edward Tatnall Canby
music notation for centuries after dy, strong-minded, almost folk -like
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Ernest Bloch
,mphony in C sharp ad=

.h.

Thedkn.eela
Malmo Symptom Orchedta ' Le, Madas

Bloch: Symphony in C -Sharp Minor;
Schelomo
Torleif Thedeen, cello; Malmo Symphony
Orchestra, Lev Markiz
BIS CD -576

While Torleif Thedeen's deeply felt version of Schelomo meets the competition,
the main interest here is the youthful sym-

The four movements are traditional,

of the 13th and 14th centuries, when the

with large forces and much percussion. In

Blessed Virgin exerted an enormous fasci-

the scherzo the xylophone comes to the

nation on people throughout Europe. All
the texts, in one way or another, concern

fore. Perhaps this 23-year-old's Brucknerian symphony is a bit long-winded, but its
rich sonority and slightly exotic melodies
are well displayed by the Russian Jewish
conductor and his Swedish players. Robert
von Bahr, CEO of BIS, succeeds well in
capturing the symphony in the label's own

concert hall, using a complement of six
John Sunier

Neumann mikes.

An English Ladymass
Anonymous 4

HARMONIA MUNDI HMU 907080,

An

Wish
Ladymass
.)

medieval chard
PolYilholY

other voices. They are superb musicians,

CD; 59:01

with a blend and a pitch more accurate
than a string quartet (or a barbershop

"Ladymass"? A Mass dedicated to Our
Lady, Notre Dame, the Virgin Mary. This
one is recently assembled from music out

quartet!) and a marvelous sense of rhythm.
Their combined sound is indeed an anonymous and perfect mix.

phony by the Swiss composer. Ernest Bloch's

unique style pits Germanic orchestral writing against Jewish melody, with influences
of Bruckner, R. Strauss, and Debussy.

the Virgin. The music is performed, incredibly, by four lady singers, no instruments or
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The music is derived from the fragmentary bits and pieces of cryptic manuscript

that are all that remain today of a vast,
healthy, and enthusiastic world of music
that ranks with the contemporary marvels

Do not expect lugubrious or solemn
music! That belongs to much later Mass
settings, the kind we usually hear. This
could easily, in the listening, be taken for a

of the Gothic cathedrals. It was the first

joyous folk festival, full of dance -like
rhythm, catchy tunes, folk -like "verses"

flower and maturity of written -down, and
hence recoverable, music that followed the
earlier Gregorian chant; only now, after a
century of musicological research, is the reality of this music appearing for the general
listener. Musicologists, unfortunately, are

with repeats, and a variety that never lets
you grow bored with sameness. Even the
keys-or, rather, the modes-are chosen to
avoid too much of one sound. A good deal
of this simply takes advantage of the prevailing triple rhythms of the music, music

not always good musicians. For decades,
music like this has been incomprehensible

in threes for religious reasons, not for

to most of us as performed-plodding,

dancing. To us it sounds very nearly worldly. Do we hear it right?

unimaginative, unmusical! Not our fault,
though understandable, and the enormous
and painstaking work of the scholars has
been vital in creating even a semblance of

No matter. If it "works" as worldly entertainment, it is music for today and, as
such, the finest, most persuasive performance I have yet to hear.

this once -lost experience. Just try this disc
and hear the difference.

Amusingly, all four of the singers' names

Even the recording is astonishing. Just
four female voices, and yet the sound is as
of a vast Gothic cathedral and a full choir

are printed plainly enough, and there is a

of men and boys. At times you would swear

photo as well. Not exactly anonymous.
Odder still is the venue of this project,
which sounds ultra -European, if ever a
recording sounded so. A monastery in

there are instruments assisting-but no. It
is a wonderfully appropriate audio sound,

France? A cathedral in England? Instead,
the four are based in New York. The re-

however it may have been produced at the

cording was made in, of all places, Los Angeles at, of all places, Skywalker Sound, a
division of LucasArts Entertainment. What
next, out of Hollywood?
Edward Tatnall Canby

microphone end of things. One wonders
merely how these singers might manage
their "live" performances on tour, with all
sorts of impossible acoustic surrounds.

Czech Horn Concertos
Zdenek and Bedtich Tylgar,
horns; Capella Istropolitana,
Frantisek Vajnar
NAXOS 8.550459, CD; 73:32

Though he lived in Madrid, Spanish
composer Joaquin Turina's music evoked

the more southern, Moorish, flamenco flavored atmosphere of Seville. This sparkling CD presents most of his dynamically
colorful works for orchestra (Turina's output was primarily confined to chamber and
piano music).
While such pieces as Turina's popular
"Triana" include moody religious passages,
most of these sonic fireworks stress brilliantly joyful aspects of the Spanish ethos,
not its dark side. The superb orchestrations
make one wish Turina had spent more time
scoring for such larger forces. The wide dynamic range and thumping percussion will
surely captivate 'philes.
John Sunier

miliar hand inside the bell to add Here is music of

(:/ecli Horn t'oncerin
Kula Pokorny Roof
ood
raornia

Turina: Danzas Fanhisticas;
La Procesion del Rocio;
Sinfonia Sevillana; Ritmos
Bamberger Symphony, Antonio de
Almeida
RCA RED SEAL 09026-60895-2

lower tones. Judging from the broth- Mozart's time,

1).

ers' playing, it must have been ex- more or less, and
traordinarily adroit. In spite of ex- it's out of Mozart's

rrentilei Vapor

cellent modern technique, they
It will astonish most music listen-

ers to hear in actual performance
what quantities of "other" music in
familiar styles once existed behind
our cherished masterpieces of the But if I am right, they are strictly
concert repertory. Here is music of "modern" hornists performing on
Mozart's time, more or less, and all the present play -everything instru-

of it for pairs of horns plus small
orchestra, out of Mozart's own fa-

vorite Bohemia, now become

fast notes the older composers demanded-they sound stumbly every
so often.
The first two composers, Fiala and

Pokorny, are fluent and flexible in
the "galant" style but on the whole
ment, not the transition horn of not very interesting. The pieces are
Mozart's day. Oddly, these are too much all in one key-first in E
somewhat experimental or pioneer- flat, then F. But the man called Ro-

Czechoslovakia. Such floods of mu- ing works with that older horn,
sic! You could probably find a dozen where the lower register was first
more of the same in the libraries exploited for melodic use. It would
without much effort.
be good to hear what this music

Two brothers, who seem to be
musical twins, do the playing here.

own favorite

aren't up to all the sprightly running Bohemia.

setti, who was also called Rossler, is
dramatically more interesting. He's a
real composer, not just a technician,
and his two concertos are worth the
sounded like on the "advanced" whole long CD.
horn of that day, using the now -faEdward Tatnall Canby
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DREAM HARDER
THE WATERBOYS
BANG!

WORLD PARTY
("Preparing to Fly," "The New cal tools are rather basic, but they're
Life") as well as powered by deliberate guitars: "I've got sparks and elec-

in the service of a truly contagious

tric shocks just exploding in my

Bang! gets off to a sweet one in
"Kingdom Come," a sort of foggy
Party breakdown where Wallinger

hands!" Small wonder he's written a
tale called "The Return of Jimi HenDream Harder

The Waterboys
GEFFEN GEFD-24476,
CD; 43:49
Sound: A, Performance: B+
Bang!

World Party
ENSIGN/CHRYSALIS 21991-2,
CD; 52:27
Sound: A, Performance: B+

ight years after they last
worked together in The Waterboys, Mike Scott and Karl
Wallinger are back on common ground. Scott has travelled farther, taking his once
epic -happy Boys through a Celtic

phase on Fisherman's Blues and
Room to Roam. Wallinger formed
World Party to indulge his '60s incli-

nations, quickly reaching a peak
with Goodbye Jumbo. Now, lured by
the simple pleasures of melody, each
artist has made an enjoyable, scaled down pop album.
Dream Harder finds Scott, having

moved his living/recording base
from Ireland to New York, feeling

liberated by fresh surroundings

enthusiasm.

drix?' There's also "The Return of frets over losing the planet. The
Pan," pointing to Scott's fondness same world view informs the simifor other kinds of supreme beings, larly acoustic "Is It Like Today?" and
even those who may be making the mechanized, funkified "Give It
those wacky "Corn Circles" in En- All Away," while the rest of the
glish fields. Scott's musical and lyri- album turns personal, now asking

"What Is Love All About?" in the style of a

street urchin named Pip. Not surprisingly,

Stevie Wonder shuffle and yearning for
recuperative "Sunshine" to strains of The
Who's "Getting in Tune." And in "Radio
Days," Wallinger layers samples, choral

certain Pip -like characteristics appear

harmonies, processed/natural lead vocals,

Pip). Archer's highly personal songs, as
well as her songs of social commentary,
fuse accessibility with brilliant creative

and a buzzing guitar line to transform
seeming filler into late -Beatles finery.
Ken Richardson

throughout Archer's album: It takes risks,
it challenges itself, and it reaches in ways
that are unlike a pop album (but quite like

flourishes. "Lords of the New Church," for

example, begins with a resonator guitar
before keyboards and contemporary "pop"
elements are introduced. On nearly every
song, acoustic guitars and pianos provide
additional rhythmic support and ornamentation, all of which, with the exception of
Eric Clapton's Unplugged, is hardly com-

monplace for a pop album these days.
Archer's is a stunning and beautiful debut.
Mike Bieber

Watching the Dark:
The History of Richard Thompson

Richard Thompson
HANNIBAL HNCD 5303

This three -disc set, covering 1969 to the

present, includes 47 tracks of Thompson
material, with roughly half previously unreleased or rare. Gems include the chilling
"From Galway to Graceland" in an alternate take only recently discovered. Three
early versions of songs from Shoot Out the
Lights-recorded in 1980 but shelved by
Thompson for being "too pop"-are also
here. Rykodisc/Hannibal has packaged the
set in a double jewel box to hold the retail
price down to a buyer -friendly $35 or so.
For the Thompson fan, it's a must. For the
uninitiated, it's a superb overview and inMichael Tearson
troduction.

In Thrall

Murray Attaway
DGC DGCD 24495

The shimmering flourish of the opener,
"No Tears Tonight," sends a thrilling signal
that In Thrall might be something special,
and it is. Murray Attaway's songs, filtered
through Tony Berg's sympathetic production, are memorable and poignant, deliver-

ing the goods far more often than not.
"Under Jets" (about growing up on military bases), "August Rain" (inspired by his

father's final battle with cancer), and the
rocking and rollicking "Fall So Far" are all
sturdy works. Also of note is the faith -driven "Allegory." Attaway, the former main-

stay of Guadalcanal Diary, makes a big
impression on his solo debut. Very strong.
Michael Tearson
Great Expectations

Tasmin Archer
SBK/ERG 7 80134 2

Where You Been

Dinosaur Jr

If christening her debut album Great

SIRE/WARNER BROS. 9 45108-2

Expectations is any clue, U.K. native Tas-

min Archer has been profoundly influenced by Charles Dickens and a certain

On their second major -label album, this
Massachusetts -based trio expands on the
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An Evening with Frank Loesser

tender, hilarious perfection the 24 -

Frank Loesser

minute mini -opera of The Most

DRG 5169, CD; 64:51
Sound: B+, Performance: A

Happy Fella's Act I, Scene 1.
In 1992 Loesser's widow and onetime stage star Jo Sullivan Loesser,

Loesser by Loesser.

their daughter Emily, and Emily's
husband Don Stephenson recorded
some of these same songs and many
others for Loesser by Loesser. The
three combine attractive voices with

A Salute to Frank Loesser

Jo Sullivan Loesser with
Emily Loesser and
Don Stephenson
DRG 5170, CD; 50:53
Sound: A, Performance: B+

a polished stage/concert/cabaret
style that takes advantage of and

Frank Loesser, active coast -to-

emphasizes the author's jazzy lyricism. Their 19 tracks tap some of
Loesser's better known stage and

coast from the mid -'40s through the

late '60s, was a great songwriter of
comic and romantic wit. Neither as
arch as Cole Porter nor as neurotic

Two recent CDs

should renew
interest in
Frank Loesser,

a great
songwriter
of comic and
romantic wit.

screen work: "Thumbelina" and
"Wonderful Copenhagen" from

as Stephen Sondheim, he was satiric

Hans Christian Andersen, "Baby, It's

and genuinely warm. Loesser conjured up Broadway gamblers, Cali
fornia waitresses, corporate chair-

Cold Outside" from Neptune's
Daughter, "I Hear Music" from

men, and suburban wannabes with a

His renditions certainly rival later Dancing on a Dime, and his first hit,
versions by Frank Sinatra, Stubby. "Once in Love with Amy" from the

pitch -perfect ear to American idi-

Kaye, Rudy Vallee, and Robert musical Where's Charley, to name a

oms and values.
Digitally cleaned and remastered
by Doug Pomeroy, Loesser's archival
tapes deliver fully conceived performances of classic songs. An Evening

dramatic his articulation. It's as if Colin Romoff for a very small band
the author always meant the song's serve as accompaniment. Annotacharacters-who tell about restless- tion is by the late Sammy Cahn.

with Frank Loesser includes eight sets

gainful employment-to resemble

Morse, so natural is his phrasing and

ness, risk, romance, and the rigors of

of words and music he wrote for

himself. Loesser plays piano with the
Guys and Dolls and 10 from How to swing of a man about town who's
Succeed in Business Without Really entertaining in a late -night barroom
Trying (one of these, "Organization or trying to interest investors. In the
Man," being the unused original CD's centerpiece, Maxene Andrews

version of "The Company Way").

and unidentified others sing to

musical direction of their last album, Green

Been, Mascis taps a little further into the

Mind, by adding strings, chimes, and an
organ. But make no mistake, the thunder-

depth of his potential, and while the results

ous Neil Young -type guitar and speeded up melodies are still prevalent. J Mascis,
Dinosaur Jr's singer/songwriter/guitarist,
continues to develop as writer and musi-

things to come.

cian. With squalls of melodious guitar

few. Elegant, spare arrangements by

Released just after two successful
Loesser revivals in New York, both
CDs recall better aspects of Eisenhower -era culture. And if they renew

interest in more Loesser revivals,
wouldn't that be loverly? (DRG Records, 130 West 57th St., New York,
N.Y. 10019.)
Howard Mandel

are pleasing, they hint at even greater
Gerald F. McCarthy

Symphony or Damn

Terence Trent D'Arby
COLUMBIA CK 53616

noise and his plaintive drawl, Mascis describes the futility and desperation of unrequited love and alienation. On the opening
track, "Out There," he conveys resignation,
loss, anguish, and emptiness with his wailing guitar and ragged, urgent vocals. De-

spite the lyrical bleakness, the music is

Terence Trent D'Arby was once a soul/
funk pop sensation, the "next big thing."
Upon the release of his '87 debut, he rode
the big wave of stardom until (taking his
cues from Muhammad Ali) a self-aggrandizing blunder ("I am a genius") hastened

melodic, and Mascis' guitar playing is suffused with a bluesy, expressive sound remi-

his fall from grace.
Symphony or Damn, D'Arby's third and

niscent of Jimi Hendrix. On Where You

best album, is firmly rooted in soul and
AUDIO/AUGUST 1993
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R&B traditions; it is a soul album, and
D'Arby is a soul singer. With the exception
of "She Kissed Me," which rocks out too

much for its own good, these tracksparticularly D'Arby's theme for the movie
Frankie and Johnny-come close to R&B
greatness. He's not above occasional arro-

gance, as revealed in "Welcome to My
Monasteryo," his I -am -a -sex -god paean.

han Villa (an Indian guitar/sitar hybrid)

When Otis Redding proclaimed himself a
"love man," he came across as a tad more
genuine (perhaps because he never attested
to being the genius that he was). But D'Ar-

master Bhatt in four spontaneous dialogs
abetted by tabla and dumbek. Trance -like,

dreamy, and droning but also witty and
stimulating blues -meets -raga. (P.O. Box

91448, Santa Barbara, Cal. 93190.) M.T.

by is neither Otis nor Al or Percy or Wilson
nor even Rufus. He's D'Arhy, the testoster-

one -driven missing link of soul music- Vintage: The Very Best of Moby Grape:
Moby Grape (Columbia/Legacy C2K
not quite a genius but brilliantly talented.

Mike Bieber

53041). San Francisco's Moby Grape had

the misfortune of being pegged as hype
rather than musical talent. Vintage attempts

to add to their legend and give them their
FAST TRACKS
due. Dated material doesn't obscure some
outstanding moments that make this packJ.. & S. T.
Dynamite Monster Boogie Concert: Raging age worthwhile.
Slab (Def

American 9 45244-2). With an

intensity that blends neo-Cream psychede- Black Tie White Noise: David Bowie (Savlia with vintage '70s three -guitar Southern age 74785 50212-2). Had Bowie made
rock, Raging Slab rips through in -your -face Let's Dance, Part II, we could chalk it up to

hard rockers plus a few gentler acoustic cheap cynicism and at least enjoy the
moments. Nicely recorded via a mobile groove. But the result of this reunion with
M.W. Nile Rodgers is an ill-conceived batch of
unit on their Pennsylvania farm.
A Meeting by the River: Ry Cooder and V. M.

songs destined to be, at best, a footnote for
Bowie. Most interesting for Mick Ronson's

(Water Lily Acoustics WLA-CS-29- quickie guitar solo in Cream's "I Feel
J. & S. T.
CD). Cooder's bottleneck guitar meets Mo- Free."
Bhatt

For the Beauty of Wynona
Daniel Lanois
WARNER BROS. 9 45030-2,
CD; 55:09

Sound: B, Performance: B-

What do you do when you've
given your sonic design to artists
records and
who've scored No.
Grammy awards? That's the challenge for producer Daniel Lanois,
1

whose productions for U2 and Peter
Gabriel have gotten him worldwide
acclaim.

kedly fragile voice, which he pushes
to its limits, to the Jan Saudek cover

Over the course of his two al-

shot of a nude woman in profile,

bums, Lanois has developed a style
that might be called Cajun -psyche-

holding a knife at groin level (you'll

delic, with origins in the music of The
Band. It's rooted in songs and storytelling, as Lanois relates tales of lust

uncensored version).

have to pick up an import for the
Not all of

Wynona

works, and I

miss the more acoustic, rustic

on "Beatrice" and longing on "Lotta sounds of Lanois' solo debut,

Acadie.

Love To Give." But he surrounds

That sound leaps out with natural

them with the strangest shifting palette of sounds and atmospheres. For
the Beauty of Wynona is a messy

austerity on the acoustic guitar bal-

album, with intentionally bizarre
echoes, cheesy synthesizers, drums
that sound like cardboard boxes, and
a hallucinatory mix.

Everything about this album is
confrontational, from Lanois' na-

lad "The Collection of Marie
Claire," and even that has a spacey
tag played over a train fading in the
distance. But Lanois catches an atmosphere on For the Beauty of Wynona that rages out of the New Orleans humidity like a fever dream.
John Diliberto
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ODE TO LIFE
DON PULLEN &
THE AFRICAN -BRAZILIAN
CONNECTION
Throughout his career, Pullen has
attracted attention and praise for his
distinctive takes on gospel, blues, bebop, standards, and ballads. Distinc-

healthy musical relationship. Pullen's flamenco -flavored "El Matador" reflects the daring bravado the

two exhibited with the renowned

tion, in Pullen's case, has been the
alliance of a song or composition
with his signature sweeps and tone
clusters. On Ode to Life, Pullen's

THE PIANIST'S

spontaneity is firmly grounded, ow-

SPONTANEITY IS

ing in no small measure to the

FIRMLY GROUNDED

rhythmic textures woven by bassist

IN RHYTHM.

Nilson Matta and percussionist
Guilherme Franco (both Brazilian)
along with Senegalese percussionist
Mor Thiam. On alto saxophone and
flute, Carlos Ward (a New Yorker
born in Panama) provides melodic
and harmonic counterpoint to Pullen's right hand.
The album is a collective effort;
band members call forth their indi-

Ode to Life

Don Pullen & The
African -Brazilian Connection
BLUE NOTE CDP 7 89233 2,
CD; 58:39
Sound: A-, Performance: A

vidual statements in addition to

on Pullen was initially
struck by the power and lyr-

icism of Brazilian music
while touring with Charles
Mingus some 20 years ago.
With his current ensemble,
the five -piece African -Brazilian
Connection, the pianist explored the
cultures' common musical ground

quartet they co -led. In another Pul-

len composition, "Ah George, We 0
Hardly Knew You," Ward's alto
makes a straightforward melodic

statement before sliding into a

bluesy conclusion; Pullen's response E

is a mixture of love and loss-part

3g

longing, part thoughtful reflection.

aZ

their respective cultural influences.
Franco's "The Third House on the
Right" is playful and coy; Matta's
"Paraty" floats a beautiful melody
over a 6/8 salsa. "Aseeko! (Get Up
and Dance!)," composed by Thiam,

Ward's flute and Pullen's single -note
runs carry a gorgeous melody. Alone
at the piano for the final bars, Pullen

features the album's only vocals.

allows the song-and the body of

Ward contributes "Anastasia/Pyra-

emotions so powerfully represented-to achieve full resolution.

mid," a piece that begins each
phrase straightforwardly before taking a clever rhythmic turn.
Ode to Life is dedicated to the late

The closing tune, "Variation on
Ode to Life," begins and ends on the

wisps of a lullaby. In between,

Bana. With Ode to Life, the group
refines this approach and achieves a

saxophonist George Adams, with

As Ode to Life demonstrates, Pullen's African -Brazilian Connection
works because it is not a connection
forged or fused, but rather one re-

seamless whole.

whom Pullen shared a long and

vealed.

to great effect on last year's Kele Mou
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Larry Blumenfeld

dio -crafted production by world fusionist
Bill Laswell that pits Attar's multitracked
reeds against a throbbing, dance -provoking

THE GUITAR ARTISTRY OF

ENRIQUE CORIA

percussion orchestra from Senegalese
drummer Aiyb Dieng. The Next Dream is
an album of ecstatic trance music whose
only fault is that the tunes may be all too
short. In fact, any length may be too short

for the hypnotic cauldron that Attar and
The Guitar Artistry of Enrique Coria

Laswell have formed.

Laswell has done a remarkable production
job, retaining the soul of Attar's music
ACOUSTIC DISC ACD-6
while recasting it in a new context. An exArgentine guitarist Enrique Coria flies ample is the appearance of Maceo Parker
through both familiar and new "classical" whose flute creates a staccato punctuation
pieces from his homeland plus music from to Attar's dervish whirl and whose saxoBolivia, Chile, Venezuela, Paraguay, and phone adds a cadence that recalls Ornette
Brazil. Coria's selections-full of tangos, Coleman. This is body music for the mind
John Diliberto
zambas, and polcas-rarely stray from the and spirit.
inspiration of the dance, fusing the heritage
of late -19th -century European Romanti-

Enrique Coria

cism with the enthusiasm of the South
American soul. Coria, whose technique has
been honed through more than 20 years of
ensemble and solo work, plays with the attack and grace required to bring this music
to life. This entertaining album was recorded and mixed live on vintage analog two -

track equipment by producer, Acoustic
Disc owner, and mandolinist extraordinaire David Grisman. (Acoustic Disc, Box
4143, San Rafael, Cal. 94913.)
Michael Wright
King of the Blues

B.B. King
MCA MCAD 4 10677

.BACHIR
ATTAR

This four -CD box set documents B.B.'s
success as a self-appointed ambassador of
the blues. Given the dozens of albums he's

recorded since 1949, any retrospective
would require compromises. That said, this
collection is another lovingly packaged set
from MCA. The 77 tracks are drawn from
every stage of his career, and they include

The Next Dream

Bachir Attar
CMP CD 57

19 rarities and seven unissued perfor-

The ghaita is a double-reed instrument

that sounds like an oboist who's been
kicked in the groin: A screaming, soul shredding wail. It's the voice of the Master

Musicians of Jajouka and the dominant
sound of The Next Dream by current Jajouka leader Bachir Attar.

But this isn't an ethnic recording from
the mountains of Morocco. This is a stu-

mances. Consistency has not been the hallmark of King's career. Still, it's difficult to
overlook his eloquent guitar and talents as

a vocalist. If this package is too rich for
your blood, I recommend searching out
any of King's live sets for a stellar introduc-

tion to one of the world's best known and
most widely imitated bluesmen.
Roy Greenberg
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P.O. Box 741, 2001 Delaware
Lawrence, Kansas 66044
1-913-749-0133

tional march pieces. The resulting compositions, all brilliantly connected, suggest a
logic as amusing and otherworldly as their
titles ("Paper Toilet" and "Try Some Am-

Too Much Sugar for a Dime

Henry Threadgill
AXIOM 314 514 258-2

TAB BEN( )IT
Nice and Warm
Tab Benoit

Henry Threadgill and his ensemble, the
Very Very Circus, here draw on thematic
elements of European classical tradition,
African and Venezuelan rhythms, and the
pulsing energy of second -line and tradi-

anchor such a free-floating sound),
Threadgill creates a whirlpool of sorts and

uses his alto saxophone to ride the currents. Two strong themes pop up again and

JUSTICE JR 1201-2

Nice and Warm is the album debut of
Tab Benoit, a 25 -year -old Louisiana blues
guitarist and singer. Mixing original mate-

rial with covers of Howlin' Wolf, Buddy
Guy, Lightnin' Hopkins, and Robert John-

again-one urgent and one more playfuland are perhaps most satisfyingly realized
on "Better Wrapped/Better Unwrapped,"
which includes the support of Venezuelan
Larry Blumenfeld
The Sky Is Crying: The History of Elmore percussion.

FAST TRACKS

James (Rhino R2 71190). Essential to any

serious blues collection, with 21 classic

son, Benoit ultimately reveals more Chica-

tracks from the 1950s, including "Dust My

go than bayou. The net effect brings to

Broom," "Standing at the Crossroads,"
"Rollin' and Tumblin'," and others in the
true Delta blues tradition. Compiled by

mind white bluesmen such as Johnny Winter and John Mayall, particularly in the vocals. As a guitarist, Benoit clearly owes a
debt to the rock-ified fluidity of Winter, the

fat tone of Stevie Ray Vaughan, and the
punchy brevity of Albert King. Not "authentic," but if you like your blues strong
and with lots of guitar riffing, Nice and
Warm should be on your shelf. (Justice
Records, P.O. Box 980369, Houston, Tex.
77098.)

monia," for instance). With two tubas
serving as anchors (that is, if anything can

Michael Wright

Robert Palmer and James Austin.

E.P.

Ancient Fusion: Ancient Future (Narada
ND -63023). This longtime world fusion
band carves another album of evocative

East/West melodies, this time using
plucked string instruments from Vietnam
and China. The melodies are as compelling
as ever, with colorful rhythms and some
gorgeous soloing.
J.D.

Jay McShann and
John Hicks (Reservoir RSR 124). An unexpected but well -thought-out concept whose
beginnings took place last year during a
concert in St. Louis, Hicks' hometown. This
two -piano gem is steeped in McShann's
J.W.P.

Shadow Bright: Bruce Stark (M -A Recordings MO1 I A). One of the most transparent,
elegantly stated, and emotionally deep albums of piano solos since Keith Jarrett's
Köln concerts. Stark's lush melodies are
tempered with an austerity of ornament that

Ahmad Jamal
TELARC CD -83327

Chicago Revisited captures this neo-icon

and increasingly influential pianist in that
oh -so -familiar setting: The trio. With help

Various Artists
THE RELAXATION
COMPANY CD3210

The Missouri Connection:

Kansas City -style repertoire.

Chicago Revisited

Global Meditation

recalls Lennie Tristano. A pristine and
haunting release. (4728 Park Encino Lane,

#117, Encino, Cal. 91436.)

J.D.

I could be picky with the fact that this
isn't all drawn from meditative traditions.
But marketing qualms aside, Global Meditation is a compelling swing through world
music traditions from the ancient sounds
of Tibetan monks to the more contemporary percussives of Glen Velez. It recalls
Joachim E. Berendt's Voices compilation of
world choirs (Mesa) although without Ber-

endt's erudite global consciousness theories.

The music is beautifully programmed on

four CDs, divided by sonic affinity. The

Portrait of the Blues: Lou Rawls (Manhattan

"Harmony and Interplay" disc features

from bassist John Heard and drummer

CDP 7 99548 2). Here's the record Robert
Cray wishes he could make, and the date

Yoron Israel, Jamal is captured live with

David Sanborn should learn from. With

sounds from the Gnawa musicians of Marrakesh to the Indian electric mandolin of U
Srinivas. "Music from the Heart" explores

Telarc's typically crisp recording, allowing

the pianist's many intentionally spacious
moments to breathe properly. A dynamic
player, he can pound chords out but also
can be delicate and graceful. "Bellows,"
Chicago Revisited's masterpiece, strategically encompasses Jamal's approach.
Jon W. Poses

contributions from Buddy Guy, Lionel
Hampton, Phoebe Snow, Junior Wells, Joe

more refined contemplative spaces with

modern Celtic harp, Turkish dervish ney (a
wind instrument), and the echoing Chinese
flutes of the Guo Brothers. Global MeditaGo Together: Carla Bley and Steve Swallow
tion creates its own coherent journey out of
(Watt/ECM 314 517 673-2). The latest
a
diversity of sound and experience. (The
from one of jazz's most incorrigible duos.
Introspective, cinematic, anachronistic, Relaxation Company, 20 Lumber Rd., Rosand original as always.
J.W.P. lyn, N.Y., 11576.)
John Diliberto
Williams, Hank Crawford, and too many
others, Lou Rawls is at his best.
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Hafler MSE44

$99 Digital

399 Video shiekledigv2iee(c)16enter channel

$99

Cass deck w/DolbyTB/C HX Pro

2 -Way bookshelf speakers

399 50 pieces of T120 VHS video tapes

$9913Fiviraairywn's9ia" speakers

$99
$99
$99

power hand. $99

2-Wayas lendonr/eoarutd migtsrs

Memorex

JVC UXA3

$499

Hughes AK500
Compact Sound retrieval system
Terk AF9925

$899 EQ/spectrum analyzer with remote

Philips AV1001

Passive home sub w/12' woofer

$139

$299

-3' 99

CALL

Digital Re -amplifier w/remote

Extorykittrize:1 fa all brandsm sell Not responsible lor typog what errors NIO tunds on video or car

remote

Orig '500

CALL Surround sound processor/EQ
dbx SX20 Orig s150
CALL Video impact restorer

Luxman G007

$t/995

$199

LOW
CALL

$499

XAT300,IAT400 CALL

Bazooka Bass Tubes

CALL 2 -eh amp 75W output MOSFET

Rockford Punch 75

CALL 6.5" marine speakers for boats

JVC CSMR626

'169 AM/FM (Pull-out CD player

JVC XLG3700

$399 10 Disc CD changer

Brand Name CD Changer

CALL T62(A), T82(A), T102(A) T18

TOO

or Send Check, Cashiers Check or Money Order

Mail Order Hours:
Mon - Fri 9-9 Sat 9-6

.1.IZ = 1.A..74

WE ACCEPT

TOSHEA TRIAD & MANY MORE...

'229

6911

$299
Sr

'299

CALL

Sate

hp

Sand City
Ot.23 S, Kinnelon, NJ 07405

Cry

Or Write:

Our Free
Stereo
Catalog

Call 1. 800 GET - HIFI
To Order

Customer Service Hours:
Monday - Friday 9-5

10800 *233 *4010

For Customer Service call:

CANADA

WEST -PTO

ESPANOL

CUSTOMER SERVICE SE HABLA

NILES ORION PANASONIC PHASE LINEAR BIRDS
PINNACLE P.& AUDIO ROCK SOLID SENNHBSER
SHARPIASION SHERWOOD SCCNIXIIAFISMAN SON/
SOUNDS1REAM SST IECHNIRS TERK IHORENS

DEMON. HABER. HITACHI. HIFONICS HUGHISDBINITY
JBL JVC KENWOOD WXMAN MINOLTA. MITSUBISHI
M&K MONMMI AUDIO MONSTER CABLE MD NUT

BELTRONKS CANON CARVER* CANION CERW1N VEGA

AUDIO SOURCE BAZOOKA BBE MO B&W

AM. ADVENT* AR AIWA. AXG All AMC TFCHNIMIXN

FULL MANUFACTURERS
WARRANTY U THE BEST
SELECTION 'MICE
Li EXPERT ADVICE

BUY wrr CONFIDENCE.

Random access AM/FM presets ADVERTISE

2 -Zone multi -room preamp/tuner, remote LOW TO

Luxman TP114 5 YEAR WAYYANTY

1.201 838 2516

163240,

BL00T963,

XA

Sherwood Car Amps

'189 '93 Grand Prix award winning 6"x9" CALL

'269

TWO ZONE TUNER REAMPUFIER

-disc changer connects to any radio

JVC XLMG700RF

4-ch amp 80W power output

a/d/s/ PQ8

7 -band octave Xover network

Audio Control EXQ

2 -eh amp 200W out

Soundstream D20011

2 -eh amp 100W output

2-ch amp 100W output MOSFET

Soundstream D10011

Hafler MSE100

6 ch amp 225W output MOSFET

1 *800 54 2 7283
To Order By Fax

To Order By Phone

Enter No. 22 on Reader Service Card

Mon -Fri 9-9 Sat 9-6

Call 201'838'3444

Meadtown Shopping Center
Rt 23, Kinnelon NJ 07405

Audio/ruko Connection

Your #1

CAR AUDIO SALE...HELDOVER
Hafler MSE120

In ',1Di VI Ifit) 0/311111,7, CI NI') ;3') ;Lq;I 11

$69 MSX2, MSX4, NaC5, MXC7, MXC9S

JVC Mini Systems

$349 L -series, LX -series, P -series

JBL Home Speakers

'950

ProLogic processor (Lexicon CP2 equivalent)

Luxman F1160rig

Sound Retrieval System

Hughes AK -100

70W/ch receiver no remote)

a/d/s/ R4

All Models, New center channel speaker CALL

Monitor Audio

Cerwin Vega SW12B

'299

CALL Top quality digital processing preamp CALL

Sound Mtitilii

Stereo studio headphones

Sony MDRV600

ch remote integrated amp

100W/DFA980

6 -CD changer w/remote

Audio Source EQ10

One-third octave equalizer

3 -Way floor standing speaker

NAD5060

Canton Ergo 70

34(,9

Sound craftsman ProEQ44

Digital Audio Tape player w/remote

Brand Name DAT

SuperDigifine CD player...Great Buy! CALL Amplified AM/FM antenna

JVC XLZ1050

3 -Way in -wall speaker (oak)

a/d/s/ 750 iL

3 -head cassette Dolby*B/C HX Pro CALL Micro AM/FM/CD/cass

Aiwa ADF810

Brand Name Digital

$399
$139

Prices do not apply to previous purchases

CLEARANCE SUPER SALE

50W/ch car stereo amplifier

Brand Name Amp

Turntable with FREE cartridge

JVC ALA151BK

Pinnacle PN2+

399

tuner w/16 random presets $99

g .9

Brand Name

Or

player w/remote,9 Bitstream

30W/ch integrated amp Orig s300

AR RD06 Orig '499

0,rCD6

$99 Single

Remote CD player w/5 year warranty

AR A03 Orig ,299

FIRST COME,
FIRST SERVE

LIMITED QUANTITI°

800 542

111171

selection
lesttSeIecPlice

2 -Way bookshelf speakers Orig s300pr $99 35W/ch car amp (2 ohm) MOSFET output $99
AR CD07 Orig '599
Luxman DZ-92 ()rig ,280

AR Rock Partners

toil free

SAlerm

DEALER SHOWCASE
CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA

SYNERGY

II Before you invest your money,

Def: That phenomenon whereby the end
result is greater than the sum of the parts:
i.e. a home entertainment system created by
The Systems Design Group, which is
celebrating the grand opening of a new
Beverly Hills location.

spend some time with us.

U
A

Fosgate Grado Klipsch Lexicon
Linaeum Marantz McCormack Mod
Squad M&K NAD Paradigm Proton
Rock Solid Rotel Sci-Fi Tesla Terk Theta

I)

I

D010, k

1310 Kingsdale Ave

Systems Redondo Beach, CA 90278

Group

('

()

V

I

D

t.

WORLD'S LARGEST ONLINE
MUSIC COMPACT DISC STORE
Discount Prices

0

261 N. Robertson Blvd.
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
(310) 205-0166
Mon -Fri 11am-7pm
Sat 11am-6pm

1,

In Boston: 617-639-0238
In Chicago: 312-477-3518
In New York: 212-532-4045

1,11'1 A, GARDENA, CA 902413

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR: AKG ALON ATLANTIC rail
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS AUDIOQUEST AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO CONTROL BEYER DYNAMIC BOSE CAL AUDIO LAB',
CARVER CELESTION CLEARFIELD COUNTERPOINT CWII
DAHLQUIST DCM FOSGATE GENESIS GRADO SIGNATC RI
HAFLER HARMAN KARDON HUGHES INFINITY JAMO

LEXICON MAGNUM/DYNALAB McCORMACK MUSE Nall
NESTOROVIC NHT NILES OHM ONKYO PARASOUND
PHILIPS PIONEER POWER WEDGE PROTON PROAC
PS AUDIO ROOMTUNE REVOX SONANCE SONY STAN
TARGET. TDK THORFNS TICE VELADYNE VPI AND

CONNECTICUT

At any speed up to 9600 - 8 Data, No Parity, 1 Stop

COMPACT DISC.

CONNECTION
Tel.: 408-733-0801

ILLINOIS

Authorized Dealer:

CODA
Counterpoint

Adcom, ADS. Beyer. Boston Acoustics, B&W. CWD.
Celestion. Denon, Grado. Jamo. KEF. Niles, Lexicon, Luxman.
McIntosh, Nakamichi, Parasound, Revox, Rockustics. Velodyne

Soundcraftsmen
Thorens
Parasound
Fosgate
Simply Physics

VIDEO: CWD, Draper, Dendn, JBL. Luxman, Pulsar, Stewart.
Sharpvision, Sony. Sony Pro. Ultravision

Audio/video systems from the industrys leaders
Home video theatersimedia rooms.
Surround system specialists
Multi -room remote control systems.
Delivery, installation and in -home service.
Our own on -premises service department.

Custom mobile audio installation
Serving our customers since 1968.

10-6 Monday -Saturday
2 rights off of exit #5 on US#95 in CT.

7.7

Fax: 408-733-0850

NEW JERSEY

A Banquet For
Your Eyes & Ears

Nirvi, FOCUS Speaker

Acrotec Air Tangent Apex Arcici
Athena Air Tight Audio Prism

Sumiko
Quicksilver

AudioQuest Audiostatic Basis
Benz Bitwise Cardas Chario
Chesky Clarity Audio Creek
CWD Day Sequerra Delos Dorian
EAD EKSC Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology Ensemble

Room Tunes

Epos Essence First Sound

Fosgate Goldring Grado

800-283-4644

Harman Video Harmonia Mundi
Kinergetics Klyne Last Merrill

call for literature

203 637-3621
177 Sound Beach Ave.. Old Greenwich. CT 06870

Visit our SPEAKER FACTORY SHOWROOM
at 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702

MAINE

MASSACHUSETTS
The Best Values In Hi End Hi-Fi.

Acurus ... AMC ... Aragon ... Audioquest
... Audio Research ... Bryston ... Creek

audio studio

CWD
Dahlquist
Denon
Genesis ... Grado
Jamo ... Lexicon ...
Magneplaner
. Magnum Dynalab ... Mark

Authorized sales and service for:
Audible Illusions, Audioquest,

Levinson ... NAD ... Near ... Prometheans
.

SME

Hi Fi ExchANciE
(207) 781-2326

L

Cary
Sumo

MOBILE AUDIO: ADS, Alpine. Blaupunkt B&W. Boston
Acoustics, KEF,.Zapco, Z Box

FORESIDE MALL ROUTE ONE
FALMOUTH, ME 04105

VISA

Reel to Real Designs

4110 Audiocom
high technology audio

PSB ... Pulsar ... Revolver ... Rotel ..
Sota ... Sound Connections ...
Stax ... Stewart
Sumiko ... Sumo ...
Symdex
Thoren ... Transparent Audio
VPI ... And Much More!

Fast Delivery

Modem: 408-730-9015

310 517-1700 FAX 310 517-1732

(310) 370-8575

Design

60,000 CDs
ONLINE

theater sound systems at affordable prices.
We offer fast, convenient shipping and provide
unparalleled service after the sale.

REFERENCE
.

Counterpoint Definitive Technology Denon

More than

MI Call us for expert advice on custom home and

Purveyors of:

Akin Adcom Audioquest Audiostatic
B&W B&O Carver Celestion

CALIFORNIA

B&K, Beyerdynamic, Cardas,
Counterpoint, Dual, Klyne,
Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,
Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,
Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,
Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.

Mod Squad Mogami Morch
Nestorovic Neutrik Nimbus
Opus 3 Power Wedge
Presence Audio Pro Ac Proprius
QED Rega Reference Recordings
Revolver Rockustics Roksan
RoomTune Sheffield Labs Sims
Sound Anchors Stax
Symphonic Line System Line
Tara Labs Target Tice Audio
Wadia Water Lily WBT..

Savor these pleasures...

Call SAVANT.

S AVA N T

A UDIO

303 Newbury St., Boston, MA 02115
(617) 267-1001
FAX (617) 277-2415
414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA C2146
(617) 277-0111

Custom Design & Installation
Consultation Interior Design
800 628 0627 609 799 9664

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

SERVING THE WORLD

Visit these specialty retailers for professional consultation

FAX: 609 799 8480

DEALER SHOWCASE
NEW YORK

NEW YORK

ALPHA STEREO

'Esoteric 5oun

Quality Components. Professional Installation & Service

NAD

....when music matters
"We are known for the
companies we keep"

Apex Audio Alchemy Audio Power
Chapman Clearfield Counterpoint
Enlightened Audio Hartley JBL-XPL
Kimber Lexicon Melos Rotel

Adcom. NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, Denon.
Mission, B&W, Soundstream. Audioquest.
Paradigm. Monster Cable, M&K, Ortofon,
AKG. Stax, Polk Audio, Sharp Vision,
Sony ES, Target, Atlantic Technologies,
Audio Alchemy. Beyerdyamic

Jeff Rowland Shahinian

Sumo VAC Wadia XLO

Ot V 1" ie 601411

Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer

:33.st ems

11 Smithfield Blvd., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822

Coventry Commons Rte. 347
Stony Brook, NY 11790

516 689-7444

Fax: 518.561-2961

fax 516 689-7457

Monday -Friday 10am-Spm. Saturday lOarn-6pm
Mastercard. Visa. Discover, Amex

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

NEW YORK
audiolechnica

nEtk

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!

We specialize in hard to find

2

60 Years in Business...

We Must be Doing
Something Right!
Apogee Audio Quest C.A.L. Classe
Magnum Monster Cable B&W

phono cartridges and original replacement styli only!!

NAD Nakamichi Straightwire
Sumo Velodyne Carver Ro:el

(800) 221-0906

Signet Genesis Kinergetics Target

CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISAIMC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (SUS) 599.1112

li

THORENS
TRIPPtITE

ERESTION QUAD

TUBES by
DESIGN

VAC.

ROGEPS

YAMAHA

Home Theater Specialists!

456 Waverly Ave , Patchogue, NY 11772

STaNTOIl

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES
PSB

R. Sequerra
Rega Planar
Roksan
Rotel
Sci-Fi
Snell

Bitwise
B&K Components

Koetsu
Melos
Meridian
Micromega

Cary
Celestion
Classe

Mission Cyrus
M&K Sound
Monitor Audio

Stax

Counterpoint
Duntech
Dynavector

Muse
NAD

Unity Audio

Oracle
Parasound
PS Audio

VPI

SOTA

Soundcraftsmen
Sound Lab
Straight Wire
Target
VAC

Well Tempered
Wheaton

DAVID LEWIS AUDIO
At Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave.
(215) 725-1177

CAL NAKAMICHI
CARDAS PIONEER
(OUPTERPOINT ROCKSOLID

Square Deal

PENNSYLVANIA

Eminent Tech.
Ensemble

SME
SONY
TANNOY

Consult a Quiet Expert

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9 am.8 pm

Avalon

SANUS
SHARPVISION

ARAGON EPOS
ARCICI KEF
ALDIOQUEST MERDIAN
B & K MONSTERCABLE

Dahlquist

SHUR,E

ROOM1UNE

ACURUS DENON
APATURE ELITE

Tice B&K Thorens

115 South Corona Avenue
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

Genesis
Jadis
J.A. Michell
Kimber Kable
Kinergetics
Klyne

'Authorized Dealers for

Listen Up Sonographe Sony ES

LYLE CARTRIDGES

Acoustic Energy
Altis Audio
Audible Illusions
Audio Alchemy
Audiolab
Audiostatic
Audioquest

OE -s7"0 i74

B&O Arcici Fosgate Lexicon

VISA

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

orlol-on

AUDIO VIDEO Inc.

Philadelphia, PA 19152
Bank Cards Accepted

Local: (516) 475-1857
others: 1 800 DEAL -441

13/-72 Norther Blvd., Flashimg, N.Y. 11354

Tek(718) 321. 1500 Fax:(718) 321.1078
BICVISAAMEX Accepled

TEXAS
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VERMONT
HERE IN VERMONT, PEOPLE DEMAND VALUE.

ID E CD

(Ai DON'T- WASTE CUSTOMERS' MONEY,
AND NEITHER DO THESE FOLKS:

DALLAS'FINESTAUDIOVIDEO STORE
Pioneer
Audioquest
PowerVvedge
Proton
Audio Alchemy
Audio Source
Pulsar
Revolver
B+K
LLICASFILNI
BIC
Rocksan
Runco
Sony
Epos
Signet
Stewart
Stondesign
Jamo
Sumo
AMX

era

JVC

MB quart

Threshhold

NHT

MN=

McCormack

AUCHOQUEST

GRADO

HAFLER

/105 S qUAD
ORACLE

SME

Bib)

LUXIMAN

/IONSTTRCABLE

MOTEL

SIGNET-

WARR ANI,ES ON Au NEW EOUIPAEkir

FREE

NSTALLATioN

IN

CONkanarr RIVER VALLEY f NYC

VPI

SCIENTIFIC STEREO

Available throughout the United States.

800- 456 - 443 4
S02- 257- 5855"

PHONE 214/516-1THX

/2a MAN Sr berrix3oRoNtr 05301

piConsultation Sales Installation

2301 N Central Suite 182
Plano,
TX 75023
.
_

SUNIXO

12 D.7, S.nr as jASM

Tice

Niles
Parasound

MIT
°MKT°

L. iNANCI NO

Toshiba

Muse

DUAL.

TANNOY THORENS IJNARFEDALE

F,VC rEAR

Imx

CarEPWol

Mod Squad

ADCOM

DEALER SHOWCASE
VERMONT

Vermont's
Audio Leader.

WEST VIRGINIA
THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AUDIO.

SUMIKO
PARADIGM
A&R CAMBRIDGE
DENON SUPERPHON KLIPSCH

B&K ADVENT ADS ROTEL
REGA STRAIGHTWIRE AUDIO
CONTROL AKG SENNHEISER
CREEK GRADO TARGET GOLDRING
AUDIOLAB SPICA KIMBER AIWA
MAGNUM SHARP VISION ACURUS
PINNACLE DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ARCICI
CHICAGO HUGHES

INTELLIGENT AUDIO AT
REASONABLE PRICES"

802-863-4372
NA

Hi-H Farm

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible
for us to verify all of the claims of

advertisers, including product
availability and existence of warranties. Please review our Tips for
Mail Order Purchasers in this issue.

FEATURING:
Philips, Quad, Alon, Scientific
Fidelity, McCormack, OCM, Magnum,
Lexicon, Snell, Woodside, Roksan,
Spendor, B&K, Kimber, VMPS,
Modsquad, Cardas, Harman Video,
and many more.
Also featuring high end used
equipment, fully guaranteed!

BLANK TAPES
0 IN AUDIO. VIDEO, DAT-TAPE OVER 500 RIFF. 1.800.245.6000

f5

735 S. Kanawha, Beckley, WV, 25801
Showrooms now in NY, VA & WV.

Call for information

1-304-253-5450
Nationwide Toll Free:

DISC. VISA IOC

JOE XTRA
CHANGE

0

J.46,460C6SUUEIDECKU6404.

1-800-752-4018
All major credit cards accepted.

37 Hinesburg Rd. S. Burlington, VT 05403

WISCONSIN

WISCONSIN
"

.

ki pair of speakers of this quality for less

than $750. is surely one of today's best bargains."

Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, Sept. 1992.

For the Musical Difference
Authorized Dealer For:
NAD
GRADO
PROAC
APATURE
PROTON

CWD
STAX
SANUS

M&K

KEF
ONKYO
SONY
ADCOM
THORENS
TARGET

CARVER
LEXICON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
NAKAMICHI
AUDIOCONTROL
CELESTION
DAHLOUIST
NILES AUDIO
NITTY GRITTY
SOUNDSTREAM
HARMAN KARDON
MONSTER CABLE
ALTEC LANSING
ROCKFORD'FOSGATE
POLK AUDIO

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143

1-800-826-0520 (715) 735-9002

Mary Daurko, Y.P.
Audio Concepts, Inc.
with G3 speakers

AC I has been selling superior quality high -end
qteakers factory direct for more than 16 years. You
an't buy a better pair of speakers for your money.
We guarantee it or your money back. For a free
catalog of our complete line of speakers including
home theater models call (608) 784-4570.

Greencorp USA, Inc.
Premium quality cassettes
at wholesale prices
Made in Australia

Call 1-800-972-0707

Audio Concepts, Inc. Since 1977
901South4th St., La Crosse,W154601

WANTED TO BUY
HI-FI SUPPLIES-PAYS CASH FOR LEVINSON, ARC, C.J.,

WISCONSIN

i,'Cat4Se ;1011'11 play It for kefvs

Authorized Dealer For:
ADS
JVC
LEXICON
ACURUS
SANUS
HUGHES
HAFLER
SONY
BBE
NAD

M&K
POLK
ENERGY
PROAC
AKG
AVIA

ATLANTIS
TARGET
CLARION
ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
SENNHEISER
STEREOSTONE
CELESTION
SONY ES
BANG & OLUFSEN
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
HARMAN KARDON
LUXMAN
NAKAMICHI
P.S. AUDIO
NILES AUDIO
AIWA PORTABLES

430 State St., Madison, WI 53703
608-255-2887

The best place to
be seen is where
people are looking.
And each month, both
enthusiasts & dealers
read AUDIO's
Classifieds for
information.

AUDIO's Classifieds

-where consumers
shop and dealers buy.
For advertising information...
Call 1-800-445-6066
Mon. -Fri. 9-5pm EST
In Canada: 212-767-5750

KRELL, SPECTRAL, ROWLAND, THRESHOLD & OLD
MARANTZ, MCINTOSH TUBE EQUIP. (212) 219-3352, 7
DAYS 10AM-6PM (NY).

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid state, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV,
Jensen, Speakers & Horn, EMT Tumtable, Ortofon Arm,
Temma--(516) 942-1212, (616) 496-2973.

MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, HARTSFIELDS, WE., PATRICIANS, TANNOY, KRELL, LEVINSON, ARC, ETC. Call
LAST for absolutely highest collector prices on mint equipment. N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282, 2-6P.M., WEEKDAYS.

WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD
EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY:
310-320-7020, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, #A,
TORRANCE, CA 90502.

Audio City Always Paying top for: Studer, Levinson, McIntosh, Marantz, CJ, ARC, Quad, Leak, Western Electric,
Telefunken. Vintage Speaker systems, raw units by Tannoy,
W.E., EV, JBL, Altec, Jensen. Audio tubes by Telefunken,
Genalax, etc. P.O. Box 802, Northridge, CA 91328-0802.
Tel: 818-701-5633. David Yo.
COLLECTOR WILL TRAVEL, to pick-up: tube MARANTZ,
McIntosh, TANNOY Speakers, SEQUERRA Tuner, KRELL,
etc. MONO/Stereo. (718) 387-7316. NEW YORK.

WANT-JBL Hartsfield, EV Patrician, Singles OK, McIntosh, Marantz & other tube equipment. Larry Dupon, 2638 W.
Albion, Chicago, IL 60645. (312) 338-1042, evenings.

CAR STEREO
"STEREO WORLD" Is your discount sound source
with great deals on car and home stereo: Panasonic,
JVC, Sony, Pioneer, Sherwood, Hi-Fonics, Blaupunkt,
MTX, Kenwood, Scosche EFX, Autotek, JBL-Car, De non, Infinity and many others. We Carry alarms and a
full line of installation kits. Please call or write for current
FREE sales flyer. FREE UPS in 48 states. Our 7th year.
Visa/MC; COD accepted. P.O. Box 596, Monroe, NY
10950 (914) 782-6044.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE HAS ALL NEW MODELS!
Announcing our stunning new FET-VALVE, OMEGA TWO,
and TRANSCENDENCE THREE DESIGNS. Our brand new
big amplifier chassis features ultra -efficient extruded heat sinks and up to 50% more output mos-fets. We engineered
brand new preamplifiers for all budgets (hybrid, tube, and
solid state). Big preamps complete with tone controls and 9

LOW PRICES!!! We have a wide selection of
audiophile products! FULL WARRANTY, PRICES TOO LOW
TO PRINT! Sound Shop (206) 692-8201.

DIGITAL ANTIDOTE (pat. pending)
Passive design, uses analog out of C.D. or D.A. Reduces
time domain errors, restoring harmonic overtone integrity.
Awarded "Product of Merit" by Bound for Sound. Be "Digititus Free" send $169.95 to Taddeo Loudspeaker Co.,
2604 Elmwood Ave., Rochester, NY 14618, (716) 244-6027.

AUDIO UNLIMITED In Colorado offers Acoustic Energy,
Acrotec, Airtight, Audio Meca by Pierre Lurne, Audio Note,
Audioquest Analog, Benz -Micro, Bitwise, Chario. Chord Au-

dio Static, CODA, Dpa Deltech, Dynavector, Ensemble,
Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JM Labs, Magnum Dynalab, Micromega, Musical Design, Muse, Music Meter, Onix, Roksan, Roomtunes, SOTA, Spendor, Tice, Unity Audio, Vimak,
Wheaton Triplanar, YBA & more... PHONE/FAX John Barnes

at (303) 698-0138. 2341 West Yale Ave., Englewood, CO
80110. VISA and MC accepted.

sets of inputs for the most complex systems. Fabulous
performing straight line preamps at true budget prices.
Complete line -only preamps, headphone amps, stereo
phase inverters, and more at prices under $300. Many

SELL FOR CASH OR TRADE AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT. AUTHORIZED: DEMON, H/K, MARANTZ, ACU-

available as complete kits for even greater savings and fun.
All hand crafted in the USA. No cheap parts, no "made by
machine" layouts. We design to be faithful to the spirit of the
music. It's a listening revelation! Write or call for our illustrated
catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517.

QUEST, GRADO, ET.AL. STEREO CLASSICS, 75
CHURCH ST., NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901. (908)

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI
Audio Research, Vandersteen, KEF, Snell, EPOS, JMLabs,
Paradigm, NEAR, B&K, AMC, Creek, Aragon, CODA, YBA,
Boulder, SymphonicLine, Parasound, California Audio Labs,
Micromega, Audio Alchemy, Rega, Roksan, Oracle, Stax,

Magnum, Fosgate, Soundstream, Runco, JVC, Grado,
PowerWedge & Audioquest. (608) 284-0001.

RUS, ARCAM, ROTEL, SUMO, CELESTION, DAHLQUIST,
ENERGY, ROGERS, SIGNET, AUDIO ALCHEMY, AUDIO -

220-1144, FAX: (908) 220-1284.

Hardbound AUDIO, annual bound volume editions, just
like the ones in the Editor -in -Chief's office. Various years
available in limited quantities, $40.00 each. Also available:
Hardbound October Annual Equipment Directories. Years
1992, 1991, 1990, & 1987 $15.95 each, and hardbound May
Car Stereo Directories for years 1991, 1990, 1989 and 1985,

$8.00 each. All prices include postage and handling. All
orders postpaid. Check or money order only (no credit card
orders) payable to AUDIO MAGAZINE. Send orders to AUDIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. Attn: Michael
Bieber, Or call 212/767-6301 for further information.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP.
BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for

HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650. The
Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road,
Jenkintown, PA 19046.

AAA BIG DISCOUNTS!!!

The Best
Audio Test Meter Made!
Advantage Model 310

B&K, CARVER, B&W, KEF, M&K, DENON, NAD, POLK,

Precision Audio Signal
And Noise Level Meter

ROCK SOLID, SNELL. SPICA, ONKYO, VELODYNE,
NAKAMICHI, and many others. U.S. WARRANTIES.
STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.

Professional
Price!

OVERSTOCK CLEARANCE
ONKYO ASV 810 PRO was $1100, NOW $749. DENON

r

$399

DCM 550 was $500, NOW $349. PROTON AV300 REC. was

$450, NOW $195. KEF 080 TOWERS was $800, NOW
$565. CARVER HR 742 was $629, NOW $439. Plus many
more SUPER DEALS! All products are new. Factory boxes.
Audio Elite: 414-836-2785.
THE LNPA 150 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPLIFIER; clarity, immediacy, and accurate harmonic content never before
heard in high end audio. Designed to please a musician's
ears and built for longevity. "Some of the best solid state I
have ever heard." Brian Cheney; VMPS Audio Products.
R.E. DESIGNS, 43 Maple Avenue, Swampscott, MA 01907.
(617) 592-7862.

Lov.

RF Reject With
Valley Audio's Trans-Ainprm
Lo -Noise Wideband Circuitry
*Large Dual Scale Meter
Super -Accurate Filters
*Average. RMS Or Peak Det
*-100 dB to +30 dB Range
*Scope and Preamp
Monitoring Outputs

THE ULTIMATE PASSIVE PREAMP, STEREO STEPPED
ATTENUATOR, SINGLE INPUT, MINIMUM SIGNAL PATH.
BLATTER AUDIO, BOX 1101, ROYAL OAK, MI 48068 (313)
583-4070.

AUDIO CLASSICS

Buys-Sells-Trades-Repairs-Modifies.
Amplifiers: Acoustat TNT120 $398; Aragon 200411 $999,
400411 $1367; Audio Research D160 $2399, D240 $2279,
M100s $2735; Audire DM700 $399; Berning EA2100 $1499;
Carver AV64 $519, Silver 9t $1529, TFM6 $229, TFM45
$659; Chord SPM1200 $2399; conrad-johnson MF200
$1699; MF80 $1195; Counterpoint Natural Progression
$5275, SA12 $699; Crown Macro Reference $2589; Denon
P0A2800 $699; Dynaco ST70 $299; Jadis Defy 7 $3599;
Kinergetics KBA75 $1695; Krell KMA100 $2299, KMA160
$3189, KSAI 50 $3199, KSA250 $4255; McIntosh MC2100

$499, MC2250 $1299, MC2300 $1799, MC240 $799,
MC250 $349, MC2500 $2499, MC2505 $599, MC5Os $499,

MC7100 $699, MC7150 $1699, MC7200 $1999, MC7300
$2499; Motif MS100 $1699; OCM200 $1179, OCM500

$1899; PS Audio 200C $999; Quad 306 $499; Rotel
RB980BX $449; SAE 2401 $249; Sonograph SA120 $569.

CD Players: Denon DCD1520 $299, DCD3520 $599,
DCD670 $199; McIntosh MCD7000 $449, MCD7005 $999,

MCD7007 $1499; NAD 5240 $199; Rotel RCD820 $249,
RCD955AX $379. CD Processors: Arcam Delta Black Box
$225; Counterpoint DA10 $1475; Krell SBP16X $799,
SBP32X $1599, SBP64X $2999, Studio $2399. Equalizers:
McIntosh MQ104 $149, MQ107 $299. Headphones: Stax
ED1 $449, Lambda Pro 3 $449, SR80MX $265, SR84 Pro
$225. Integrated Amps: McIntosh MA230 $499, MA5100
$299, MA6100 $399, MA6200 $999. Preamps: Audio Research SP6C $999; Carver C2 $199; Cary Audio SLP70
$799; conrad-johnson DF1 $599, PF1 $1099, PF1L $979,
PV1 0 $795, PV11 $1279; Counterpoint SA5000 $2695;
Hafler DH110 $199; Jadis JPL $3499; Kinergetics KPA2
$859; Krell KRC $3999, KSL $1899, KSP7B $1699, PAM3
$1499; McIntosh C31V $999, C32 $799, C33 $1459, C34V
$1459, C35 $1396, C36 $939, C37 $1699, C38 $1558; Motif
MC9 $699; OCM55 $899; Precision Fidelity C8 $299; Rotel
RC9130BX $399; VSP Straightwire II $299. Processors:

Carver DPL33 $256, H9AV $275; Lexicon CP1 $999. Re-

ceivers: Carver HR722 $279, HR732 $395; Nakamichi
TA3A $449; Rotel RX950AX $449. Record Cleaners: VPI
HW16,5 $375, HW17 $598. Speakers: Apogee Centaur
$1139, Diva $5999, Minor $899, Stage $1499; B&W 804
Matrix $1599, Matrix 2 $499; Carver Amazing $1299; Dahlquist D016 $549, DQ18 $699, D0201 $999, D028 $999,
DO6c1 $349-, Infinity Renaissance 90 $1495, RSIIB $999;
Janis W1 $199, JBL 4408 $399; JM Lab Micron -$499; KEF
104/2 $1479, 105/3 $2784, 107/2 $3639, C85 $299; Kinergetics SW800 $3300; McIntosh ML1C $550, XR1052 $899,
XR240 $1199, XR250 $1699, XRT18 $2399, XRT22 $5299;
ProAc Mini Tower $949; Ryan MCL3 $699; Sound Lab
Pristine $3490; TDL Studio 1 $699, Studio 3 $1299, Tape
Decks: Philips DCC900 $699. Test Equipment: Audio Con-

trol SA3050A $699; McIntosh MI3 $499, MP14 $1195;
Sound Technology 1400A $500. Tuner Preamps: McIntosh

alle Veople
Merriam, Kansas

Call Far The Nearest Dealer:

* * * * * * ACCESSORIES TO COMPONENTS ******

TheAUDIO REVIEW INDEXgives summary of reviews from
12 top stereo magazines. For more information or to order
call 415-589-2432.

MX110 $499. MX112 $449. Tuners: Carver TX11 $229,
TX12 $299; Denon TU680NAB $539; Magnum Dynalab
Etude $1099, F205B17 $230, FT101 $699, FT11 $375;
McIntosh MFt56 $799, MR67 $999, MR7083 $1299, MR77
$699, MR80 $1399; Tandberg TPT3001A $1199. Turntables: VPI FWV19 II $695, HW19 JR $825, PLC $279. FREE

Catalogue. 11AM-5PM EST Mon.-Fri., AUDIO CLASSICS,
POB 176AAA. Walton, NY. 13856

607-865-7200

1-800-800-4345

FOR SALE

Audio Outlet...

where audiophiles
call audiophiles
for great selection,
great services and
great prices!

199 & $299 SPECIALS!! HUNDREDS OF BLOW-OUT SPECIALS! Nakamichi CD Player3- $600 now $299! NAD 5060 CD PLAYER $450 now
$199! Luxman DZ-122 CD Player $299! CARVER TX -10

TUNER $199! Nakamichi Receiver 2-$299! JBL-2800
$199prl plus many more specials! CALL US! Sound Shop
206-692-8201

Sound Advice without the Price

0, jin[10

914-666-0550
24 -HR. FAX 914-666-0544

Ul LET Inc.

Monday -Friday
I Oam-7pm ET

** P.O. Box 673 *Bedford Hills. NY 10507-0673 **

BIG DISCOUNTS! CALL US!

BARGAIN PRICES ON CD PLAYERS, SPEAKERS, AND
MANY MORE COMPONENTS! FAST SERVICE, FULL
WARRANTY. SOUND SHOP (206) 692-8201.

1 0 O'S OF BLOW-OUT
DEALS!! IT'S SIMPLE ! Tell us the type of product
and price range. WE'LL TELL YOU WHAT WE HAVE! Low
End to High End! MOST BELOW DEALER COSTI Sound
Shop, 206-692-8201.

High -end audio components. The lowest
prices! The best selection. Friendly ser-

vice. AUDIO AMERICA (Virginia). Call
1-703-745-2223.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-

field, IL 62702.1-800-283-4644.
DYNACO AND HAFLER OWNERS! Audio by Van Alstine
builds great new circuits for you. Not "modifications," but
original engineering designs that eliminate transient distortion, have no on or off thumps, are durable and rugged, and
sound closer to live than anything else. Complete do-ityourself preamp (and Stereo 70 tube amp) rebuild kits from
$195 including new PC cards and precision controls. New
300 volt/micrcsecond slew rate power mos-fet amplifier circuits installed in all Dyna and Hatter solid state amp chassis.
We set new standards for transparency, definition, dynamic
range, and liquidity. Recycle that solid Hatter or Dyna chassis
and get betterthan new performance for a much lower cost.
Write or call for our illustrated catalog. Audio by Van Alstine,

2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337. (612)
890-3517.
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FOR SALE

AAA HUGE SAVINGS!!!
B&K, CARVER, B&W, KEF, M&K, DENON. NAD. POLK,

ROCK SOLID. SNELL. SPICA, ONKYO, VELODYNE,
NAKAMICHI, and many others. U.S. WARRANTIES.
STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.

- LOW PRICES -HIGH END EQUIPMENT DENON
ONKYO CARVER NAD NAKAMICHI POLK KEF B&W
SNELL VELODYNE M&K B&K SPICA ROCK SOLID
and others Audio Elite 414-836-2785
RACK AND CHASSIS BOXES for construction of electronic
projects. Low cost; stocked for quick delivery. Call for free
catalog. SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNADINO, CALIFORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: NEAR SOME, COUNTERPOINT, HAFLER ; AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS; POWERWEDGE,
ACOUSTAT; SPICA; VMPS; MAGNUM; FOSGATE; B&K,

TARALAB, MUSIC REFERENCE, SOUNDLAB, CELESTION, MONSTER, AUDIOQUEST, MUSICAL CONCEPTS,
(909) 861-5413, APPOINTMENT.

AUDIO SOLUTIONS is Atlanta's Hi -End
source for Audio Research, Theta, McCormack, Wire World, Cary Audio, Vandersteen, CODA, Straightwire, Acurus, Snell,
Esoteric Audio, Classe, NHT, Kimber Kahle, Magnum Dynalab, Audible Illusions,
Rotel & VPI. 4880 Lawrenceville Highway.
(404) 381-0778.

'Me Musical Design D-140
deserves classic status!"
"It doesn't sound like an
amplifier, it just sounds

SINGERS, REMOVE
VOCA
!

like music!" "A true

Unlimited Backgrounds"'

classic." Isn't it time
you auditioned the

From Standard Records & CD's with the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator'. Call for Free

D-140?

Catalog & Demo Record.
Phone: (404)482-4189 Est 52

Singer's Supply,

Dept AU -I

7985 Hightower Trail

.iN

Lithonia, GA 30058

24 Hour Demo/Info Request
Lkw (404)482-2485 Eat 52
Singer's Supply We Have Anyfh

AUDIO CABLES & MORE

MUSICAL DESIGN
1832 Borman Ct

Suite 1, St. Louis, M063146 (314)275-7162

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES! FREE CATALOG! CAR
HOME AUDIO/VISUAL/SECURITY MOST BRANDS!
INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS WAREHOUSE. 10136

CHESHAM DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32817

WE DISCOUNT!! WIDE SELECTION

DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES FOR TOP QUALITY.
WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN WIRE MANUFAC-

LOW PRICES FAST SERVICE FULL WARRANTY

TURING AND HAVE SIMULATED THE HIGH PRICED

KNOWLEDGEABLE CONSULTANTS. CALL US SOUND
SHOP (206) 692-8201.

BRANDS. HIGH PRICED EQUIVALENTS AS LOW AS .74/
FT. WE DEMYSTIFY WIRE TECHNOLOGY, SEND FOR
EXPLANATION LITERATURE WHICH ALSO INCLUDES
ALL OUR AUDIO PRODUCTS PRICE LIST OR CALL OUR
LITERATURE REQUEST # (800) 321-2108, 24 HRS/DAY.

Don't Pay $600

FAX (609) 428-1832. L A T INTERNATIONAL, DEPT A,
317 PROVINCETOWN RD., CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034.

Features:
Air & teflon insulation

HI Fl CLASSICS -USED HI END- HUGE SELECTION of
components, cables, etc. Competent & helpful salespeople

Very low capacitance
RF noise reduction

& the best prices around. WE BUY SELL & TRADE, INVENTORY LIST AVAILABLE. TEL: (718) 318-9618, FAX: (718)
318-9623.

Custom lengths available
30 day money back guarantee

B&W, CELESTION, DEFINITIVE TECHNOLO-

Hear The Difference!

GY, KEF, MIRAGE, VELODYNE, ADCOM,

Order Now! 1-800-959-9182

SAN FRANCISCO AREA - IRRESISTABLY priced audiophile componentsJaccessories. Shipped delivered. World's

best! By appointment only. 444 Eastwood, Petaluma CA
94954. (707) 765-1992.
HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for

inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.

Nakamichi 700ZXE computing cassette deck. Mint
Cond. Orig. $2400, asking $1500. (609) 428-7760.
McINTOSH MC2600 AMPLIFIER - $3400; MAC4200 RECEIVER - $1400; MCD7007 CD PLAYER - $1050. All excellent condition. One owner. All under warranty. Complete set
$5300. (803) 269-5506.
ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,395; SIGN/SRM1-II

$859, PROiLAMBDA(#1) $459, SIGN/LAMBDA SRD/7
$599; ED1 $550; ALL UNUSED (212) 966-1355.

STRAIGHTWIRE CABLE SALE!!!! SAVE UP TO 60% ON
DISCOUNTED MODELS. DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TP UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM AT TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS! SAVE ON LSI, MAESTRO, RHAPSODY, UGLY -

ENCORE, TMI, WAVEGUIDE, MANY DIFFERENT
LENGTHS. OVER 500 PAIRS AVAILABLE INCLUDING
WAVEGUIDE-16 8 -FOOT PAIRS $69.95, WAVEGUIDE-4
20 -FOOT PAIRS $49.95, LSI INTERCONNECT $39.95,
PAIR! CALL NOW FOR COMPLETE LISTING

ALSO AU-

THORIZED DEALER FOR: AUDIO ALQUEMY, AUDIO QUEST, B&K, BRIGHT STAR, COUNTERPOINT, DAHLQU1ST, GRADO, HAFLER, LEXICON, MUSIC REFERENCE,
MUSICAL DESIGN, NITTY GRITTY, NAD, PARASOUND,

POWER WEDGE, REFERENCE LINE, SIGNET, SOTA,
SUMIKO, STRAIGHTWIRE, STAX, TARA LABS, TARGET
STANDS, VMPS SPEAKERS, XLO. FREE "SPECIALS"
LIST. HCM AUDIO, (800) 222-3465, (916) 345-1341.

& HIGHWIRE. AUDIOPHILE CD'S: VTL, REF RECORDINGS, OPUS & CLARITY. CALL FOR BEST PRI-

CE SPECIALS ON ALL CD'S. SONIC ALLUSIONS, INC.
(904) 438-4583, (904) 434-1041.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. Jerrold , Zenith, Pioneer,
Oak, Scientific Atlanta, And Many More! 12 Years Experience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE. Visa/MC, Amex, COD.
ADVANTAGE ELECTRONICS INC.; 1-800-952-3916; 1125
RIVERWOOD DR., BURNSVILLE, MN 55337. Void where

prohibited.
Cable TV Descramblers, Converters, Accessories. Name
Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY
COMPANY, (800) 234-1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog.

KARAOKE WAREHOUSE We
have a wide selection of Karaoke Players and Karaoke Disks
in stock, and we have the best prices in the USA. To purchase

Silver multi -strand wires

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING!
MIRAGE, PS, CWD, CARY, KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS,

ADCOM, ADS, ARAGON, AUDIO RE-

AUDIOQUEST, FRIED, MONSTER, QUAD, SPICA,

SEARCH, BANG & OLUFSEN, B&K, B&W,

STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ BROTHERS, 593 KING,

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29403. (803)
723-7276.

ADCOM, B&K, HAFLER and CD MODS
MUSICAL CONCEPTS sets the performance standards! PA -1 driver boards for HAFLER amps -an incredible kit! New, exciting Audio Alchemy DDE mod
only $149! Two stunning mods for ROTEL. MARANTZ
CD players! MC-3T(Teflon,fc) phono/line preamp board

for Adcom, B&K and Hafler preamps. SuperConnect
IV interconnect -money back guarantee! We modify
PHILIPS, MAGNAVOX and PIONEER CDs. Get info
today! MUSICAL CONCEPTS, 1832 BORMAN CT.,
SUITE ONE, ST. LOUIS, MO 63146. (314) 275-4925.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS - CD MUSICALITY
Ask around -Musical Concepts means satisfying CD
sound! -ENIGMA V, "Best CD value, period!", for only
$649; EPOCH V, "As musical as any transporVDAC
combination!", $995; CDT II transport ($649). All units

have "Stable Platter Mechanism"! Audio Alchemy
DDE mod. $149. We modify Rotel, Philips, Magnavox,

Marantz, Pioneer. Get info today! MUSICAL CONCEPTS, 1832 Borman Ct., Suite One, St. Louis, MO
63146. (314) 275-4925.

STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE Beginning June of this year we will be offering three retail showrooms on the East Coast. NY City Area, WV & Virginia. As
always the best products at the best prices. Ask our customers, 2500 strong. Often imitated but never duplicated. Call
1-800-752-4018. Ask about our Grand Opening Specials.

NIKKODO/PIONEER.

CALL 1-800-423-VCRS FOR ALL YOUR AUDIO/VIDEO

StereoEqpt. Mc754Pa 5500, Inf.SlopeSpk. $1000,

NEEDS & (713) 286 -ORDER FOR A HUGE SELECTION OF
VIDEO LASER DISCS. COLONEL VIDEO & AUDIO -BEST
PRICES!

AudioForm interconnects are now
available for $199.00 a pair.

Audio
form
INTERCONNECTS

TUBE COMPONENTS! Affordable 1990's high -end. USA
made. Examples: VTP-100 Control Preamp (w. phono),
$499.00; VTA-70 35/35W EL34 stereo power amp, $795.00.
FREE catalog. Sound Values, Dept. AM, 185 North Yale,
Columbus, OH 43222-1146; (614)279-2383.

(or inquire about dealerships), call 614-459-0645. 2594
Bethel Road, Columbus, OH 43220. DKK/SONY, JVC

for your teflon/silver cables

KARDON, NAKAMICHI, ONKYO, YAMAHA,
AND OTHERS. S.T.I. (800) 330-1800.

B&O, CARVER, DENON, HARMAN/

ELECTRONICS: VAC, AIR TIGHT, MSB TECH, ANODYNE,

ELECTROCOMPANIET, MOTIF, CJ, AE, TESLA (NEW
SPEAKER), ENSEMBLE & GREEN MOUNTAIN AUDIO.
CABLES: CARBON VAN DEN HUL, STRAIGHT WIRE

1 -407 -678 -DEAL.

SotaSapph.lII $700. ThorensJB&OTT, KEFSpk., Shure;
BluePtCarts, Denon/SonyCDs, SonyCD-LD, NADRec.,
NAD/NakamichiCass., B&OHdph. Call (201) 963-7973.
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Dist by Genesis Prod

BRYSTON, CANTON, CARVER, CELESTION,
CLASSE', DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY, DE -

NON, FOSGATE, HAFLER, HARMAN/
KARDON, INFINITY, JAMO, JBL, KEF,
KLIPSCH, LEXICON, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI,
NHT, ONKYO, POLK, SNELL, TRIAD, VAN-

DERSTEEN, VELODYNE, YAMAHA, AND
MORE. MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTIES.

LIVE ASSISTANCE WEEKDAYS. AUTOMATED PRICING 24 HOURS. AMERISOUND

SALES, INC. (904) 262-4000.
FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO,VIDEO TAPES AND
ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.
SOUNDD INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE. CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 -TAPE (8273) IN
GA (404) 458-1679. FAX: (404) 458-0276.

BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS
THX HOME THEATER
Alon - B&W - Bang & Olufsen - Adcom - KEF

- Harman/Kardon - Mirage - Crown - Celestion - Eminent Technology - VMPS - McCormick - Sonic Frontiers - Parasound - Denon

- Triad - Polk - 25 More Brands. Honest

Advice! TECH ELECTRONICS (904)
376-8080.
STOP IMPROVING YOUR STEREO SYSTEM. Start improving your room. ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS bass traps will
restore clarity, retrieve depth & air. Satisfaction guaranteed.
$500/pair. John Gallas 213-665-6274.
MCINTOSH Bought -Sold -Traded -Repaired. FREE Catalogue. See our ad at the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO
CLASSICS, POB 176MB, Walton, NY 13856607-865-7200.
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri.

FOR SALE

LOUDSPEAKERS

SOLEN SPEAKER COMPONENTS

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R

"RACK AND PANEL" DESIGNS
Made to order in Butterworth bi-amp,
tri-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also
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New catalog and price sheet. Free!
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Eng. Lab.

11828 Jefferson BI., Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (310) 397-9668
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CROSSOVER COMPONENTS
NEPTA.LITE INDUCTORS
Seven Strands LILDWore Constructwns
Values Own 10 mkt lo 30 mhl
Wore saes from X18 AWG to *12 AWG

FAST CAPACITORS
Polypropylene oNonoPolaraecto
Values tram I 0 mkt 10 222ow0d
voltage Rating. 250 VDC 150 VAC

COMPACT DISCS
Direct -to -Tape Recordings. CD, DAT, Cassette. Plus CDs
from over 200 other labels. Write for free information. Direct -

to -Tape, 14-Fi Station Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ
iciOu.LS,01:Ccr,S,S,,O.VrEnRet,n

08035-1456.
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INDUCTORS
Perfect Lay Hexagonal winding /nor Gored
SO
Values Porn 10 nOt to 3,4 MN.
Wore Coxes Iron, 120 AWG to 110 AWG

Poss.° Crossover for Prolessoonal, HI-FI and
Cer HiG. Power up to 1000 well
CROSSOVER, SPEAKER PARTS

Gold Speaker ',Emma], Gold Banana Plugs.
ci

es SOLEN INC.
4470 AVENUE THIBAULT

ST-HUBERT, QC )3Y 719
CANADA

TEL (514) 656.2759

Gold Binding Posts, Crossover Terminate,
Power Resistors, MON Capacitors.
Plastic Gra Faelenen, Nyton Ty-Wrsps,
Car Speaker Grills, Moss Pans

Computer Aided Desgn for enclosure and crossover available to customer

CATALOG $6.00 REFUNDABLE

FAX: (514) 443-4949

NEW 1993 CATALOG

The Critics
Had Their
Hear for yourself what the New York Times, Stereophile
and The Absolute Sound critics are raving about. HDCD
recordings surprise everyone: those who thought digital was
perfect, and those who couldn't stand it. Sample the first four
HDCD- releases, classical and jazz, for only $9.98. Ask for
free RR catalogue. Dealer inquires welcome.
REFERENCE RECORDINGS
Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107
To order: 800-336-8866

30 -Day,
No -Risk,
In -Home

Because Icon speakers are only available directly from our factory,
you'll save hundreds of dollars by avoiding the usual dealer markup!
The Lumen & Lumen SE 2 -way monitors - $795/pr. & $995/pr.
The Joule 2 -way floor -standing tower speaker - $1495 per pair.
The Parsec II 3 -way floor -standing tower speaker - $1995 per pair.

Youll fall in love with this speaker's clear sound.
feel that it can
compete with several prestigious loudspeakers costing many times
I

its price."

Audition.

- Bruce Bartlett, High Performance Review , Summer 1991

"Close your eyes and you'd think you were listening to electrostatic
speakers... I was constantly reminded of the Quad ESL -63, with its
breathtaking transparency and impeccably true timbres...The Parsecs

are speakers for symphonic music; to the Sibelius Second they

LATIN MUSIC CATALOG, Top Artists. $3.00 (Refundable

brought a naturalism and presence simply unmatched by any other

W/First Order). JPR LATIN RECORDS, Box 4155-B,

design under consideration." - Lawrence Johnson, CD Review, Nov. 1991

Winterpark, FL 32793

RECORDS
LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes,
record jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers,
much more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM
663, POB 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.

Isn't It Time

"The Lumen is the best under -$1000 speaker I have heard."

You Had
Yours?

"The Icon Lumen is the best far its price."

- Kenneth Duke, The Sensible Sound, No. 43, Summer 1991
- Audio Art Magazine

"I think you will definitely fall in love with these American speakers!"
- Modern Audio, January 1992

Also see the rave review of the Lumen in issue 81 (July/Aug. 1992) of
the absolute sound magazine. ...and many more!

PRESERVE + MAINTAIN + RESTORE "

Pickering Shure Stanton Lp-78-DJ Nitty-Gritty
Vacuum Record Cleaners from $99.95 Special Brushes &

Fluids CD-LV Cleaners Connector Cleaners & Covers
Free Catalog! KAB Electro-Acoustics, P.O. Box 2922,
Plainfield, NJ 07062-0922. (908) 754-1479.
HALF MILE VINYL. Quality pm -owned LP's. All Categories.
F/Information, Catalog. SASE: Box 98, East Wareham, MA
02538. (508) 295-2508.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

For your own copy of our free 12 -page color brochure
and review reprints, please call us toll -free at:

- Boa
since 1989

- 669 - 9662

Icon Acoustics, 13 Fortune Drive, Billerica, MA 01821

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36

dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS,

AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out -Of -Print
Direct -To -Disc, Halfspeed, Quiex II & Import Pressings.
Great selection of In -Print Records & CM. Quantity Discounts! Call for Free Catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346 N. Guilford
Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46220. (317) 255-3446.

POB 460, RINDGE, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,
Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vifa, more! Crossover parts,

Foam Speaker Grilles ---design books also. Catalog $2.
MENISCUS, 2575 28th St., Unit 2, Wyoming, MI 49509.

WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF AUDIOPHILE LP'S
AND CD'S! Mobile Fidelity, Sheffield, Reference, Chesky,
Analogue Productions, Wilson, Klavier, Audioquest, Nautilus, OPUS 3, TBM, Proprius, Harmonia Mundi...many more
current, rare and out of print. Catalogue $3 in U.S./$5 else-

(616) 534-9121.

where. INFORMATION: (913) 825-8609. FAX: (913)
825-0156. ORDERS: 1-800-525-1630. ACOUSTIC

VMPS factory assembled speakers. All models, low

SOUNDS, BOX 2043, SALINA, KANSAS 67402.

AC COMPONENTS sells the finest drivers, components and
accessories for your speaker building projects. Free catalog.
P.O. Box 212, La Crosse, WI 54602-0212. (608) 784-4579.

prices, shipped direct to you. Free price sheet. Arthur Morgan, 886 East Charing Cross CR., Lake Mary, FL 32746.
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ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?

SIMPLY SPEAKERSdoes professional foam replacements any size/brand. 7 Year Warranty. We also sell
foam surrounds for $22.95/pr. Speaker reconing. MC/
VISA/DISCOVER: 1-800-767-4041
BEST SELECTION & GUARANTY. 50 SPEAKERKITS for
HOME, SURROUND SOUND, IN -WALL, CAR, PRO, SUB WOOFERS & CROSSOVERS. JBL, DYNAUDIO, POLYDAX, MOREL, SEAS, VIFA + APOGEE, CARVER, C -J,
LUX, NAD, THORENS & MORE; 64p. CATALOG, $2; GOLD
SOUND, 4285 S. BROADWAY, ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110.

LOUDSPEAKERS

SUMMER SALE SPECTACULAR

SPEAKER

.0 mH Iron Core inductor; 19 awg wire;
2" x 5/8"

12

Focal 7N313 6.5" Cone Midrange with S58
Phase Plug; 94dB; 80; Neoflex cone; Fs
40; 150W; Good for use down to 200Hz

and accessories, geared toward

the consumer electronics
industry, and the technical
line of speaker drivers and

5
f f,

x
N

W0,

.0

8r

CO

in

2g
ri,

accessories for home and cat
Send for your FREE 148 page
catalog today.

Express 4#111

Parts Express
340 East First Street
Dayton. Ohio 45402

322

Europa 23; Autosound wedge shaped
surface mount tweeter; Mylar 6dB filter:
Polymide 3/4" dome; 40; 4.5 to 22K

$15/
pr

201

Vita M22WR-45; Cast frame 8" woofer,

0
x

$44

The Original VMPS Subwoofer ($349ea kit,
$429ea assem) is one of four low cost, high performance subwoofers designed to satisfy every
audiophile's requirements for physical size, bass
extension, and first -octave output levels.
An active 12" and slot -loaded, mass -loaded forward -firing 15" passive driver provide 19Hz
( - 3db) cutoff at 92dB (1W/1m) sensitivity. The
Smaller VMPS Subwoofer ($259ea kit, $329ea
assem) and the Dedicated Subwoofer ($349ea
kit, $429ea assem) generate high levels of 28Hz
bass ( - 3dB) in a compact 2.5 ft. enclosure. The

Larger VMPS Subwoofer ($479ea kit, $599ea
assem) combines 15" and 12" actives with a slot -

loaded 15" passive to achieve a - 3dB point of
17Hz, with the lowest distortion and highest output levels of any commercial system regardless
of price. All woofers operate from our Passive
Crossover ($30 kit, $40 assem), and all operate
WI

ADS M15's $1550. Bose 901 Classics with stands $800.
Boston Acoustics A150's $325. Canton Karat 920's $600.
Canton E Sub $750. DCM Time Window's $795. Definitive
Tech. BP20 $1000. Energy Ref. Con. 22's $800. Fosgate
passive sub $250. Infinity Ref. 6's $800. Kirksaeter 260's
$1700. MB Quart 990's $1700. Mirage M -3's $1900. Polk
RTA 15's $795. Polk 2.3's $1350. (2) pairs of RTR 280 DR's
$350/pr. Snell CH's $800. Thiel CS 3.5's $2000. Thiel 03A's

$500. Vandersteen 1B with stands $400. (217) 544-5252.

components, crossovers, & kits: Dynaudio, Scan Speak,
VIFA, Ceratec, Focal, Morel, MB Electronics, Peerless, Polydax, SEAS, LPG, Eton, Versa-Tronics, VMPS systems & kits.
Free literature. 3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94110.
(415) 641-4573; Fax (415) 648-5306.

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE AND IMPROVE OLD SPEAKER SYSTEMS. FREE
DESIGN GUIDE. ALLPASS TECHNOLOGY, INC. PO BOX
453, AMITYVILLE, NY 11701. (516) 598-1320.

5 mfd Mylar Capacitor; Axial leads; 1.5"
x 1/2"; 10% 50V with full leads by Elpac

10/
S4

68

Peerless 1646 Horn Mid; 2" Textile
dome; Round 14cm flange; Fs 450; 93dB;

$30

61

Scan -Speak 18w/8544-05; 6.5" Kevlar
cone rubber surround woofer; Fs 40; Qts
.36; Vas 26 Its; 88dB; F3 undsr 50Hz in
1/2 ft" vented, 80Hz in 1/3 ft sealed.
Exceptional value!

S66

Audax DTVVSP25BACAVFF80; I"

$10

Ito 5K, 80

]

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.

[

systems at the dealers below. Our models include

($6800/pr), our highly reviewed "best buy" 'Amer

II ($479ea kit, $649ea assem), the OSO 626
AN Monitor ($269ea kit, $329ea assem),
Super lbwer/R and Super 1bwer/R Special Edi-

tion floorstanding monitors ($749 to $1400ea
kit, $998 to $1700 assem), and the OSO Series
of bookshelf systems. Kits are supplied with fully
asssembled cabinets and all prices include free
shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div. (tone Audio

3429 Morningside Dr. El Sobrante, CA 94803
(510) 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Sounds Incredible, Brookfield CT; Dynamic Sound, Washington DC;
Hifi Farm, Beckley WV: American Audio, Greenville SC;
Chattanooga Valley Audio. Rossville GA; Tech Electronics,
Gainesville FL: Arthur Morgan, Lake Mary FL; Sound Solu-

[

[
12

[

Sounds Unique, San Jose CA; Private Line Home Entertainment. Stockton CA; Golden Ear, Chico CA; !tone Audio, El

Sobrante CA; James Romeyn, Petaluma CA; The Sound
Room. Vancouver BC Canada

1/2"; 10%, 100V with full leads by Wesco

$2

Audits HD30P45TSMC 12" Woofer;

$55

pl

]
$49

]

sealed enclosure.

Peerless 1771 2" poly cone tweeter; 2
1/4" square; 40; Fs 1450; 92dB; 3.5 to
20K; Poly cone version of industry
standard; Exceptional value for
automotive systems.

$5

]
1

Dynaudio 17W75 EXT; 6.5" Polycone
rubber surround woofer with extended
upper frequency to 4500Hz; 3" VC; Fs

$50
1

42; Vas 19 Ins; Qts .74; 86(1B; 120;
Great for D'Appolito arrangement.
I 7K

10 mfd Mylar Capacitors; Radial leads;
I" x 1/2"; 10% 100V with full leads by

HSU Research HRSW10

'If you have a listening room of reasonable size, nothing
can improve your stereo system as dramatically for $750 as
the Hsu Research HRSW10*
Pete Aczel, The Audio Critic, Issue No. 19, Spring 1993
1 guarantee you this much; once you hear good, clean bass,
you'll be hooked for life. Highly Recommended"
Dick Olsher, Stereophile, Vol. 16 No. 3, March 1993
"Truly awesome room shaking bass....0. -3 dB 14.3 to 40Fle
Don Keele, Audio 11/92
"Most effective subwoofer we have tested ... Best Buy"
Julian Hirsch. Stereo Review 9/92
"Bass extension was truly remarkable'
Robert Deutsch, Stereophile Vol. 15 No. 4, Apri11992
'Delivered dean low bass at high levels ... work just splendidly'
David Moran, Speaker Builder 3/92
'Some of the most impressive subwoofer systems rve heard'
Peter Rittchell, Stereophile Vol. 14 No. 3, March 1991

0

.

564

$20

$20
Klipsch 106K 8" Woofer; Paper cone
cloth surround; Fs 41; Vas 42 Its; Qts
.325; 92dB; 60; 75Watts; High
efficiency, good for 2 -Way Hi-Fi or stage
monitors.

709

KlIpselh K112K Horn Tweeters; 4" x 10"
Exponential; Fs 1500; I 00dB; 160; use a
12dB x -over at 3K; 3 to I 7.5K

$20

150

Vita Pl7WH06 80 Woofer; Decorative

$20

stamped frame, poly cone robbersurround;;

,t-

Fs 42; Qts .33; Vas 30 Ins;
R(1; 88dB; High quality at a good price.

)[ 280

Bennie Polypropylene 3.9 mfd capacitor
200V 5% axial leads

$1.50

260

Bennie Polypropylene 7 mfd capacitor

$2.40

350

BennIc Polypropylene 12 mfd capacitor $3.00
200V 5% axial leads

200V 5% axial leads

Sale ends October 31, 1993.

Foam speaker surround replacements
from SAT will as you isairoda of dellarg
All Wm including AR, INFINITY, ROSE,
JBL. ADVENT. $27.951 pair (incl. 5/H).
(No C.O. D s) Oo it yourself with SAT!

...1

111

III NI

1.800.747.3692 VISA/MC Orders

704697.9001
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Klipsch 1C5K 8" woofer; Paper cone
cloth surround; Fs 40; Vas 46 Its; Qts
.33; 91 dB; 120; 75Watts; Excellent High

Output D'Appolito woofer.
1(11 227

FOR YOURSELF!

PO BOX 10138, HAT ROCK. NC 28731

1

Focal 81(516; 8" Kevlar woofer with cast $103
frame; 7.5mm X -max; 80, Fs 33.7; Vu
58.7 Ins; Qts .3; 90.5dB; Exceptional iq
a 3 -Way system; E3 below 40Hz in I.5 ft

49

REPAIR FOAM ROT

STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

$125

KG; Chambered back; Suitable for 2 -Way
or 3 -Way systems; 2.5 to 22K

i[

Write or call:
HSU RESEARCH

Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial - money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty.

]

$10

Accuton (Ceratee) C2-22 Ceramic 1"
inverted dome tweeter; 90dB; Fs 495;

/II 40

Send for complete information and critics' review reprints.

20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90701
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)

10/

Matsushita

IN; Ruth Industries. St. Louis MO; Shadow Creek Ltd,

Oceanside, CA; Hal Broda, Escondido CA; Christopher
Hansen Ltd. Beverly Hills CA; Audio Haven, Upland CA;

10/

Focal 4V111 Midbass with Polyglass
cone; 11 cm cast frame; Fs 70; Vas 6 Its;
Qts .32; 89dB; 80; Exceptionally smooth
response to 10K; F3 of 155Hz in 1.5Itr

[

Here's what the experts are saying:

..1.

1

1.5 mfd Mylar Capacitor; Axial; I" x

Paper cone, foam surround; Fs 17, Vas
708 Its, Qts .23; 95dB; &CI

[

49

around you" effect.

ReSeal LI I

S79

high quality midrange at a good price.
12K

video system for

H SU

II

Vas 6 Its; Qts..26; 92dB; 80; A very

I{

tions, Carlisle PA; Sounds Deluxe, Clarendon Hills IL; Audio
Exchange, Mishawaka IN; Audio Connection, Terre Haute

Minneapolis MN; Audio by Gil Morrison, Detroit MI; Concert
Sound, San Antonio TX; Lookout Electronics. Longview WA;
Affordable Audio, Fresno, CA; Exclusively Entertainment,

Eton 4-203 4" Midbass with Kevlar
Hexacone; I2cm round cast frame; Fs 59;

53

1E

the new flagship FF-1 Focused Field Array

1111

Polymer dome tweeter; 4" diameter round
metal flange; Chambered back for lower
resonance; 88dB; 2.5K - 20K.

[ 256

The HRSW1Os
will extend bass of
your stereo or

JI

MM

[ 270

46

ou

closures, and chuffing vent noise of many competing bass modules.
Write for our literature or hear VMPS speaker

-!

vented

22K

A & S SPEAKERS Imports the world's finest speaker
X

-1(

treated paper cone with rubber surround;
8W; fs 27; Qts .3; Vas 75 ltrs; 89dB;
150W; 2"VC; F3 below 40Hz in I ft

LOUDSPEAKER SALE! Acoustat 3300's & SW 1 Sub $2200.

o

10/
$5

in small sealed enclosure, frequency
response to 6K; Below Cost!

hobbyist. Stocking an extensive

x.

.1

506

distributor of electronic parts

C

$7

tweeter: 3.25" SQ flange; Fs 1500; 90dB

Parts Express is a full -line

DISTORTION

}

S/E

Philips AD11400 /T8f1 I" Textile dome

41

CATALOG

LOWER
SUBWOOFER

DESCRIPTION

QTY

......,
DDf

Madisound Speaker Components
(8808 University Green)
P. O. Box 44283
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
Voles: 608-831-3433
Fax: 808-831-3771

I

LOUDSPEAKERS

I - Fi
111

or Les

a

New 333 powered loudspeaker system

$895/.1

High End sound

411111111.111" -

Factory -direct

-I'.'..-'

30 day mor ey back trial program
vv. Phone 800 959-7874
-5

...AUDIBLE RESULTS WITH THE FINEST

IN CONNECTING COMPONENTS

s11-1JuS

1284 S. Lyon Santa Ana, CA 92705

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC
203 Flagship Dr., Lutz, Fl 33549 PH: (813)948-2707

CD CABINETS

AUDIOPHILE GRADE
PARTS
For the last 4 year& SONIC FRONTIERS INC. has been

Factory Direct Service Speakers up to 22
years old with many upgrades available.
Ohm Accoustics Corp. 241 Taaffe Place,
Brooklyn, NY 11205 (718)783-1111.

ADCOM, ADS, ARAGON, AUDIO RESEARCH, BANG & OLUFSEN, B&K, B&W,

offering audiophile hobbyists horn around the world, the
highest quality electronic parts for their audio electronic
projects. We have continued to expand our line of parts
and components -o satisfy the needs of our demanding
clientele. We are pleased to feature the following lines.
CAPACITORS:

MIT MulfiCap - Flkn /Foil or Metallized.
World's best FILM CAPACITORS!
WONDER CAP new Series '13". wonder wire leads
REL- CAP film/ foil polystyrene axial Mods

YANA compact metallized and film/tor poll/Propylene 'carat lead
SOLER - metallized polypropylene up to 200ut at 400VDC,
NEMENS - metallized potypropyiene from 5Ipf to slut at 620VDC

BRYSTON, CANTON, CARVER, CELESTION,

RESISTORS:

CLASSE', DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY, DE -

VISHAY utilizing a proprietary 8Ut K FOIL tech nAyy, those 1-Igh

NON, FOSGATE, HAFLER, HARMAN/
KARDON, INFINITY, JAMO, JBL, KEF,
KLIPSCH, LEXICON, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI,
NHT, ONKYO, POLK, SNELL, TRIAD, VAN-

DERSTEEN, VELODYNE, YAMAHA, AND
MORE. MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTIES.

LIVE ASSISTANCE WEEKDAYS. AUTOMATED PRICING 24 HOURS. AMERISOUND

SALES, INC. (904) 262-4000.
JBL & ALTEC LANSING-HARTSFIELDParagon-Olympus S8 -L100 ,200 & 300 studio monitors.
Parts & Plans for Music Lovers. Send $5.00 for Catalog.
Visa/MC. Since 1947. (415) 388-5711.

WE FIX FOAM EDGES! 15 YEARS
OF QUALITY SPEAKER REPAIR. 5 YR. WARRANTY. RE FOAMING IS OUR SPECIALTY. ALL BRANDS, ANY SIZE.
MODIFICATIONS - HI -END UPGRADES (813) 544-3511
OR (813) 544-3819.

SPEAKER REFOAMING DON'T
RISK YOUR VALUABLE WOOFERS WITH A KIT! WE CAN
REFOAM YOUR WOOFERS RIGHT THE FIRST TIME. ALL

precision resistors we the best available We have a limited range of
WA series (axial Nod. 0.5%) values In stock. Also,Lye are pleased to
Introduce the 0102% series (rodial lead 0 2501 resistors which we
available in any value up to 250K. In any quantIN. in under 2 weevil
HOLCO - 0 5% 5Oppm metal 11n resistors. non-magnetic
constructien We stock a cornpreheneve range of values In 1/4. 1/2
and 1 watt ratings

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS:
GOLD AFRO offering tested and selected tubes In 3 grades <Standard.
Gold and Platinum) to the disconnoting tudnophile 4 rrion-h war.
ranNi; RAM hP3eWo.... CARDAS RCA locks. plugs. hackup w. and
shietded cable. Wit. AFFANY. EDISON PRICE Were Posts. ALFA IOURNS
Vciaine and Reliance Controls, NELMS( /IR plugs. GRAVITIES rotary
switches. TEFLON Lyre imony gouges and colours). ANALOG DEVICES
AD8273N, ADEATIN. PEARL tube Coolers. Lso-Sockets. CAE (Curcio
Audio Englneenng) DANIEL PreArnp Kits (MKI and MKII)ond DYNACO
Rebuild Kits SONIC FRONTIERS mono ladder attenuate. kits 001(. 50K.
103K. 25010, best volume control avallablel. plus tube sockets, semiconductors, electrolytic capacitors etc.

SPECIALIZING IN INTERNATIONAL SHIPMENTS

DISCOUNTS UP TO 30% AVAILABLEI
Please CALL. WRITE a FAX for our FREE 1992 PRODUCT CATALOGUE!

SONIC FRONTIERS

INCORPOR A TED
760 PACIFIC ROAD, UNIT 119. OAKVILLE. ONTARIO. CANADA ha ext5

FAX (416) 847-5471

TEL (416) 847-3245

Premium Parts 8. Accessories

The largest selection of audiophile capacitors, resistors,

WORLD. MC -VISA.

Cap: Vishay, Holco, Caddock, Mills, Resista resistors: MIT
CARIAS, KIMBER & silver chassis wires. custom cables &
terminations: all !Pipes of audio connectors and adaptors:
silver contact toggle, rotary switches & stepped at refloat,.
kits. PMI BUF-03's (kit too!). Hubbell hospital ;lade plugs
& outlets. Tubes, feet, damping sheets & compounds, tools
and many accessories. Extensive inventory good prices!
Phone (415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog.

TEM IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable oak units hold all
recording formats & Audio/Video components. FREE Mailorder Brochure (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:

(415) 928-4509. P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA

PUBLICATI ONS
MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio
tracks in theaters and at home. $8/year (4 -issues). Send $2

for two sample issues. P.O. Box 7304, Suite 269A,
No, Hollywood, CA 91603.

SERVICES
ACCUPHASE AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND
PARTS. We repair and supply parts for all ACCUPHASEand
KENSONIC Amplifiers, Tuners, Compact Disc Players, etc.
Contact: ACCUTECH, 206 E. Star of India Lane, Carson, CA

90746. TEL. (310) 324-7406, FAX (310) 324-7422. Hours:
9am-4pm Pacific Time.
SPECIALIST, TUBE EQUIPMENT CUSTOMIZATION Repair Services. Vintage military tubes & parts available. Custom and Vintage tube equipment for sale. Pro rec ording
inquiries wecome. BWS Consulting, 5609 N. 23rd Street,
Arfington, VA 22205. (703) 536-3910.

Audio Equipment Built, Repaired and Restored to order
for $200 to $40,000, by Richard Modeller', independent
consultant to Audio Classics, inventor, and former Senior
Engineer at McIntosh. AUDIO CLASSICS. 8AM-5PM EST

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
connectors, chassis wires in North America. MIT

THE BEST DISC, TAPE & COMPONENT STORAGE SYS-

Series as their "top choice". Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL,
555 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811.

Mon. -Fri., POB 176SAR, Walton, NY 13856 607-865-7200.

BRANDS, ALL SIZES. 5YR WARRANTY. 2-3 DAY SERVICE. (813) 544-3511 OR (813) 544-3819 SPEAKER -

MAIL ORDER

STORADISC-- See why CD Review picked our Library

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small business.

Grants/loans to $500,000.00. Free recorded message:
(707) 448-0270. (KF1)

MultiCaps, Wonder Caps -solder -wire, SCR, Solen cap, Rel-

Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

94133.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS: You can reach millions of prime
prospects for your mail order products or services through lowcost Marketplace Classified advertising.

To place an ad, or for further information including rates, ad
styles, sizes and multi -title discounts, call Toll -Free

(800) 445-6066 9am-5pm EST
In Canada: (212) 767-5750

ATTENTION
AUDIO
ADVERTISERS
Reach proven mail order
buyers. They turn to us when
they are looking for purchas-

ing information and advise.
Advertise your products and
services in a low-cost environment that sells.

Millions of your prime
prospects can be found in
the industry leading titles

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and
existence of warranties. Therefore, the following information is
provided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise information with the seller. including brand, model, color or finish.
accessories and rebates included in
the price.

2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period and who
pays the postage for returned mer-

Magazines, Inc.

1 (800) 445-6066

INDEX

It is impossible for us to verify all

of Hachette Filipacchi
To place a classified ad, simply call Toll Free:

AD

Firm (Reader Service No.)
Adcom (1)
Allison Acoustics (2)

American Express/Optima

Page
33

47*

2&3

chandise.

Apex Audio (3)

61

3. Understand the product's war-

Audio Research (4)

11

ranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Does the seller
itself offer a warranty? In either case.

AudioQuest

Bell'Ogetti (28)
BIC America (5)

63, 74

65
55

9am to 5pm EST

what is covered by warranty. how
long is the warranty period. where

In Canada - (212) 767-5750

will the product be serviced. what do
you have to do. and will the product

Brystonvermont (6)

be repaired or replaced? You may

Camel

want to receive a copy of the written
warranty before placing your order.

Cambridge Soundworks (7, 8) .... 24, 25

4. Keep a copy of all transactions,

Celestion (9)

20

Digital Phase (10)

49

Copies of articles
from this publication
are now available
from UMI Article
Clearinghouse.
The UMI Article Clearinghouse offers articles from
more than 11,000 copyright -cleared periodicals in
a wide range of subjects. You can place your orders electronically, as well as by phone, mail, and
telefacsimile. For more information, please complete and mail this coupon to UMI Article Clearinghouse, 300 North Zeeb Road, Box 11, Ann Ar-

bor, MI 48106 USA. Or call toll -free for an

including cancelled checks. receipts
and correspondence. For phone orders. make a note of the order including merchandise ordered. price, order
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The Velodyne 15" Subwoofer:
Controlling Brute Force Through Superb Engineering
High -output, low distortion bass response can only be
achieved by creating and controlling the power of brute
force. Perfection of such an accomplishment demands
superb engineering, critical manufacturing, and dedication
to ideals: A feat, according to the audio press
and listeners worldwide, that has
been attained only by
Velodyne Acoustics.

HOLE PATTERN IN CONE Used to break up unwanted
standing waves radiating from the throat of the cone.

HIGH DENSIT Y FOAM SURROU1VD

PNENOLIC IMPREGNATED LINEN SPIDER
AND SPACER To handle the long, 5/8 inch
peak -to -peak cone excursion, Velodyne

uses the strongest most durable
surround and spider available.

3 OUNCE RESIN
REINFORCED

More than a decade
of engineering excellence has generated

CELLULOSE CONE
Disatisfied with "off the

shelf' cones that flex and
distort when called upon to
reproduce the lowest bass
frequencies, Velodyne designed
the strongest and stiffest cone
ever produced.

Velodyne's "High Gain

Servo" speakers to the
forefront of the audio
industry.

Velodyne's patented
speakers are built
in-house, to the
most exacting
spedfications, using
the finest materials
available. With their
superb design,
engineering, and error correction electronics,
Velodyne's subwoofers remain
the standard by which all others
are judged

3 INCH EDGEWOUND
COPPER VOICE COIL
Carefully matched to the
massive magnet structure,
it assures constant linearity
and instant response.

STEEL BASKET
Specially designed to accept
the deep cone and voice
coil structure.

26 LB. TOTAL MAGNET STRUCTURE
One of the largest magnet structures on any
speller, it provides the necessary torque
required for maximum high -output, low
distortion bass response. Includes:

LOW MASS (2.5 GRAMS)
ACCELEROMETER The brains of
Velodyne's patented "High Gain Servo System,"
this amazing device
is mounted directly
on the voice coil,

and measures the
actual movement of the
driver. The information
is sent to a circuit, which
makes corrections for any
deviations from the pure input
signal. This "error correction"
circuit virtually controls the motion
of the driver, and eliminates
distortion.

STEEL TOP AND B0770M MATES
10 LB. CERAMIC MAGNET
STEEL POLE PIECE

31.2 LB. CERAMIC SHIELDING MAGNET

Velodyne
The Bottom Line In Bass
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-7270 800/835-6396
Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card
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